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Abstract

A measurement of the inclusive deep inelastic positron proton scattering cross-section
at low momentum transfers squared Q2 between 0.2 GeV2 and 3.5 GeV2 and values of
Bjorken x down to 3 · 10−5 is presented. Based on this the proton structure function
F2, parameterising the quark composition of the proton, is extracted. Measurements at
these low values of Q2 are particularly interesting since perturbative calculations based
on Quantum Chromodynamics, the theory of the strong interaction, can no longer be
performed and only phenomenological models are able to describe the proton structure.

Experimentally this transition region can be accessed by shifting the interaction point
of positrons and protons into the direction of the incoming proton. This possibility
has been exploited in the year 2000 during a special running period of the HERA
collider. The present analysis is based on data recorded with the H1 detector at that
time. Compared to a similar data taking period in 1995 the statistical error of the data
sample is smaller by a factor of two. Due to a detailed investigation of the systematic
uncertainties affecting the measurement it has been possible to reduce the total error by
almost the same amount. The improved precision should allow for a better constraint
of the available phenomenological models.

Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird eine Messung des inklusiven Wirkungsquerschnitts der
tiefinelastischen Positron-Proton-Streuung bei kleinen Viererimpulsübertragsquadra-
ten Q2 zwischen 0.2 GeV2 und 3.5 GeV2 vorgestellt. Der minimal erreichbare Wert der
Bjorken Skalenvariablen x beträgt dabei 3 · 10−5. Mit Hilfe der Meßergebnisse wird die
Protonstrukturfunktion F2 bestimmt, die den Quarkinhalt des Protons parametrisiert.
Der analysierte Teil des Phasenraums ist von besonderem Interesse, da bei hinreichend
kleinen Werten von Q2 störungstheoretische Vorhersagen im Rahmen der Quantenchro-
modynamik, der Theorie der starken Wechselwirkung, versagen und phänomenologische
Modelle zur Beschreibung der Protonstruktur herangezogen werden müssen.

Um diesen Übergangsbereich experimentell zugänglich zu machen, wurde der Wech-
selwirkungspunkt von Positronen und Protonen am HERA-Beschleuniger während ei-
ner speziellen Datennahmeperiode im Jahr 2000 in Richtung des einlaufenden Protons
verschoben. Die mit dem H1-Detektor in diesem Zeitraum aufgezeichneten Daten bil-
den die Grundlage der durchgeführten Messung. Der statistische Fehler des Datensat-
zes ist um einen Faktor zwei kleiner als für eine entsprechende Datennahmeperiode im
Jahr 1995. Aufgrund einer detaillierten Untersuchung der systematischen Unsicherhei-
ten konnte der totale Meßfehler um nahezu den gleichen Wert verringert werden. Die
Meßergebnisse sollen dazu beitragen, die freien Parameter der verfügbaren phänome-
nologischen Modelle mit höherer Präzision zu bestimmen.
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Preface

Spectroscopic measurements and scattering experiments are the two basic methods to
investigate the structure of matter. Among the latter the exploration of nuclei and
afterwards nucleons with a lepton as a point-like probe has played and continues to
play a key role. According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle the negative squared
momentum transfer between the lepton and the target Q2 defines the scale λ ' ~/

√

Q2

to which the target structure can be resolved. The higher the energy in the centre of
mass system of the interacting particles the larger values of Q2 that can be reached
and the finer structures of the target that can be resolved. Therefore the development
of new experiments aims for a continuous increase of the centre of mass energy.

With the Stanford Linear Accelerator for electrons proposed in 1957 [Gin57] energies
large enough to probe the substructure of the proton in a deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
experiment were reached. The striking feature of the first SLAC data published in 1969
was that the structure function F2 parametrising the structure of the proton showed
almost no dependence on Q2, i.e. the resolution power of the electron [Blo69, Bre69].
Such a scale invariant behaviour, simply called scaling, had already been predicted by
Bjorken [Bjo69a]. Feynman gave a simple physical interpretation of the result in the so-
called parton model [Fey69] where the proton is assumed to consist of non-interacting
and point-like constituents (partons), on which the electron scatters incoherently. One
then expects no dependence of F2 on Q2 since the scattering centre is a point. It only
depends on a variable commonly referred to as Bjorken x, which can be interpreted as
the fraction of the proton’s momentum carried by the struck parton. Finally Bjorken
and Paschos associated the partons with quarks [Bjo69b], resulting in the quark-parton
model. Quarks had been introduced to explain the large number of meson and baryon
resonances observed in hadron spectroscopy [GM64, Zwe64].

Despite many successful applications severe difficulties arose for the quark parton
model in the following years: It was observed in neutrino-nucleon experiments that
the quarks carry only about half of the momentum of the nucleon [Per75]. This was
evidence for the existence of additional constituents in the proton not interacting with
the leptonic probe. The other major problem was the non-observation of quarks in the
final state. This imposes a conceptual problem on the quark parton model: While the
non-existence of free quarks implies strong forces between them the scaling behaviour
is successfully described assuming no interactions between the partons.

Both problems were solved with the development of Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD), the gauge theory of the strong interaction, in the early 1970s. It describes the
interaction between the quarks via the exchange of gluons, which carry the missing
momentum fraction of the proton. It was discovered that due to the non-Abelian
structure of QCD the strength of the interaction between the quarks decreases towards
small distances (large Q2) [Gro73b, Pol73], such that the quarks in DIS experiments are
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quasi-free. This behaviour is referred to as asymptotic freedom and allows perturbative
methods to be employed to make quantitative predictions. At large distances (small Q2)
the strength of the interaction rises such that confinement of the quarks within the
hadrons takes place. Apart from providing a theoretical justification for the parton
model QCD predicted the breaking of Bjorken scaling. Indeed a Q2 dependence of the
structure function F2 was observed in muon-nucleon scattering experiments [Fox74].

With the HERA accelerator at DESY in Hamburg starting operation in 1991 a new
class of experiments was realised: lepton-hadron collider experiments. Electrons or
positrons and protons are accelerated and brought to collision inside the multi-purpose
detectors of the H1 and ZEUS collaborations. Compared to the previous fixed target
experiments the centre of mass energy is significantly increased, allowing for a large
extension of the kinematic range in x and Q2 and thus enabling extensive QCD tests.

One of the most important results of the H1 and ZEUS experiments so far is the
observation of a steep rise of the proton structure function F2 towards low values of
Bjorken x at fixed Q2 [Abt93, Der93a], which is caused by the gluonic content of the
proton and is successfully described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations [Glü92].
Moreover, it turned out that the Q2 evolution of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2)
is well described by pQCD down to low values of Q2 of only a few GeV2.

At even lower Q2 values around 1 GeV2 a transition takes place into a domain in
which quark confinement effects start to dominate and hadrons become the relevant
degrees of freedom instead of quarks. Since pQCD is no longer applicable the de-
scription of the transition region constitutes a challenge for the theory and a field for
phenomenological models. Successful predictions should improve the understanding of
quark confinement. If the results of pQCD or most of the phenomenological models
are extrapolated towards smaller values of x the growth of F2 would violate unitarity.
Therefore the rise of F2 at low x is expected to be tamed, an effect referred to as
saturation. The lowest values of x are reached at HERA for small values of Q2.

To test the available models and to search for signs of saturation high precision data
in the transition region are essential. Collecting them requires dedicated experimental
techniques since with the scattered electron being detected in the main detector of
H1 or ZEUS standard DIS events can only be reconstructed for Q2 > 2 GeV2. One
possibility is to extend the acceptance of the existing detector components towards
lower values of Q2 by shifting the interaction region of leptons and protons in the
direction of the incoming proton. This has been done during a special running period
of the HERA collider in the year 2000, called the shifted vertex run. The subject of the
present thesis is the measurement of the proton structure function F2 using the data
collected by the H1 experiment in this time interval.

The thesis is organised as follows: In chapter 1 the theoretical concepts concerning
deep inelastic scattering and the structure of the proton are introduced. Chapter 2 is
concerned with the experimental foundations of the measurement, namely the relevant
aspects of the HERA accelerator and the H1 detector. Following these prerequisites the
basic principles of the cross-section determination and the extraction of the structure
function F2 are presented in chapter 3. The chapter also serves to distinguish the
present work from complementary analyses. All details about the data analysis are
covered in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 is devoted to the results of the measurement
and the comparison to other experimental results and to theoretical predictions.



1 Deep Inelastic Scattering

The present chapter provides the theoretical basis for the measurement of the proton
structure functions F2 and FL in deep inelastic electron1-proton scattering at low val-
ues of Q2. After the basic variables describing the event kinematics are introduced the
parameterisation of the inclusive electron-proton scattering cross-section in terms of
proton structure functions is discussed. Subsequently, predictions of their behaviour
by the quark parton model, perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics and various phe-
nomenological models are presented. It turns out that also a class of processes referred
to as radiative electron-proton scattering is relevant for the measurement. Therefore
the corresponding experimental configurations are introduced.

The chapter can only provide a short overview of the individual topics. A detailed
discussion can be found in [Dev04] and [Bro95].

1.1 Event Kinematics

The interaction of electron (e) and proton (p) can be described in lowest order per-
turbation theory via the exchange of virtual gauge bosons. If a neutral gauge boson
is exchanged, i.e. a photon (γ) or a Z0, the electron is scattered off the proton and
a hadronic final state X is produced. In case the gauge boson carries a charge (W ±)
the final state consists of a neutrino and the hadronic system X. Figure 1.1 shows the
corresponding Feynman diagram.

At a fixed centre of mass energy
√

s the event kinematics are fully determined by
two of the three Lorentz invariant variables Q2, x and y. They are defined by the
four-momenta of the particles involved in the scattering process: the four-momenta of
the incoming electron and proton are denoted by k and P, respectively, k′ corresponds
to the scattered electron. Finally, q denotes the four-momentum of the exchanged
boson. Neglecting the electron and the proton mass the squared centre of mass energy
is determined by the energies of the incoming electron E0

e and the incoming proton E0
p :

s = (P + k)2 ≈ 4E0
eE

0
p (1.1)

The negative four momentum transfer squared at the electron vertex is defined as

Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k′)2 (1.2)

It is also referred to as the virtuality of the exchanged boson.
Furthermore, the Bjorken scale variable x and the inelasticity y are used to describe

the event kinematics:

x =
Q2

2 P · q , y =
P · q
P · k (1.3)

1Unless otherwise stated, the term ‘electron’ is used in this thesis to generically denote electrons or
positrons.
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P

k

γ(Z0, W±)q

k′

p

e

X

Figure 1.1: Lowest order Feynman graph for the electron-proton scattering process.

In the quark-parton model x is interpreted as the fraction of the proton’s momentum
carried by the struck quark (see section 1.3). The inelasticity y corresponds to the
relative energy transfer of the incoming electron to the proton in the rest frame of
the latter. Correspondingly, both variables are dimensionless and limited to the range
0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1.

Neglecting the particle masses the previously defined quantities are related by:

Q2 ≈ xys (1.4)

Finally the invariant mass of the hadronic final state is given by

W 2 = (P + q)2 =
1 − x

x
Q2 + m2

p (1.5)

with mp denoting the proton mass.
The values of Q2 relevant to this analysis are small compared to the large masses

of the Z0 and W± bosons (mW ≈ 80 GeV, mZ0 ≈ 91 GeV). Therefore Z0 and W±

exchange can be neglected and only the photon exchange is considered in the following.
In the limit Q2 → 0 GeV2 the ep scattering process can be interpreted as an interaction
of a real photon with the proton. The corresponding events are called photoproduction
events in contrast to DIS events.

1.2 DIS Cross-Section

At lowest order in electroweak theory (Born approximation) the DIS cross-section can
be expressed in terms of a tensor product:

dσ ∼ LµνW
µν (1.6)

The leptonic tensor Lµν describes the interaction of the electron with the exchanged
virtual gauge boson and can be precisely calculated in the electroweak theory treating
the electron as a point-like particle. Correspondingly, the interaction of the gauge boson
and the proton is represented by the hadronic tensor W µν. Since the internal structure
of the proton is unknown the precise form of W µν cannot be specified. Instead, the
most general Lorentz invariant form is assumed. Considering the photon exchange
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only and employing current conservation at the hadron vertex W µν can be expressed
in terms of two unknown functions.

Hence the inclusive differential ep cross-section at low Q2 can be expressed in terms
of two independent proton structure functions F2 and FL:

d2σ

dxdQ2
=

2πα2

Q4x
Y+

(

F2(x, Q2) − y2

Y+
· FL(x, Q2)

)

with Y+ = 1 + (1 − y)2 (1.7)

A simultaneous measurement of both structure functions is only possible if the inelas-
ticity y is varied for fixed values of x and Q2. According to equation 1.4 this requires a
variation of the centre of mass energy

√
s. The latter can be achieved either by chang-

ing the beam energies of the HERA collider or by analysing events for which the energy
of the electron available for the interaction with the proton is reduced due to photon
radiation (see section 1.7). However, at sufficiently low values of y the contribution of
FL to the cross-section is strongly suppressed due the factor y2. Since this is the case
for the bulk of the phase space accessible at HERA the structure function F2 can be
directly determined from the differential DIS cross-section even at fixed s.

It turns out to be convenient to define the so-called reduced cross-section σr derived
from equation 1.7 by absorbing the common factor of both structure functions:

σr = F2(x, Q2) − y2

Y+
· FL(x, Q2) (1.8)

The ep scattering process at low Q2 can be interpreted as the interaction of a flux of
virtual photons with the proton. Due to their effective mass virtual photons can have a
longitudinal as well as a transverse polarisation. Hence the differential ep cross-section
in the Born approximation can be decomposed accordingly:

d2σ

dxdQ2
= Γ(y, Q2)

(

σT (x, Q2) + ε(y)σL(x, Q2)
)

(1.9)

Here σT and σL denote the cross-section for the absorption of transversely and lon-
gitudinally polarised photons by the proton, respectively, Γ(y, Q2) = αY+/(2πQ2x)
describes the photon flux and ε(y) = 2(1 − y)/Y+ is the photon polarisation2.

Comparing equations 1.7 and 1.9 one obtains:

F2(x, Q2) =
Q2

4π2α

(

σT (x, Q2) + σL(x, Q2)
)

(1.10)

FL(x, Q2) =
Q2

4π2α
σL(x, Q2) (1.11)

Due to its relation to the cross-section for longitudinally polarised photons FL is called
longitudinal structure function. The condition that both the longitudinal and the
transverse cross-section have to be positive imposes the following constraint on the
proton structure functions:

0 ≤ FL(x, Q2) ≤ F2(x, Q2) (1.12)

2It should be emphasised that there is a certain amount of freedom in the definition of the flux factor
since the only constraint is the correct description of the real photon flux in the photoproduction
limit (Q2 → 0 GeV2). Here the convention of Hand is used [Han63]. The quoted formulae for
Γ(y, Q2) and ε(y) are approximations valid for W 2 À m2

p.
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P

ξP

p

e

proton remnant

struck quark

e′

Figure 1.2: Deep inelastic scattering in the quark parton model.

1.3 Quark Parton Model

The quark parton model has been the first approach to provide a reasonable inter-
pretation of the SLAC measurements mentioned in the preface. In the quark parton
model the proton is assumed to consist of point-like spin- 1

2
particles (partons) that can

be identified with the three quarks necessary to explain the quantum numbers of the
proton. The interaction of electron and proton is viewed in the infinite momentum
frame in which the transverse momenta of the quarks are neglected and Q2 À m2

p. In
this frame relativistic time dilatation slows down the rate at which the partons interact
with each other, i.e. during the short time the virtual photon interacts with the proton
the quarks are essentially free. Hence deep inelastic ep scattering can be viewed as an
incoherent sum of electron-quark scattering processes as displayed in figure 1.2.

Accordingly, the differential ep cross-section is expressed as a sum of elastic eq scat-
tering cross-sections

d2σ

dxdQ2
=
∑

i

∫ 1

0

dξqi(ξ)

(

d2σ

dxdQ2

)

eqi→eqi

(1.13)

where the parton density function qi(ξ) is the probability to find a quark i carrying
the fraction ξ of the proton’s momentum before entering the scattering process. The
cross-section for electron-quark elastic scattering can be calculated in QED to

(

d2σ

dxdQ2

)

eqi→eqi

=
4πα2

Q4
e2

i

1

2
(1 + (1 − y)2)δ(x − ξ) (1.14)

The result implies that the momentum fraction ξ of the struck quark is identical to the
dimensionless variable Bjorken x introduced in section 1.1. Equation 1.13 illustrates
the basic concept of the quark parton model, namely the splitting of the DIS cross-
section into an calculable hard process and a parton density function to be determined
by the experiment.

Inserting equation 1.14 in 1.13 and comparing the result to 1.7 yields:

F2(x, Q2) =
∑

i

e2
i xqi(x) (1.15)

FL(x, Q2) = 0 (1.16)
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From these equations the following predictions of the quark parton model can be de-
rived: the structure function F2 is scale invariant, i.e. it does not depend on Q2 but only
on x. This behaviour is called scaling and was observed in the first DIS experiments
at SLAC for x ≈ 0.25 in 1969 [Blo69, Bre69]. The longitudinal structure function
FL is predicted to vanish. Equation 1.16 is also known as Callan-Gross relation. It
follows from the helicity conservation for massless spin- 1

2
partons [Cal69]. In the same

year when it was derived (1969) it was confirmed in a combined analysis of SLAC and
DESY [Alb69, Tay69] giving strong evidence for the spin- 1

2
structure of the quarks.

1.4 Quantum Chromodynamics

As already pointed out in the preface the experimental observation that the quarks
carry only about 50% of the proton’s momentum cannot be explained within the quark
parton model. Nor can it account for free quarks not being observed in the final state of
any particle reaction while in DIS experiments quarks appear to be quasi-free. Further
problems occurred in the classification of the hadron spectra: to explain the quantum
numbers of the ∆++ resonance it is assumed to consist out of three u quarks. Since
quarks are spin- 1

2
particles the Fermi statistics seems to be violated.

In first instance to overcome the latter caveat a new quantum number, colour, was
introduced [Han65, Gre64]. Each quark carries one of the colours red, green or blue.
The idea of extending the colour model to a gauge theory obeying SU(3) symmetry
led to the development of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong
interaction [Fri73, Gro73a, Wei73]. The gauge bosons of QCD are eight massless gluons
mediating the interaction between the quarks. They carry the missing fraction of the
proton’s momentum. Due to the non-Abelian structure of the SU(3) group they have
themselves a colour and an anticolour allowing for gluon self interactions. The colour
plays the same role for the strong interaction as the charge for QED. However, the
Abelian structure of the U(1) symmetry group allows no photon self couplings in QED.

The vacuum polarisation in QED leads to a screening of a charge to be probed and
the coupling constant α increases with decreasing distance (increasing Q2). On the
contrary, in QCD the self coupling of the gluons causes an antiscreening effect leading
to a decrease of the strong coupling constant αs with increasing Q2. This behaviour
is referred to as running of αs and quantified in the renormalisation group equation
given in leading order by

αs(Q
2) =

12π

(33 − 2nf) ln Q2

Λ2

QCD

(1.17)

where nf denotes the number of active quark flavours, i.e. those with m2
q < Q2. The

parameter ΛQCD determines the scale at which αs becomes large. For Q2 values much
larger than Λ2

QCD the coupling constant αs becomes small and the quarks inside the
hadrons are quasi-free. The discovery of this property of QCD [Gro73b, Pol73], called
asymptotic freedom, allows to conduct perturbative calculations. Approaching Λ2

QCD

with Q2 implies αs getting large. Hence the quarks start to be tightly bound in the
hadrons and perturbative methods cannot be used. Either αs(Q

2) or ΛQCD has to be
determined from experimental data. The latter is of the order of a few hundred MeV.
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P

zP

i

p

e e′

fi

CV,i

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the factorisation theorem for deep inelastic ep scattering.

One of the achievements of perturbative QCD (pQCD), applicable in the domain of
asymptotic freedom, is the field theoretical justification of the parton model. This is
realised by the factorisation theorem of deep inelastic scattering [Col89]. It states that
for the general case of lepton-hadron scattering the interaction of the exchanged vector
boson with the hadron can be divided into two independent parts, a short distance
part which is perturbatively calculable and a long distance part to be determined
experimentally. It is a direct transfer of the basic assumption of the quark parton
model to separate the DIS cross-section into a hard scattering process and a parton
density function. Formally, factorisation implies to express the structure function F V,h

2

as convolution of a coefficient function CV,i
2 and a parton density fi/h summing over

all partons i (quarks q, antiquarks q̄, gluons g):

F V,h
2 (x, Q2) =

∑

i=q,q̄,g

∫ 1

x

dz CV,i
2

(

x

z
,
Q2

µ2
r

,
µ2

f

µ2
r

, αs(µ
2
r)

)

fi/h(z, µ2
r, µ

2
f) (1.18)

The coefficient function CV,i
2 describes the interaction of the exchanged vector boson

V with a parton i. It is independent of the long distance effects and in particular
independent of the identity of the hadron h. For a particular exchanged boson V it
can be expanded in a power series of αs and perturbatively calculated. The parton
density fi/h(z) is a direct generalisation of the parton model quark distribution, i.e. it
corresponds to the probability to find a parton i carrying a fraction z of the hadron’s
momentum. It is specific to the hadron h, but universal, that is, independent of the
particular hard scattering process. Two scales are present: the factorisation scale
parameter µf defines the boundary between the short and long distance part and µr

is the so-called renormalisation scale parameter used to absorb divergent parts of the
perturbation theory. Figure 1.3 shows an illustration of the factorisation theorem for
deep inelastic ep scattering3.

The separation between the coefficient functions and parton density functions is not
unique. To eliminate this ambiguity a specific factorisation scheme has to be applied.
The two most commonly used schemes are the DIS [Alt79] and the modified minimal
subtraction scheme MS [Bar78] scheme. In the DIS scheme the structure function F2

3As this thesis is concerned with ep scattering in a region of the kinematic phase space in which the
photon exchange dominates the indices V and h are omitted in the following implicitly assuming
that they correspond to γ and p.
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Figure 1.4: Diagrams of the leading order DGLAP slitting functions. P
(0)
αβ (x/z) de-

notes the probability that a parton α carrying a fraction x of the proton’s
momentum originates from a parton β with a momentum fraction z.

is given by the quark parton model equation 1.15 to all orders in perturbation theory,
just that the quark densities are scale dependent. Choosing µr = µf = Q one obtains:

F2(x, Q2) =
∑

i=q,q̄

e2
i xfi(x, Q2) (1.19)

In case of the MS scheme the parton density functions are defined directly in terms of
hadronic matrix elements. The latter scheme is more useful for theoretical calculations
while the former is the natural choice for DIS experiments.

A remarkable consequence of factorisation is that measuring the parton density func-
tions at one scale µ allows their prediction for any other scale µ′ given that both scales
are large enough for αs at each of them to be small. This possibility increases the
predictive power of pQCD enormously and is referred to as evolution of the parton
densities. The underlying evolution equations can be derived from equation 1.18 by re-
quiring that the structure functions as measurable quantities should be independent of
the factorisation and renormalisation scale. Choosing again µr = µf = Q one obtains
the DGLAP evolution equations named after Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli
and Parsisi [Gri72, Dok77, Alt77]:

dqi(x, Q2)

d ln Q2
=

αs(Q
2)

2π

∫ 1

x

dz

z

[

∑

j

qj(z, Q
2)Pij

(x

z

)

+ g(z, Q2)Pig

(x

z

)

]

(1.20)

dg(x, Q2)

d ln Q2
=

αs(Q
2)

2π

∫ 1

x

dz

z

[

∑

j

qj(z, Q
2)Pgj

(x

z

)

+ g(z, Q2)Pgg

(x

z

)

]

(1.21)

Here qj(z, Q
2) and g(x, Q2) denote the quark and gluon density functions, respectively.

Like the coefficient functions the so-called splitting functions Pαβ are calculable in
pQCD expanding them into a power series in αs:

Pαβ(z, αs(Q
2)) =

αs

2π
P

(0)
αβ (z) +

(αs

2π

)2

P
(1)
αβ (z) + . . . (1.22)

The leading order splitting functions P
(0)
αβ (x/z) have a simple physical interpretation:

they correspond to the probability that a parton α carrying a fraction x of the proton’s
momentum originates from a parton β with a momentum fraction z. Figure 1.4 shows
the graphs for all leading order splitting functions.
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Since the momentum fraction of the radiated parton is always smaller or equal to
that of the parent parton, the integration in equations 1.20 and 1.21 is restricted to
the interval x ≤ z ≤ 1. Hence the evolution of the parton density functions can be
predicted without having to know them to arbitrary small values of x.

This allows for a determination of the parton density functions from experimental
data according to the following procedure: the parton density functions are parame-
terised by smooth analytical functions at a low starting scale Q2

0 as a function of x
with a certain number of free parameters. They are evolved in Q2 using the DGLAP
equations. Afterwards predictions for structure functions and cross-sections are calcu-
lated. The free parameters are determined by performing a χ2 fit to the data. Several
constraints are imposed during this procedure.

For an accurate determination of the parton density functions the coefficient and
splitting functions have to be precisely known as they govern the calculation of the
structure functions (see equation 1.18) and the evolution (see equations 1.20 and
1.21), respectively. Since 2005 all of them are known to next-to-next-to-leading or-
der (NNLO) [Moc04, Vog04, Ver05].

Global QCD analyses applying the fitting procedure outlined above to the data of
different experiments have been carried out by several theoretical groups, resulting in a
large set of available parameterisations for the parton density functions. Among them
are the ones from Glück, Reya and Vogt (GRV) [Glü98], from Martin, Roberts, Stirling
and Thorne (MRST) [Mar02, Mar03] and the CTEQ collaboration [Pum02].

Also the H1 collaboration has performed a QCD fit (H1 PDF 2000) based on positron-
proton neutral and charged current events recorded with the H1 detector in the years
1994 to 2000 [Adl03]. The parton densities have been evolved according to the DGLAP
equations in next to leading order. Figure 1.5 compares the H1PDF 2000 fit to the
data used for its derivation as well as to data from the ZEUS collaboration and the
fixed target experiments BCDMS and NMC. The structure function F2 is displayed as
a function of Q2 for various values of x. Good agreement between the data and the fit is
observed except for the BCDMS data at x = 0.65. This implies that pQCD successfully
describes the data over almost five orders of magnitude in x and Q2 including the scaling
violation of F2 explained in the following.

The structure function F2 rises (decreases) with Q2 at small (large) values of x, i.e.
the scaling behaviour predicted by the quark parton model and observed in the first DIS
experiments at SLAC [Blo69, Bre69] is violated for the bulk of the phase space. Only
in the region of x ≈ 0.25 where the SLAC measurements have been performed scaling is
still found. The scaling violations are caused by gluon radiation: by radiating a gluon
with a momentum fraction x′′ the original momentum fraction x of the quark is reduced
to x′ < x because of x = x′ + x′′. In addition gluons can split into quark antiquarks
pairs4 carrying a relatively small momentum fraction. With increasing resolution, i.e.
larger values of Q2, more of such processes can be resolved by the photon. Therefore
one expects the quark density functions to rise with Q2 at low x and to decrease
with it at high x. Since the structure function F2 is the charged weighted sum of the
quark densities (see formula 1.19) this behaviour directly leads to the observed scaling
violations.

4The quarks and antiquarks originating from gluon splittings are called sea quarks in contrast to
the three valence quarks necessary to explain the quantum numbers of the proton.
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Figure 1.5: Proton structure function F2 as a function of Q2 for various values of x
measured by the H1 and ZEUS collaborations as well as the fixed target
experiments BCDMS and NMC (figure taken from [New04]). The results
are compared to the H1 PDF 2000 fit represented by the error bands. The
width of the latter contains the experimental uncertainty as derived from
the fit and the model uncertainty added in quadrature. In case of the data
points the inner error bars indicate the statistical errors, the outer ones the
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. For a better visibility
the values of the structure function F2 are multiplied by 2i with i depending
on the particular value of x.
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1.5 The Rise of F2 towards Low x

It has been already mentioned in the preface that one of the first observations at HERA
was a substantial rise of F2 with decreasing x at fixed Q2 [Abt93, Der93a]. Such a
behaviour is expected in pQCD: the DGLAP equations can be solved in the so-called
double leading log approximation predicting F2 to rise approximately as a power of x
towards low x [DR74, Bal94]. The rise is a reflection of the gluon density and the sea
quark densities getting larger with decreasing x. However, for sufficiently small x the
power-like growth of F2 causes the cross-section to violate unitarity. Hence one expects
the rise of F2 to be tamed as x → 0, an effect referred to as saturation. One possible
explanation for saturation are gluon recombinations in the nucleon [Gri81, Gri83].
Concerning the event kinematics it is most promising to search for saturation effects
in the low Q2 regime5 since in this region the lowest values of x are reached according
to equation 1.4.

It has been suggested [Nav94] to measure the derivative

λ(x, Q2) = − ∂F2(x, Q2)

∂ ln x

∣

∣

∣

∣

Q2

(1.23)

in order to investigate the behaviour of F2 at low x. The H1 collaboration has deter-
mined this quantity for various data sets [Adl01b, Laš02a, Pet04]. It was found that
λ(x, Q2) is independent of x at fixed Q2 for x . 0.01 within the experimental accuracy.
This implies that the structure function F2 at low x can be parameterised as

F2 = c(Q2) · x−λ(Q2) (1.24)

Hence the x dependence of F2 at low x is indeed consistent with a power law as predicted
by pQCD and there is no evidence for a taming of this rise. Both H1 and ZEUS have
subjected their data to fits of the function 1.24 for x < 0.01 [Bre99, Adl01b, Laš02a].
The results for λ(Q2) are shown in figure 1.6. Two distinct regions can be distinguished:
for Q2 & 3 GeV2 where partons are the relevant degrees of freedom, λ depends loga-
rithmically on Q2. This behaviour is well reproduced by DGLAP based QCD fits. In
contrast, for Q2 . 1 GeV2, λ(Q2) deviates from the logarithmic dependence on Q2 and
tends to the value of 0.08 known from fits to hadron-hadron and photoproduction total
cross-sections based on Regge phenomenology (see next section). In this region αs is
large and due to the confinement hadrons are the relevant degrees of freedom. Since
perturbative methods are not applicable in this regime a reasonable description of the
transition between quasi-real photoproduction and DIS remains one of the biggest chal-
lenges in QCD. Presently the best description is provided by phenomenological models.
Three of them are discussed in the coming section.

1.6 Phenomenological Models at Low Q2

A large fraction of the phenomenological models describing the transition from high to
low values of Q2 make use of the fact that the ep scattering process can be interpreted

5At very low values of Q2 gluon self-interactions cannot be used as an explanation for the taming
of the rise of F2 since individual partons are not resolved any more.
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Figure 1.6: Exponent λ(Q2) obtained from fits of the function 1.24 to H1 and
ZEUS structure function data for x < 0.01 [Bre99, Adl01b, Laš02a] (fig-
ure taken from [New04]). The inner error bars illustrate the statistical
errors, the outer error bars indicate the statistical and systematic er-
rors added in quadrature. The straight line represents a fit of the form
λ(Q2) = a ln(Q2/Λ2) using data for Q2 ≥ 3.5 GeV2, the dashed line shows
an extrapolation of this fit to lower values of Q2.

as the interaction of a virtual photon with the proton (see section 1.2). They provide a
smooth fit of the structure functions or equally the photoabsorption cross-sections en-
suring that in the limit Q2 → 0 the corresponding photoproduction values are reached.
Since real photons can have no longitudinal polarisation this implies for σT and σL:

σT → σγp, σL → 0 (1.25)

According to equations 1.10 and 1.11 this implies that the structure functions F2 and
FL have to vanish in the photoproduction limit.

At very low values of Q2 the exchanged photon becomes almost real and it can
fluctuate into a virtual quark-antiquark pair. The lifetime of this state can become
large and comparable to the photon-proton interaction time since the virtuality is
small. Thus it is possible to interpret the photon-proton scattering as a hadron-hadron
interaction.

ALLM Parameterisation

The ALLM parameterisation is inspired by the Regge theory which has been developed
well in advance of QCD to describe hadron-hadron interactions [Reg59, Reg60, Che61].
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Due to the hadronic nature of quasi real photons mentioned above it can be used to
describe ep scattering at small values of Q2. In Regge theory the interaction of two
hadrons is described by the exchange of collective states of colour neutral particles, all
of them having the same quantum numbers apart from the spin. The spin depends
approximately linearly on the particle mass squared t. The corresponding straight line
is called Regge trajectory and parameterised as follows

α(t) = α(0) + α′ · t (1.26)

with α(0) being the intercept and α′ the slope of the trajectory.
Using this approach Donnachie and Landshoff [Don92] have fitted pp and pp̄ total

cross-sections by the form

σtot
i = AIP

i sαIP (0)−1 + AIR
i sαIR(0)−1 (1.27)

The coefficients AIP
i and AIR

i are process dependent constants whereas the intercepts
αIP (0) and αIR(0) are universal and have been determined to be αIP (0) = 1.0808 and
αIR(0) = 0.5475. The trajectory IR is an effective trajectory comprising several trajec-
tories of known mesons (reggeon trajectories). It describes the decrease of the cross-
section as a function of s at low s. To account for the observed increase of σtot

i at
larger values of s, the so-called pomeron trajectory IP has been introduced which has
the quantum numbers of the vacuum.

It has been shown that equation 1.27 also describes other hadronic total cross-section
data including that of real photoproduction on protons. In addition it directly implies
F2 to rise as F2 ∼ x1−αIP (0) or F2 ∼ x−0.08 towards small values of x [Don94]. This is in
agreement with the observations in the last section.

In contrast, the given parameterisation fails to to reproduce DIS data. To achieve
a description of the entire Q2 range the ansatz of Donnachie and Landshoff has been
extended by several authors. In the parameterisation of Abramowicz, Levin, Levy and
Moar (ALLM) [Abr91] the structure function F2 is composed of a pomeron (F IP

2 ) and
a reggeon (F IR

2 ) contribution:

F2(x, Q2) =
Q2

Q2 + m2
0

(

F IP
2 (x, Q2) + F IR

2 (x, Q2)
)

(1.28)

The basic difference between this model and equation 1.27 is the introduction of Q2

dependent intercepts. The version of the parameterisation employed for the present
analysis has been obtained in 1997 by fitting its 23 free parameters to DIS data of HERA
and fixed target experiments together with total pp and γp cross-sections [Abr97].

Saturation Model

The saturation model of Golec-Biernat and Wüsthoff [GB99a, GB99b] is intended to
provide a description of the transition between the high and low Q2 regime in inclusive
ep scattering at low x. It is based on the colour dipole model. The latter has a
physical interpretation in the proton rest frame (see figure 1.7 a)): the virtual photon
γ∗ splits into a quark-antiquark pair, i.e. a colour dipole, long before the interaction
with the proton since the formation time, τqq̄ ∼ 1/(xmp), is large. Subsequently the
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Figure 1.7: a) Illustration of the photon-proton scattering process within the dipole
model. b) Dipole cross-section σ̂(x, r2) as a function of the transverse sep-
aration r of the qq̄ pair according to equation 1.30 for different values of x
(both figures taken from [GB99b]).

qq̄ pair scatters coherently off the proton in a time which is short compared to τqq̄.
The dissociation of the photon into the qq̄ pair is described by QED while the strong
interaction is contained in the cross-section for the dipole-proton interaction. It is
assumed that the transverse separation r of quark and antiquark remains constant
during the interaction. Quark and antiquark carry the fraction z and 1 − z of the
photon’s momentum, respectively.

The idea of the dipole model is expressed formally by factorising the absorption
cross-sections for transversely and longitudinally polarised photons in the following
way:

σT,L(x, Q2) =

∫

d2r

∫ 1

0

dz |ΨT,L(z, r)|2 σ̂(x, r2) (1.29)

The photon wave functions ΨT and ΨL describe the photon dissociation in a qq̄ pair
and are calculable in QED. In contrast, the dipole cross-section σ̂(x, r2) is substantially
influenced by non-perturbative contributions and needs to be modelled.

In the saturation model [GB99a, GB99b] the dipole cross-section is assumed to have
the form

σ̂(x, r2) = σ0

[

1 − exp

(

− r2

4R2
0(x)

)]

(1.30)

where the x dependent saturation radius R0(x) is given by

R0(x) =
1

Q0

(

x

x0

)
λ
2

(1.31)

To ensure a smooth transition to the photoproduction limit (Q2 → 0) x is modified to
be

x = xB

(

1 +
4m2

q

Q2

)

(1.32)

with xB denoting Bjorken x in its original definition according to equation 1.3 and mq

being an effective quark mass.
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Fixing Q0 to 1 GeV and mq to 140 MeV three model parameters remain which have
been determined from fits to DIS data for x < 10−2 [GB99a]:

σ0 = 23 mb, λ = 0.29, x0 = 3 · 10−4 (1.33)

The resulting dipole cross-section σ̂(x, r2) as a function of the transverse separation r
is depicted in figure 1.7 b) for different values of x. For small values of r the dipole
cross-section rises like r2 while for large values of r it saturates. Saturation sets in at
r ∼ 2R0, i.e. it is governed by R0. The characteristic size of the dipoles is given by
r ∼ 1/

√

Q2. Hence σ̂(x, r2) rises with decreasing values of Q2 and finally saturates if
low values of Q2 are approached6. This feature of the dipole model can explain the
change in the behaviour of λ at very low values of Q2 (see section 1.5). The dipole
model predicts a pomeron intercept of αIP (0) ≈ 1.08 if the parameterisation obtained
from fits to DIS data is extrapolated to the photoproduction regime. This result is in
perfect agreement with the model of Donnachie and Landshoff [Don92] as well as the
experimental results for λ obtained at HERA (see figure 1.6).

Due to the x dependence of the saturation radius R0 given by equation 1.31 the
dipole cross-section σ̂(x, r2) saturates at smaller values of r and hence larger values
of Q2 as x decreases. For a fixed value of r, i.e. Q2, it saturates as a function of x
when approaching low values of x. In this way the saturation model incorporates the
saturation of F2 expected at small x. The saturation sets in at larger values of x when
Q2 decreases.

While being very successful in describing the experimental observations at low Q2 the
saturation model undershoots the measured structure function F2 for Q2 > 20 GeV2.
This is caused by the fact that it does not include any scaling violations. Therefore
the saturation model has been extended by incorporating leading order DGLAP evo-
lution [Bar02]. In order to preserve the good agreement with the data at low Q2 the
dipole cross-section is only modified at small values of r while at large r is still shows
saturation:

σ̂(x, r2) = σ0

[

1 − exp

(

−π2 r2 αs(µ
2) xg(x, µ2)

3 σ0

)]

(1.34)

The scale µ2 is assumed to have the form µ2 = µ2
0 +C/r2 with µ2

0 and C being parame-
ters to be determined from a fit to the data. Since the model is intended to describe the
data at low x, only the gluon density g(x, Q2) is included in the leading order DGLAP
evolution, because it is the dominating parton density in this regime. The modified
saturation model with four additional parameters describes the Q2 dependence of λ as
observed at HERA (see figure 1.6) remarkably well over the whole Q2 range [Bar02].

Fractal Fit

At small values of x the proton structure function F2 is almost solely determined
by the sea quarks. In QCD their behaviour is driven by gluon emissions and split-
tings. The larger values of Q2 are reached the more of these emissions and splittings

6The saturation of the dipole cross-section as a function of Q2 has to be distinguished from the
saturation as a function of x which is described below and leads to the small x saturation of F2

introduced in section 1.5.
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Figure 1.8: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for the process ep → eγX with photon
emission from the electron line.

can be observed. In [Laš02b] it has therefore been attempted to parametrise F2 as-
suming a self-similar structure of the proton, i.e. expecting that the proton reveals
a fractal nature at low x. Two magnification scales are used: 1/x and 1 + Q2/Q2

0.
Including Q2

0 the parameterisation contains five free parameters. They have been de-
termined using results from the H1 and ZEUS experiments at 0.045 ≤ Q2 ≤ 120 GeV2

and 6.2 · 10−7 ≤ x ≤ 0.01. The parameterisation, which is referred to as fractal fit in
the following, provides a good description of the data in the kinematic region given.

1.7 Radiative ep Scattering

Figure 1.1 depicts the ep scattering process to lowest order perturbation theory (Born
approximation). The corresponding Born cross-section is given in equation 1.7 taking
only the photon exchange into account. At higher orders various radiative processes
have to be considered which are discussed in section 3.7. The present section focuses
solely on their dominant contribution to the cross-section at low Q2, the radiation of
a real photon from the incoming or outgoing electron. For these process class several
configurations can be experimentally observed and are important for the analysis as
outlined in the following.

The lowest order Feynman diagrams for the photon emission from the lepton line
are shown in figure 1.8. Also the notation for the particle four-momenta to be used
in the following can be inferred from there. The amplitudes of both diagrams and the
interference term between them contribute to the scattering cross-section. Hence it
is impossible to attribute a single event to either the one or the other diagram. The
amplitudes for the first and second diagram are inversely proportional to (q′2 − m2

e) q2

and (q′′2 − m2
e) q2, respectively. Correspondingly, the differential cross-section exhibits

several maxima when one or both of these term approach zero. These peaks correspond
to the following experimental configurations:

• Radiative DIS events correspond to the maxima of the cross-section reached for
q′2 ' 0 or q′′2 ' 0, but q2 still being finite. This implies that the radiated photon
is emitted collinear either with the incoming (q′2 ' 0) or the scattered (q′′2 ' 0)
electron while the virtuality Q2 = −q2 of the exchanged photon is large enough
for the scattered electron to be detected in the main detector.

In the first case the Feynman diagram shown in figure 1.8 a) dominates the
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cross-section. Such events are called Initial State Radiation (ISR) events. Due
to the photon radiation the energy of the electron available for the interaction
with the proton is lowered and hence an ISR event can be interpreted as a non-
radiative ep scattering event at a reduced centre of mass energy

√
s. According

to equation 1.4 this allows on the one hand to extract the structure function F2

at lower values of Q2 for a given x or at larger values x for a given Q2 [Ahm95,
Der96, ZEU03, İşs00]. In addition the lowered centre of mass energy in ISR events
can be exploited to measure the proton structure function FL [ZEU03, İşs00] (see
section 1.2). Also the present analysis makes use of ISR events to extend the
accessible kinematic phase space for the F2 measurement, but in contrast to the
previous measurements the radiated photon is not explicitely detected.

In the second case the main contribution stems from the Feynman diagram of
figure 1.8 b), the corresponding events are referred to as Final State Radiation
(FSR) events. For them the opening angle between the scattered electron and
the radiated photon is typically too small for the two particles to be separately
reconstructed in the calorimeter. Therefore they usually cannot be distinguished
from non-radiative events.

• A further peak of the radiative cross-section is reached for q2 ' 0, but q′2 and
q′′2 finite. For this configuration electron and photon have a sizeable transverse
momentum and are almost back-to-back in azimuth. Since the virtuality of the
exchanged photon is small the process can be interpreted as the scattering of
a quasi-real photon off an electron. For this reason the process is called QED
Compton Scattering (QEDC). Due to the sizeable transverse momenta of the
outgoing particles QEDC events can be rather easily identified experimentally.
Therefore they are ideally suited to measure the proton structure function F2 at
small values of Q2 [Akt04, Len01]. Furthermore they can be employed for the
detector alignment by making use of their property to be back-to-back in azimuth
(see section 4.4).

• Due to the maximum of the cross-section in the limit q2 ' 0, q′2 ' 0 and q′′2 ' 0
most of the radiative events are characterised by both electron and radiated
photon being scattered at very small angles. Hence they leave the main detector
through the beam pipe without being detected. The majority of these events
are elastic scattering processes called Bethe-Heitler events [Bet34]. Their cross-
section can be precisely calculated in QED and is insensitive to the internal
proton structure. For these reasons the Bethe-Heitler process is used as reference
for the luminosity measurement of the H1 experiment (see section 2.5).



2 The H1 Experiment

The data for the measurement of the structure function F2 to be presented in this
thesis has been collected in the year 2000 with the H1 experiment situated at the
HERA collider. After a short overview of the accelerator this chapter concentrates on
the description of the H1 detector putting special focus on the relevant subdetectors
and the online event selection.

2.1 HERA Accelerator

The HERA (Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage) collider located at DESY (Deutsches-Elek-
tronen-Synchrotron) in Hamburg is the first storage ring for electrons or positrons1 and
protons ever built. It started operation in 1991. The beam energies are 27.6 GeV for
the electrons and 920 GeV for the protons2, respectively. This corresponds to a centre
of mass energy available for electron-proton collisions of

√
s ≈ 320 GeV which is more

than ten times larger than in fixed target experiments performed beforehand.
The particles are accelerated in two separate beam lines located in a tunnel of 6.3 km

circumference. The electron (proton) ring is equipped with normal conducting (super-
conducting) dipole magnets having a maximum field strength of 0.17 T (4.7 T). The
magnetic field strength limits the reachable proton energy. The maximum energy of
the electron beam is defined by the power of the radiofrequency system which is re-
sponsible for the acceleration and thus has to compensate the energy losses due to
synchrotron radiation. Synchrotron radiation losses are negligible in the case of the
protons since they have a mass being more than three orders of magnitude larger than
the electron mass. Before the particles reach the HERA machine they pass a system
of several pre-accelerators as depicted in figure 2.1. The last pre-accelerator before the
injection into HERA is PETRA (Positron-Elektron-Tandem-Ring-Anlage) accelerating
electrons and protons to energies of 12 GeV and 40 GeV, respectively.

The counter rotating beams collide head-on at the North and South interaction re-
gions where the multi-purpose detectors H1 and ZEUS are located. Two additional
experiments make use of only one of the two beams: the HERA-B experiment has been
designed to study the interaction of protons with the nuclei of target wires positioned
in the halo of the proton beam aiming for a measurement of the CP violation in decays
of B mesons. It stopped data taking at the end of 2003. The second experiment, HER-
MES, explores the spin structure of the nucleons by scattering longitudinally polarised
electrons off polarised gas atoms (hydrogen, deuterium, helium-3).

The HERA accelerator stores electrons and protons in 220 bunches of 1010 to 1011

particles each. This beam structure defines the collision rate of 10.4 MHz corresponding

1In the year 2000 relevant for this analysis positrons have been accelerated.
2An increase of the proton beam energy from 820 GeV to 920 GeV was achieved at the beginning
of 1998.
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Figure 2.1: The HERA collider facility and its pre-accelerator system.

to a time interval of 96 ns between two bunch crossings. During the data taking period
relevant for the analysis on average 174 colliding bunches were filled. The remaining
bunches are either not filled or have an empty partner bunch. They can be used to
study the beam induced background (see section 3.4).

In September 2000 the first running phase of the HERA collider ended with a long
shut down to allow for a major upgrade of the machine and the colliding beam ex-
periments. The major goal of the upgrade was a fivefold increase in instantaneous
luminosity3 to further enhance the physics potential of the experiments. The ongoing
running phase that started in 2002 is referred to as HERA-II.

2.2 Detector Overview

The H1 detector [Abt97a, Abt97b] has been designed for a precise identification and
reconstruction of the particles emerging from the ep interactions. It provides a hermetic
coverage of almost the entire solid angle as can be seen in figure 2.2 which shows a
schematic view of the main setup.

A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (see figure 2.2) defined by the Central
Tracker (see below) is used to describe the signatures of detected particles. The positive
z-axis points into the proton beam direction, the positive x-axis towards the centre of
HERA. The geometrical centre of the Central Tracker constitutes the origin. For the
parameterisation of particle trajectories polar coordinates are usually employed: the
distance r from the origin in the xy-plane, the azimuthal angle φ in the xy-plane
w.r.t. the x-axis and the polar angle θ w.r.t. the z-axis. The region of small (large)
polar angles is referred to as forward (backward) region. The H1 detector is arranged
symmetrically around the beam pipe, the asymmetric instrumentation in z-direction
accounts for the different beam energies causing a large fraction of the hadronic final
state particles to occupy the forward region.

A detailed description of the H1 detector can be found in [Abt97a, Abt97b]. In the

3The luminosity is a measure for the number of observable ep scattering processes as is explained
in section 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic 3-dimensional view of the H1 detector. References to particular
items of this figure are indicated by boxes in the text.

following only the detector components most relevant for this analysis are discussed
after a short overview of the general layout. The numbers given below refer to the
labels in figure 2.2.

The interaction region is surrounded by the tracking system of the H1 detector used
for the identification and momentum determination of charged particles. The tracking
system consists of two separate modules: the forward 3 and the central 2 tracking de-
vice having a polar angle acceptance4 of 7◦ < θ < 25◦ and 15◦ < θ < 165◦, respectively.
The central tracking device is shortly referred to as Central Tracker in the following.
Its wire chambers are complemented by the Central Silicon Tracker (CST) situated
closest to the interaction region. The CST covers the polar angle range 30◦ < θ < 150◦

and provides precise information concerning the vertex position allowing to separate
vertices from primary interaction products and decay particles. The backward region
of the tracking system is equipped with two subdetectors dedicated to the reconstruc-

4All polar angle acceptances quoted in this chapter refer to z = 0, i.e. the nominal z-position of
the interaction vertex for standard running conditions of the HERA collider. Note however that
for the data taking period analysed in this thesis the interaction vertex has been shifted resulting
in a nominal vertex position of approximately 70 cm (see section 3.1). This causes a shift of the
acceptance intervals towards larger polar angles.
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tion of the scattered electron, the Backward Silicon Tracker (BST) and the Backward
Drift Chamber (BDC).

The trackers are enclosed by a calorimeter system used to measure the energy of
the final state particles. The bulk of the acceptance (4◦ < θ < 154◦) is occupied by a
liquid argon calorimeter (LAr calorimeter) that is composed of an electromagnetic 4

and a hadronic section 5 and is contained in a cryogenic vessel 15 . The Spaghetti

Calorimeter (SpaCal) 12 in the backward region (153◦ < θ < 177.5◦) has been de-
signed for an accurate energy determination of the scattered electron. An additional
PLUG calorimeter 13 is installed in the forward direction close to the beam pipe.

All detector components mentioned so far are surrounded by a superconducting
solenoid 6 providing a homogeneous magnetic field of 1.16 T parallel to the beam
axis. It causes the trajectories of charged particles to bend allowing for a measurement
of their momenta. Since the solenoid is located outside of the calorimeters the amount
of dead material influencing the energy measurement is minimised.

The magnetic field lines are closed by the iron return yoke 10 which is instru-
mented with streamer tubes. Together with two additional sets of three layers of
streamer tubes 9 mounted at its inside and outside the instrumented iron constitutes
the central muon detector. Apart from the reconstruction of muon tracks it allows
to measure the energy leakage from hadrons not fully contained in the calorimeters.
High energetic muons with polar angles 3◦ < θ < 17◦ are detected in the forward muon
detector consisting of two sets of three double layers of drift chambers 9 at the front

and back side of a toroidal magnet 11 .

In order to reduce the background caused by interactions of the beam particles with
residual gas atoms in the beam pipe or the beam pipe material the H1 detector is
equipped with a time-of-flight system [Wis98]. Several combinations of scintillators
inside and outside of the main detector provide timing information with high precision
allowing to distinguish background and signal events by the definition of narrow time
intervals.

The luminosity system is installed in negative z-direction close to the electron beam
pipe in the HERA tunnel. It consists of a photon detector and an electron tagger
to reconstruct the radiated photon and the scattered electron of Bethe-Heitler events.
The data delivered by the individual subdetectors are processed by the trigger and
data acquisition systems.

2.3 Tracking Detectors

For the measurement of the polar angle of the scattered electron either the BST or
a combination of Central Tracker and BDC is employed. Apart from measuring the
position of the interaction vertex the Central Tracker provides information for the
reconstruction of the hadronic final state.

Central Tracker

The main components for the track reconstruction in the central region of the H1
detector are the two central jet chambers CJC1 and CJC2 (see figure 2.3). These are
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Figure 2.3: View of the central tracking device in the rφ-plane.

two concentric drift chambers having an active length of 220 cm and a radial extension
of 20.3 cm ≤ r ≤ 45.1 cm (CJC1) and 53.0 cm ≤ r ≤ 84.4 cm (CJC2).

The track reconstruction is based on the ionisation of a gas mixture (Ar − CO2 − CH4)
by the charged particles originating from the collision. The free electrons being pro-
duced in the course of the ionisation are detected on 2640 signal wires strung parallel to
the z-axis and organised in 30 (CJC1) and 60 (CJC2) drift cells, respectively. The drift
cells are inclined by about 30◦ w.r.t. the radial direction. This causes the ionisation
electrons in the presence of the magnetic field to drift approximately perpendicular to
high momentum tracks originating from the beam axis which guarantees an optimal
track resolution.

The spatial reconstruction in the rφ-plane is based on the measurement of the drift
time of the ionisation electrons. A charge division technique is used to determine the
z-coordinate. The 3-dimensional space point corresponding to the information of a
single wire is referred to as hit. The achieved resolutions for the hit coordinates are
σrφ = 170 µm and σz = 4 cm [Tlu99], respectively.

In addition to the track reconstruction the central jet chambers provide information
for the particle identification by measuring the specific energy loss of charged particles
dE/dx with a resolution of σdE/dx/(dE/dx) ≈ 8% [Ste99].

Two thin drift chambers CIZ (central inner z-chamber) and COZ (central outer
z-chamber) are attached to the inside and outside of the CJC1, respectively. Their
wires are strung in polygonal support structures around the beam axis (see figure 2.3).
In z-direction the CIZ (COZ) is separated in 15 (24) rings of 12 cm (9 cm) width
containing 4 layers of sense wires each. Since the wires are oriented perpendicular to
the beam axis the chambers are ideally suited for the reconstruction of the z-coordi-
nate. The corresponding resolution σz = 300 µm is significantly better than the one for
the central jet chambers. Therefore the signals of the two jet chambers and the two
z-chambers are subjected to a combined track reconstruction (see section 3.3). This
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Figure 2.4: Backward region of the H1 detector in the rz-plane. The nominal interac-
tion point (IAP) is indicated.

yields a resolution of the z-coordinate of the interaction vertex of 1 cm [Gla98a] and a
momentum resolution σp/p = 0.01 GeV−1p.

Furthermore the Central Tracker comprises two multiwire proportional chambers,
the CIP (central inner proportional chamber) and the COP (central outer proportional
chamber). The CIP is the wire chamber sitting closest to the beam line at an average
radial distance of 16.2 cm covering the polar angle acceptance 9◦ < θ < 171◦. Its two
layers are equipped with 480 cathode pads each, 60 pads in z-direction and 8 pads in
azimuth. They collect the charge induced by crossing charged particles. The layout
of the COP is similar to the one of the CIP. It is divided into 18 sectors along the
z-axis and 16 sectors in azimuth and detects charged particles in the polar angle range
25◦ < θ < 155◦.

Both multiwire proportional chambers deliver a fast timing signal with a resolution
better than the time interval of 96 ns between two successive HERA bunch crossings.
These signals are used in combination with the first proportional chamber FPC (For-
ward Proportional Chamber) of the forward tracking device to select events online
based on charged particle trajectories originating from the nominal interaction vertex.

Backward Drift Chamber

The Backward Drift Chamber [Sch96b] has been designed to complement the recon-
struction of the scattered electron in the SpaCal (see next section) with track infor-
mation in order to improve the precision of the polar angle measurement. Figure 2.4
indicates the position of the BDC in the backward region of the H1 detector. It is
mounted in front of the SpaCal at z = −145 cm having the same polar angle accep-
tance of 153◦ < θ < 177.5◦. Four double layers subdivided into eight octants are the
basic construction units of the BDC, i.e. a charged particle can cause up to eight hits
on a distance of approximately 7 cm.

In total 2048 wires are strung octagonal in planes perpendicular to the beam line.
This implies that the ionisation electrons drift in radial direction and thus the chamber
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Figure 2.5: Part of one BDC double layer in
the rz-plane. The numbers indi-
cate the radial distance from the
beam line in mm.

geometry is optimised for an accurate reconstruction of the polar angle θ. The stereo
effect of the four double layers which are rotated by 11.25◦ w.r.t. each other is em-
ployed for a coarse measurement of the azimuthal angle φ. Since the event rate rapidly
increases with increasing polar angles drift cells of different size are used in the inner
and outer part of the BDC (see figure 2.5) to keep the fraction of overlaying events in
the chamber (pile-up) as small as possible. The radial wire spacing is 1 cm for the inner
and 3 cm for the outer cells. The intermediate region is covered by a transition cell of
2 cm size which has a special field configuration since the wire position is not centred
w.r.t. the cell. From figure 2.5 it can be inferred in addition that that wires in the
neighbouring planes of a double layer are shifted by half the cell size in radial direction.
This allows to resolve left-right ambiguities of the drift origin. For the reconstruction
of the polar angle θ the BDC information is combined with the position of interaction
vertex determined by the Central Tracker (see section 3.3). The resulting resolution
amounts to 0.57 mrad [Gla98b, Kel98].

Backward Silicon Tracker

The Backward Silicon Tracker measures the polar angle of the scattered electron with
high precision and is able to reconstruct the interaction vertex independently of the
Central Tracker.

Figure 2.6 a) depicts the BST [Ark00, Eck02] in its configuration of the years 1998-
2000. It comprises eight detector planes which are oriented perpendicular to the beam
axis and cover the z-interval −95.6 cm ≤ z ≤ −35.8 cm. They are arranged in two
groups of four detector planes each. The first group (BST1) was installed in the H1
detector already in 1996, the second group (BST2) has been added in 1998 to enlarge
the BST acceptance towards larger values of Q2.

Each plane is equipped with 16 wedge shaped silicon strip detectors, called r-sensors.
According to figure 2.6 b) their readout strips are segments of a circle concentric to the
beam line. The active material is 280 µm thick n-type silicon. About 20000 electron-
hole pairs are produced by a single minimal ionising particle scattered in the active
volume of a sensor. The wedges overlap in φ-direction by 3 mm providing some re-
dundancy for the track reconstruction and a hermetic coverage of the azimuthal angle.
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Figure 2.6: a) Layout of the BST in the years 1998-2000. Following the z-axis in
positive direction one can distinguish the readout electronics and the two
groups of detector planes BST1 and BST2. Each detector plane is equipped
with 16 r-sensors b) and one u-sensor c).

They extend in radial direction from 5.9 cm to 12.0 cm allowing to reconstruct charged
particles in the polar angle range 164◦ < θ < 176◦ with an uncertainty of 0.2 mrad [H1 ].

One φ-sector (45◦ < φ < 67.5◦) of each wheel is equipped with an additional u-sensor .
For this sensor type the readout strips are parallel to one of the detector edges. By
combining the information of r- and u-sensors it is possible to measure the transverse
momentum and the charge of a track. Both sensor types have 640 readout strips each.
In order to minimise the attenuation of the small signals five pre-amplifiers are directly
bonded to the readout strips on each sensor.

2.4 Calorimetry

The energy measurement of the H1 experiment is based on the LAr calorimeter in the
central and forward region and the SpaCal in the backward region. For the present
analysis the former is employed to reconstruct the hadronic final state while the main
purpose of the latter is the energy measurement of the scattered electron. In addition
the SpaCal provides information for the online event selection.

Spaghetti Calorimeter

The Spaghetti calorimeter covers the polar angle acceptance 153◦ < θ < 177.5◦ [App97].
It is a sampling calorimeter, i.e. different materials are employed for the absorption
and detection of particles. For the SpaCal lead is used as absorber material while
the active material are scintillating fibres. The incident particles induce a shower of
secondary particles in the lead which cause the fibres to scintillate. The amount of
light registered by photomultiplier tubes is a measure for the energy of the primary
particles. Special photomultipliers have been chosen capable of operating in the strong
magnetic field [Jan94].

As can be seen from figure 2.4 the SpaCal is composed of an electromagnetic and
a hadronic section. The electromagnetic part consists of 1192 cells with a dimension
of 4.05 × 4.05 × 25.5 cm3. The smallest construction units of the calorimeter are 2-cell
modules, called sub-modules. Each of these modules contains 52 layers of lead having
90 grooves instrumented with scintillating fibres. The lead-to-fibre ratio is 2.27 : 1 by
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Figure 2.7: a) Electromagnetic section of the SpaCal calorimeter in the rφ-plane. The
thin (thick) solid lines refer to the borders of the sub-modules (super-
modules). An magnified view of the highlighted area, the insert module, is
depicted in b).

volume. Sets of eight sub-modules in turn constitute so-called super-modules which
have a quadratic cross-section and are the main building blocks of the electromagnetic
section as shown in figure 2.7 a). The innermost region of the SpaCal (see figure 2.7 b))
is equipped with a special arrangement of cells, called insert module [Dir95]. It accounts
for the space needed by the beam pipe. The purpose of four inner cells surrounding
the beam pipe, called veto cells, is to detect energy leakage of neighbouring cells into
the beam pipe. A tantalum layer of 2 mm thickness protects the active detector from
synchrotron radiation.

The cross-section of the cells is well matched to the Molière radius of 2.55 cm to
ensure a good spacial resolution5 of σ = (6.3 ± 0.4) mm/

√

E/GeV ⊕ (1.7 ± 0.1) mm
and a reliable electron/hadron separation based on transverse shower profiles. The cell
dimension in z-direction of 25.5 cm corresponds to 28 radiation lengths. Test beam
measurements have shown that the longitudinal energy leakage is negligible for 30 GeV
electrons [Nic96]. In addition the energy resolution of the electromagnetic section has
been determined to (7.1 ± 0.2)%/

√

E/GeV ⊕ (1.0 ± 0.1)% [Nic96].

Due to the fast response and precise timing information of better than 1 ns reached by
the photomultipliers the SpaCal proves to be useful for the online event selection. Apart
from suppressing beam induced background events based on the timing information DIS
events can be selected by requiring energy depositions above a certain threshold in the
calorimeter (see section 2.6).

The hadronic section of the SpaCal consists of 136 cells, each having a dimension of
11.93 × 11.90 × 25 cm3. It adds 1.02 nuclear interaction lengths of material to the elec-
tromagnetic section which correspond to 1.0 interaction lengths. Therefore it can only
provide a coarse hadronic energy measurement, but it allows to distinguish between
electromagnetic and hadronic showers.

5A ⊕ B is defined as: A ⊕ B ≡
√

A2 + B2
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Figure 2.8: View of the LAr calorimeter in the rz-plane with nomenclature for the
different wheels: Inner Forward (IF), Outer Forward (OF), Forward Barrel
(FB1, FB2), Central Barrel (CB1, CB2, CB3) and Backward Barrel (BBE).
The last letter distinguishes electromagnetic (E) and hadronic (H) sections.
The nominal interaction point (WWP) is indicated.

Liquid Argon Calorimeter

The liquid argon calorimeter is responsible for the energy measurement in a large range
of the polar angle (4◦ < θ < 154◦). Like the SpaCal it is a sampling calorimeter, but
using LAr as active material. Choosing this technique has the advantages of a good
stability, a homogeneous response and a fine granularity. The calorimeter is segmented
into eight self-supporting wheels in z-direction (see figure 2.8) which are in turn divided
into octants in φ. Six of the wheels are composed of an electromagnetic and a hadronic
section, the BBE has an electromagnetic section only, the OF consists of two hadronic
sections.

In the electromagnetic (hadronic) part of the calorimeter lead (steel) plates are used
as absorbers. In order to obtain a uniform energy resolution their orientation is chosen
such that particles originating from the interaction region cross them with an angle of
larger than 45◦. The absorption length of the electromagnetic part varies between 20
and 30 radiation lengths in the central and forward direction, respectively. The total
amount of absorbing material of the calorimeter sums up to about five to eight nuclear
interaction lengths.

The fine granularity of the LAr calorimeter is reflected in a total number of 44532
readout channels. The readout system provides calibrated charges for each readout
cell. A first suppression of electronics noise is already performed online by excluding
cells from the readout for which the absolute value of the signal after the subtraction
of the pedestal does not exceed a certain threshold (for details see section 3.6). The
calibrated charges are converted to energies with the help of a complex reconstruction
software comprising several steps. Among them the correction for dead material effects,
cluster formation as well a several measures to further suppress the noise contribution.

These reconstruction steps provide the correct energy if the incident particle is an
electron or a photon. Since the LAr calorimeter is non-compensating the charge output
for hadrons is about 30% smaller than for electrons6. Hence an additional correction

6The exact value depends on the incident particle energy.
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has to be applied for hadrons to compensate for this deficit. For this purpose spe-
cial software weighting techniques are employed [Wel94, İşs96]. They rely on the fine
segmentation of the LAr calorimeter which allows to identify the electromagnetic com-
ponents within hadronic showers.

Test beam measurements of calorimeter modules have revealed an energy resolution
of 12%/

√

E/GeV ⊕ 1% for electrons and 50%/
√

E/GeV ⊕ 2% for hadrons [And94,
And93].

2.5 Luminosity System

For a collider experiment the instantaneous luminosity L is the factor of proportionality
between the observed event rate dN/dt and the cross-section σ for a given process:

dN

dt
= L σ (2.1)

The total number of events N is related to the integrated luminosity L =
∫

Ldt in the
same way. Therefore a precise determination of the luminosity is necessary to perform
a cross-section measurement based on the observed number of events.

The luminosity is determined via the measurement of the event rate for a process with
a precisely known cross-section. H1 utilises the Bethe-Heitler process of small-angle
bremsstrahlung ep → e′γp for this purpose which has been introduced in section 1.7. Its
cross-section is calculable to high precision within QED. Since the angular distributions
of the electrons and the radiated photons have a strong peak in the direction of the
incoming electron the detectors of the luminosity system have to be placed close to the
electron beam line in negative z-direction.

Figure 2.9 shows a typical event in the luminosity system. The main components
of the system are two electromagnetic calorimeters: the photon detector (PD) located
at zPD = −102.9 m and the electron tagger (ET) at zET = −33.4 m. Both consist of
thallium chloride / thallium bromide crystals serving as Čerenkov counters. The signals
in each crystal are registered by a separate photomultiplier.

In total 25 crystals constitute the photon detector corresponding to an active area
of 10 × 10 cm2 in the xy-plane and a depth of 22 radiation lengths. Photons emitted
collinearly with the incoming lepton reach the photon detector by leaving the beam
pipe through an exit window at z = −92.3 m where the beam pipe bends upwards.
The photon detector is shielded from synchrotron radiation by a lead filter (F) of two
radiation lengths depth. A water Čerenkov counter (VC) with a depth of one radiation
length is used to veto events with photons interacting in the lead absorber to guarantee
a precise energy measurement.

The electrons emerging from the bremsstrahlung process have a reduced momentum
compared to the beam electrons. Hence they are deflected by the HERA beam magnets
and reach the electron tagger after leaving the beam pipe through an exit window at
z = −27.3 m. The electron tagger is assembled of 49 crystals resulting in an active area
of 15.4 × 15.4 cm2. The tagger acceptance is defined by the field of the magnets and
may thus vary significantly if the beam optics changes.

Two methods are used for the luminosity measurement of the H1 experiment [Ahm95,
Gog96]: the instantaneous luminosity is determined online by requiring the detection
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Figure 2.9: The luminosity system of the H1 experiment. The top part depicts the
detection of a Bethe-Heitler event schematically. In addition typical energy
depositions in the electron tagger (middle left) and the photon detector
(middle right) are shown as well as the positions of both detectors w.r.t.
the beam line (middle centre, bottom).

of both the scattered electron and the radiated photon. This information is used to
optimise the beam position during the operation of the HERA accelerator. Since this
method utilises the electron tagger the measurement depends strongly on the beam
optics. Hence the integrated luminosity used for physics analyses is calculated based
on the photon detector information only. This method provides a higher precision,
but only after a precise absolute calibration and resolution determination has been
performed offline. The main background to the Bethe-Heitler events is caused by in-
teractions of the electrons with residual gas atoms in the beam pipe. Their contribution
is estimated with the help of electron pilot bunches, i.e. electron bunches which have
no proton partner bunch.

Apart from the luminosity measurement the luminosity system is employed for the
identification of photoproduction events (see section 4.9) and initial state radiation
events (see section 4.6).
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Figure 2.10: Overview of the H1 trigger system. Decision times and typical input rates
are shown at each level.

2.6 Trigger System

Depending on the beam quality it is possible that the rate at which background events
induce a signal in the H1 detector exceeds the one for ep interactions by more than
a factor of 1000. Apart from synchrotron radiation the main background sources are
interactions of the proton or electron beam with residual gas atoms in the beam pipe or
atoms of the beam pipe itself. Cosmic muons constitute another important background
source.

Rejecting background events while at the same time efficiently selecting ep inter-
actions of interest for physics analyses is the task of a trigger system. For the H1
experiment in particular this implies a rate reduction from the bunch crossing rate of
10.4 MHz to a rate of approximately 10 Hz at which the data are stored on raw data
tapes. This is realised with the help of a multi-level trigger system [Els93]. The deci-
sion time increases from level to level while the rate is reduced successively. Figure 2.10
gives an overview.

Basically one has to distinguish between two sets of information: the information
that is sent from most of the subdetectors to the trigger system and the data that are
finally used for the event reconstruction. While fast availability is of importance for the
former, emphasis is placed on precision in the case of the latter. The signal formation
in the subdetectors, signal transmission via long cables and processing time on the
first trigger level (L1) take significantly longer than the 96 ns of two consecutive bunch
crossings. Hence the subdetector systems feed their data into a ring buffer system in
order to keep the first trigger level deadtime free.

Typical criteria to arrive at a trigger decision on L1 are the information of the time-
of-flight system, multiplicities and momenta of charged tracks in the drift chambers or
localised energy deposition in the calorimeter. They are encoded in Boolean decisions
known as trigger elements. Up to 256 trigger elements can be sent from the subsystems
to the central trigger where they are combined to 128 subtriggers via logical operations.
The L1 decision is taken based on the subtriggers. If one of the subtriggers accepts the
event the ring buffers are frozen and the deadtime begins. The latency of L1 is 2.3 µs,
the rate is reduced to 1 kHz.

The second trigger level (L2) receives all the trigger data from the independent
L1 trigger subsystems. They are analysed at a much higher granularity compared to
the L1 trigger elements and correlations between them are taken into account. For
this purpose two independent systems are available taking a decision within a latency
of 20 µs [Nic98]: the topological trigger (L2TT) represents the detector geometry as a
16 × 16 matrix in the θφ-space [Biz92b, Biz92a]. The trigger decision is taken based on
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the event topology. For example it is possible to select only events which have at least
one energy deposition in the SpaCal outside a predefined radius r (see section 4.3). The
second system (L2NN) consists of several neural networks [Köh97, Krä98]. They are
trained using previously recorded data samples of background events and events from
the physics process of interest. Both systems can send up to 16 L2 trigger elements to
the central trigger which are used to validate L1 subtriggers. In the case of a negative
trigger decision the ring buffers stopped on L1 are started again and the deadtime ends.
If the event is accepted the readout of the ring buffers is started.

The third trigger level (L3) is based on software algorithms implemented on a single
RISC7 processor. In the case of a negative trigger decision the readout is aborted
to reduce the deadtime. Due to long decision times this system has not been active
during data taking. In the course of the luminosity upgrade the third trigger level has
been realised within the Fast Track Trigger project by a modern processor farm [Bai01,
Nau02].

The data are transferred to the fourth trigger level (L4). It has the full detector
information available and aims for a reduction of the data logging rate and volume. L4
consists of a farm of RISC processors operating asynchronously to the data taking and
hence not contributing to the deadtime. Fast algorithms especially designed for the
processor farm or parts of the standard offline reconstruction are run at this level. The
event processing proceeds in two steps: during the L4 trigger verification step the L1
subtrigger decision is checked on the basis of the refined detector information. In the
case of a positive verification an event is kept if it fulfils either one of the hard scales
or if it is recognised by one of the finders dedicated to special final state signatures.
The hard scale selection aims to identify events in which a hard subprocess is involved.
These events are characterised by particles with a high momentum, high energy jets or
large values of Q2. A small fraction of the events rejected by L4 is kept for cross-checks.
This technique is referred to as downscaling.

The events accepted by L4 are written to raw data tapes with a typical rate of 10 Hz.
Finally the raw data are subjected to the full offline event reconstruction.

The input rate of the processor farm on L4 is limited to 50 Hz. This bandwidth
has to be divided between the 128 L1 subtriggers. The rate of the various subtriggers
differs significantly and also the rate of a single subtrigger changes according to the
instantaneous luminosity and background conditions. In order to achieve an optimal
distribution of the bandwidth it is therefore possible to downscale each of the 128
individual subtriggers generated at L1 by a pre-settable factor, called prescale factor.
If a prescale factor di is assigned to the subtrigger i only one out of di events satisfying
the conditions of the subtrigger leads to a positive L1 decision. This is realised by the
introduction of raw and actual subtrigger bits: if an event matches the requirements of
the subtrigger i its raw bit is set. But only for one out of di events for which the raw
bit is set also the actual bit is set. An event is accepted by the first trigger level if the
actual bit of at least one of the subtriggers is set.

To react on the changing conditions during data taking in a convenient way an
automatic optimisation procedure has been developed and established, known as auto-
prescale program [SC99]. It analyses the rate of the individual subtriggers, estimates
their future trend and calculates an optimal set of prescale factors. The distribution

7Reduced Instruction Set Computing
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the sliding window technique: trigger cells are formed by
combinations of four readout cells. Four of these trigger cells are in turn
combined to a cluster-bit. To avoid energy losses at the borders of the
cluster bits they overlap with each of their neighbours by half the area
they cover.

of the bandwidth can be steered via a complex strategy file.

Inclusive Electron Trigger

Since in the phase space relevant to this analysis the electron is scattered into the
acceptance of the SpaCal calorimeter the corresponding trigger subsystem, the inclusive
electron trigger (IET), provides the basis for the event selection. It compares local
energy depositions in the SpaCal with pre-defined thresholds [Bou95]. All considered
subtriggers contain at least one of its trigger elements (see section 4.3). Therefore its
operation principle is explained in the following.

For triggering purposes the SpaCal is segmented into groups of 2 × 2 readout cells,
so-called trigger cells. The energy attributed to a trigger cells is calculated by summing
up the energy depositions in the readout cells belonging to it. Subsequently the energy
in 2 × 2 trigger cells is added. To this combination of trigger cells a cluster bit is
assigned. The deposited energy attributed to the cluster bit is compared to pre-defined
thresholds. To avoid losses at the borders of the cluster bits a sliding window technique
is applied: Adjacent cluster bits overlap as depicted in figure 2.11. Their centres of
gravity are separated by 8.1 cm, the transverse extension of two readout cells.

Figure 2.12 shows a representation of the SpaCal on trigger level. The information
whether an energy threshold is exceeded in a certain cluster bit is encoded in bit
patterns. The bits of 4 × 4 cluster bits are combined with the logical operation OR
to a so-called LIET 8 region. If an energy threshold is exceeded for a cluster bit, the
bit of the corresponding LIET region is set. The surface of the SpaCal is covered by
25 LIET regions. The LIET region which contains the intersection with the nominal
beam axis is called central LIET region.

8Local Inclusive Electron Trigger
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Figure 2.12: Representation of the SpaCal on trigger level. The cross indicates the
nominal position of the beam axis..



3 Basics of the Cross-Section

Measurement

The last two chapters have been devoted to the foundations of the theoretical de-
scription and experimental observation of deep inelastic scattering. The information
of both enters the present chapter which gives a review of the basic concepts of the
DIS cross-section measurement. Most of the technical details are explained in the next
chapter.

For the present analysis a data sample is employed which has been recorded during
a special running period of the HERA collider. To measure the kinematic variables
various methods are available utilising the information of different detector components
and thus involving several reconstruction algorithms. They are discussed in detail.

In order to model detector acceptances and efficiencies the recorded data are com-
pared to event samples obtained from simulations of the event kinematics and the
detector response. The same technique is applied to determine the contribution of
background processes mimicking the signature of a DIS event. The underlying Monte
Carlo models are introduced.

With these requisites the methods to determine the double differential cross-section
and to extract the proton structure function F2 are presented.

The chapter ends with an overview of the coverage of the kinematic phase space
achieved by the present analysis as well as complementary analyses using the same
data set.

Emphasis is placed in this chapter on the role of radiative events. Apart from
affecting the reconstruction of the event kinematics they allow for a significant extension
of the accessible kinematic phase space compared to non-radiative events.

3.1 Data Sample

With the scattered electron being detected in the main detector photon virtualities
down to Q2 ≈ 1.5 GeV2 can be reached with the H1 experiment for non-radiative events
during standard operation conditions of the HERA collider [Aid96, Adl01a]. To access
lower values of Q2 a so-called shifted vertex run has been performed during three days
in the year 1995. For this special run the interaction vertex has been shifted by 70 cm
in the direction of the incoming proton. By this means the acceptance of the existing
detector components is extended towards larger polar angles and hence smaller values
of the photon virtuality1. Values of Q2 down to 0.35 GeV2 have been reached in the
corresponding analysis [Adl97b].

1The correlation between the polar angle θe of the scattered electron and Q2 is discussed in sec-
tion 3.2.
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A second data sample with the same special running conditions and approximately
the same duration has been collected in August 2000. It constitutes the basis for
the present analysis. With an integrated luminosity of approximately 500 nb−1 the
statistics of the former shifted vertex run is exceeded by a factor of four corresponding
to a reduction of the statistical error by a factor of two.

In figure 3.1 a typical event of this data taking period is depicted: the scattered
electron causes a sizeable cluster in the electromagnetic section of the SpaCal as well
as hits in the BST and BDC. The hadronic final state occupies the forward region of
the H1 detector. Its presence is indicated by energy depositions in the electromagnetic
and hadronic part of the LAr calorimeter to which tracks in the Central Tracker can be
attributed2. In section 3.3 it is explained how the information of the different detector
components contributes to the determination of the event kinematics.

As can be seen from the displayed tracks the interaction vertex is sizably shifted
in positive z-direction w.r.t. the origin of the H1 coordinate system, i.e. the nominal
vertex position for standard running conditions. To illustrate the effect of this shift
figure 3.2 compares the region in the xQ2-plane covered by the SpaCal calorimeter
for standard and special running conditions: the two thin solid lines display the upper
acceptance limit of the SpaCal calorimeter concerning the polar angle θe of the scattered
electron for a standard (177.5◦) and a shifted (178.3◦) interaction vertex3. The dotted
line corresponds to a constant energy of the scattered electron of Ee = 7 GeV which
is the lower energy limit of the analysis (see section 4.6). All events located at larger
x than indicated by the line of constant energy and at larger Q2 than indicated by
the lines of constant θe can be reconstructed with the help of the SpaCal calorimeter
for the corresponding running conditions. Hence the highlighted area shows the region
that gets accessible due to the shift of the interaction vertex. The covered phase space
is considerably extended towards lower Q2.

3.2 Determination of the Event Kinematics

A precise measurement of the DIS cross-section requires an accurate reconstruction of
the kinematic variables describing the scattering process (see section 1.1). Since the
H1 experiment is a collider experiment and the detector covers almost the entire solid
angle the most important part of the hadronic final state particles can be detected.
Therefore the reconstruction of the event kinematics relies not solely on the scattered
electron, i.e. the kinematics is overconstrained and several reconstruction methods are
available. This redundancy allows for a flexible choice of the reconstruction method
providing the best resolution in each region of the kinematic phase space. Furthermore

2The tracks in the Forward Tracker pointing to energy depositions in the forward part of the LAr
calorimeter have been omitted. They are not considered in the analysis due to general problems
with the Forward Tracker reconstruction.

3The polar angle values correspond to the geometrical acceptance limit of the SpaCal as given in
section 2.4 for the mean z-position of the interaction region. Neither the sizeable spread of the
position of the interaction vertex nor the fact that the maximal θe reached in the analysis is smaller
than the values given are correctly taken into account. Therefore the following considerations are
intended to explain the principal effect of a shift of the interaction vertex rather than to give an
accurate representation of the kinematic phase space covered by the measurement.
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Figure 3.1: A typical event of the shifted vertex data taking period. Only tracks re-
constructed by the Central Tracker are displayed. The cross indicates the
origin of the H1 coordinate system. Run and event number are 278977 and
19081, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Change of the geometrical acceptance of the SpaCal calorimeter in the
xQ2-plane due to a shift of the interaction vertex in positive z-direction
by 70 cm. The thin solid lines depict the acceptance limits for a standard
(177.5◦) and a shifted (178.3◦) interaction vertex. Hence the highlighted
area represents the gain in acceptance due to the vertex shift. Lines of con-
stant inelasticity y (dotted) and energy (dashed) of the scattered electron
Ee are displayed in addition.
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it allows for an experimental control of the systematic errors of the measurement. The
different reconstruction methods are introduced and compared in the following.

In the case of the electron method the kinematic variables are expressed in terms of
the energy Ee and the polar angle θe of the scattered electron:

ye = 1 − Ee(1 − cos θe)

2E0
e

= 1 − Ee

E0
e

sin2 θe

2
(3.1)

Q2
e = 2E0

eEe(1 + cos θe) =
E2

e sin2 θe

1 − ye

(3.2)

The variable E0
e corresponds to the HERA electron beam energy of 27.6 GeV. To deter-

mine the Bjorken variable x one makes use of the relation x = Q2/sy (see equation 1.4)
as for all other reconstruction methods presented in the following.

From the given formulae the following conclusion can be drawn: if the scattered
electron is detected in the SpaCal (θe > 150◦) the inelasticity y is almost solely defined
by its energy Ee. The lower the energy the larger values of y are reached. Furthermore
the virtuality Q2 depends predominantly on the polar angle θe for low values of y.
Large θe correspond to small values of Q2 and vice versa. These dependencies are
reflected in figure 3.2: the line of constant energy is parallel to the lines of constant y
and the lines of constant θe get parallel to the abscissa for low y (high x).

With the scattered electron being identified all other particles are attributed to the
hadronic final state. Since it is impossible to build a perfectly hermetic detector particle
losses in beam direction are unavoidable. Due to the large energy imbalance between
incoming electron and proton the losses along the direction of the incoming proton
beam are more important. Variables as insensitive as possible to losses are chosen for
the reconstruction of the event kinematics based on the hadronic final state. These are
the total transverse momentum

pt,h =

√

(
∑

i

px,i)2 + (
∑

i

py,i)2 (3.3)

and the difference of energy and longitudinal momentum

Σ =
∑

i

Ei − pz,i =
∑

i

Ei(1 − cos θi) (3.4)

In both equations the summation is performed over all particles of the hadronic final
state. The variables Ei, px,i, py,i and pz,i are the components of the four vector of
the hadronic final state particle i. The transverse momentum is rather insensitive to
particle losses in the forward and backward direction while Σ is not affected by losses in
the forward direction, but is very sensitive to losses in the backward direction. Energy
and momentum conservation implies the following relations to hold4:

pt,e − pt,h = Ee sin θe − pt,h = 0 (3.5)

E − pz ≡ (Ee − pz,e) + Σ = Ee(1 − cos θe) + Σ = 2E0
e (3.6)

4Neglecting particle masses the longitudinal momentum of the incoming electron and proton is given
by p0

z,p = E0

p and p0

z,e = −E0

e , respectively. Furthermore both have only a negligible transverse
momentum.
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The former conservation rule is employed for the hadronic calibration (see section 4.5),
the latter proves to be useful in various aspects, among them the rejection of back-
ground processes (see section 3.4).

Finally one defines the so-called hadron angle

tan
θh

2
=

Σ

pt,h
(3.7)

which corresponds to the direction of the struck quark in the naive quark parton model.
Using Σ and pt,h the equations 3.1 and 3.2 can be transformed such that the event

kinematics is defined based on the hadronic final state only:

yh =
Σ

2E0
e

(3.8)

Q2
h =

p2
t,h

1 − yh
(3.9)

This approach to determine the kinematics is denoted as hadron method [Jac79]. It is
the only method applicable for charged current events as it incorporates no information
concerning the scattered lepton.

The energy of the incoming electron E0
e enters the calculation of the kinematic vari-

ables for both, electron and hadron method (see equations 3.1 and 3.8). It is assumed
to be equal to the nominal beam energy of 27.6 GeV. However, for ISR events (see
section 1.7) the energy available for the interaction with the proton is lowered due to
the photon emission collinear with the incoming electron. Hence both methods fail to
reconstruct the kinematics correctly in this case. To overcome this problem E0

e is re-
placed by (E − pz)/2 according to equation 3.6 in the case of the sigma method [Bas95b]
which makes use of information concerning the scattered electron and the hadronic final
state:

yΣ =
Σ

Σ + Ee(1 − cos θe)
(3.10)

Q2
Σ =

E2
e sin2 θe

1 − yΣ
(3.11)

In this way the energy loss of the incident electron is implicitly corrected for.
A fourth method, the so-called double angle method defines the kinematic variables

in terms of θe and θh. It is used for calibration purposes (see section 4.5).
The resolution of the presented methods in different regions of the kinematic phase

space has been investigated in detail [Buc91, Bas95b, Gla98a, Var06]. A brief summary
of the results follows.

Performing an error propagation for the inelasticity y results in the following equa-
tions:

δye

ye
=

1 − ye

ye

(

δEe

Ee
⊕ δθe

tan θe

2

)

(3.12)

δyh

yh

=
δΣ

Σ
(3.13)

δyΣ

yΣ
= (1 − yΣ)

(

δΣ

Σ
⊕ δEe

Ee
⊕ δθe

tan θe

2

)

(3.14)
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At high y the resolution of the electron method is superior to all other methods.
Towards lower values of y it degrades as 1/y. Such a divergence is not present in the
case of the hadron and the sigma method. These two methods show the same behaviour
at low y since the term δΣ/Σ dominates the resolution of yΣ. For large values of y
the resolution of yΣ is better than the one of yh due to the suppression by the factor
(1 − y). In this region of the phase space the contribution from hadrons to E − pz

becomes comparable to the one of the electron. Thus the fluctuations of the measured
hadronic energies partly cancel between numerator and denominator of equation 3.10.

For the present analysis the electron and the sigma method are used. The decision
which method to use for a specific region of the kinematic phase space is taken based
on the deviation from the reconstructed to the generated variables for a Monte Carlo
simulation. As expected the electron method is preferred at high y, the transition to
the sigma method takes place at y ≈ 0.1 (see section 5.1). The corresponding regions
in the xQ2-plane can be inferred from figure 3.2.

3.3 Event Reconstruction

According to the previous section the energy Ee and the polar angle θe of the scattered
electron as well as the difference of the energy and the longitudinal momentum Σ of
the hadronic final state have to be reconstructed to determine the event kinematics
with the electron or sigma method.

The energy of the scattered electron is measured with the help of the SpaCal. As the
spatial resolution of the BST and BDC is better than the one of the SpaCal (see sections
2.3 and 2.4) either of the two detectors is used for the reconstruction of the polar angle.
Due to the worse resolution compared to the BST and the long lever arm for the
extrapolation to the interaction region a standalone reconstruction of θe is not possible
for the BDC. Therefore its hits are combined with the vertex position as determined by
the Central Tracker. In both cases the reconstructed position of the scattered electron
in the SpaCal is used as a starting point to search for the corresponding hits in the
backward tracking detector.

It has to be considered that the identification of the scattered electron is not un-
ambiguous as particles of the hadronic final state can mimic its typical signature (see
section 3.4). Therefore the term electron candidate is used in the following for the
particle most likely being the scattered electron.

For the reconstruction of the hadronic final state energy depositions in the LAr and
SpaCal calorimeter as well as tracks in the Central Tracker are considered.

Cluster Reconstruction in the SpaCal

The SpaCal reconstruction starts from the energy depositions in the individual cells of
the electromagnetic section. Adjacent cells with an energy deposition above a certain
threshold are combined to clusters each of them ideally corresponding to a single par-
ticle. The cluster algorithm starts from cells showing a local maximum of the energy
deposition [Sch96a]. Neighbouring cells are subsequently added to these seeds.

The cluster energy is given by the sum of the energies in the individual cells belonging
to it.
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As the SpaCal has no segmentation in z-direction apart from the separation in an
electromagnetic and a hadronic section only the projection of the shower profile to the
surface of the SpaCal can be used for the spatial reconstruction. The centre of gravity
~r of the cluster in the xy-plane is calculated via:

~r =

∑

i wi~ri
∑

i wi

(3.15)

Both sums contain all cells in the cluster, ~ri is the position of the centre of cell i with the
energy Ei. Different energy dependent weight factors wi have been considered: linear
weighting (wi = wlin

i = Ei) [Dre85], square root weighting (wi =
√

Ei) and finally a
logarithmic weight function [Awe92] given by:

wi = wlog
i = max

(

0, w0 + ln
Ei
∑

i Ei

)

(3.16)

For the latter the weights follow the exponential decrease of the deposited energy with
the transverse distance from the centre of gravity. The cutoff parameter w0 effectively
excludes cells with an energy below a certain threshold from the calculation of ~r. The
larger w0 is the lower energies are considered. Detailed studies in [Pös96] revealed that
the best results are obtained with the logarithmic weighting. In addition, the special
shape of the cells in the insert module is taken into account for this analysis as proposed
in [Dir97].

Electrons produce on average more compact showers than hadrons. Therefore the
cluster radius which describes the transverse extension of a cluster is a good cluster
shape estimator to identify the scattered electron. One distinguishes between the linear
cluster radius

rlin
Cl =

∑

i w
lin
i

√

(~ri − ~r)2

∑

i w
lin
i

(3.17)

and the logarithmic cluster radius

rCl =

√

∑

i w
log
i (~ri − ~r)2

∑

i w
log
i

(3.18)

It has been shown in [Gla98a] that rlin
Cl strongly depends on the impact point of the

particle. For clusters with a centre of gravity close to the cell edges the reconstruction
yields systematically larger radii than for those with a centre of gravity in the middle
of the cell. In contrast, the logarithmic cluster radius rCl is almost independent of the
impact point. Therefore the latter is preferred for the analysis. The linear cluster radius
is employed for the online event selection on the fourth trigger level (see section 4.3).

With the centre of gravity ~r the x- and y-coordinates of a cluster are known. Since
the SpaCal is not segmented in z-direction the z-position of the cluster is derived from
a parameterisation [She96]:

z⊥(ECl) [cm] = 0.001956 · ECl [GeV] + 0.8529 · ln(2479 · ECl [GeV]) (3.19)

The variable z⊥ is defined with respect to the SpaCal surface and corresponds to the
penetration depth of a particle impinging on the SpaCal rectangular to its surface.
It is to first approximation assumed to depend logarithmically on the cluster energy
ECl. From z⊥ the z-coordinate of the cluster in the H1 coordinate system can be easily
calculated taking the angle of incidence into account.
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Track and Vertex Reconstruction in the Central Tracker

The track reconstruction of the Central Tracker starts from the hits in the Central
Jet Chambers [Abt97b]. In the first phase one searches for short track elements, so
called track segments, which are combinations of three hits detected by wires belonging
to the same angular cell of the CJC (see section 2.3). These are combined to track
candidates based on the precise drift time information in the xy-plane. Subsequently
the trajectories in the xy-plane are determined by subjecting all hits belonging to a
track candidate to a circle fit5 based on a non-iterative algorithm [Kar91]. Among the
free parameters of the fit is the azimuthal angle φ at the closest distance of the track to
the z-axis in the xy-plane. In the Sz-space, S being the path length in the xy-plane,
tracks are straight lines. Thus after the circle fit in the xy-plane a linear fit in the
Sz-space is performed allowing to determine the polar angle θ.

For a fixed z-coordinate the position of the interaction vertex in the xy-plane varies
by only a few hundred µm for a sequence of runs6. Therefore tracks fulfilling certain
quality criteria are used during the online reconstruction on the fourth trigger level to
determine the mean vertex coordinates xvtx and yvtx as a function of the z-coordinate
zvtx [Kle06].

The average position (xvtx, yvtx) at zvtx = 0 is used as a constraint to improve the pa-
rameters of tracks compatible with this vertex during the next step of the offline track
reconstruction7. At this stage corrections for multiple scattering in the detector mate-
rial and the non-uniformity of the magnetic field are applied. For all tracks assigned
to the vertex in the xy-plane a common fit in the Sz-space is performed to determine
an initial approximation of the z-position of the vertex and the polar angles. Knowing
the actual z-position the procedure is repeated using the corresponding values of xvtx

and yvtx [Kle06].
As the z-information of the Central Jet Chambers is not very precise the resolution

of the polar angle and the z-position of the vertex can be significantly improved using
the signals of the two drift chambers CIZ and COZ (see section 2.3). In the presence of
noise and inefficiencies a stand alone track reconstruction in the z-chambers is rather
ineffective given the relatively small number of sense wires planes. Hence the individual
hits in CIZ and COZ are linked to the tracks reconstructed in the Central Jet Chambers
and new track and vertex parameters are determined. The assignment of hits and tracks
and the track-vertex fit are parts of a combined procedure. A simple combinatorial
approach for the linking would be very time consuming. Therefore a special technique,
known as the Method of Deformable Templates is used for this purpose [Ohl92]. A
detailed description of its application for the described task can be found in appendix B
of [Gla98a]. In the following the basic concept is shortly reviewed as the same technique
is applied for the track reconstruction in the BDC and BST.

Since tracks are straight lines in the Sz-space the parameterisation

z(S) = a · S + z0 (3.20)

5In the magnetic field of the H1 detector tracks form helices. Thus their projections in the xy-plane
are circles. Small deviations from the ideal helix shape occur due to multiple scattering in the
detector material, energy losses due to dE/dx and non-uniformities of the magnetic field.

6This holds only for a fixed z-position as the beams are inclined with respect to the z-axis of the
H1 coordinate system (see section 3.6).

7During the online track reconstruction the corresponding parameters of the previous run are used.
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is used to fit the hits in the z-chambers, a denoting the slope of the track and z0 its
z-coordinate at S = 0. Hence the problem of simultaneously fitting all z-chamber hits
can be formulated as the minimisation of the following functional:

L(aj, z0) =
∑

k,i,j

W k
ij(z

k
ij − Sk

ij · aj − z0) (3.21)

The sum extends over all wire planes of the z-chambers (k), z-points (i) and CJC
tracks (j). The number of z-points equals two times the number of hits in CIZ and
COZ. Each hit is considered twice as one cannot distinguish on which side of a wire
a particle has passed the corresponding drift cell. This left-right ambiguity has to be
resolved. Furthermore zk

ij and Sk
ij refer to the z-coordinate of the z-point and the path

length to reach it, respectively. The track parameters to be determined are aj and z0.
For simplicity is assumed that all tracks stem from the same vertex8.

The assignment of CJC tracks and z-points is governed by the matrices W k, one for
each wire plane k. The matrix elements W k

ij can take values of 0 or 1. A value of 1
indicates that track j and z-point i of wire plane k are assigned to each other, if not
the value is 0. If a z-point belongs to no CJC track it is most likely caused by chamber
noise, if a track in the acceptance of the z-chambers has no corresponding z-point in a
wire plane this is a sign of an inefficiency.

For a given set of weights W k
ij the track parameters aj and z0 are determined by solv-

ing the system of linear equations belonging to the minimisation of the functional L. As
already mentioned, a combinatorial search to determine the optimal set of matrices W k

ij

is extremely time consuming. Therefore the given functional is modified according to
the Method of Deformable Templates [Ohl92]. This implies that weights W k

ij acquire a
dependence on an additional parameter, the temperature T . The combinatorial search
among the possible W k

ij is replaced by an iterative minimisation of the new functional
gradually decreasing the temperature to 0. For finite temperatures the weights W k

ij are
real numbers between 0 and 1. They can be interpreted as the probability that the
z-point i belongs to the track j. At T = 0 the new weights coincide with the old ones.

One expects the z-points to have a Gaussian distribution around the particle trajec-
tory with a width defined by the resolution σCIZ/COZ of the z-chambers. Accordingly,
one assumes the following dependence of the weights on the distance Dk

ij of the z-points
to the tracks9:

W k
ij ∼ exp

(

−
(Dk

ij)
2

Tσ2
CIZ/COZ

)

(3.22)

With decreasing temperature the weights get smaller for a given distance Dk
ij, i.e. the

corridor around a track from which z-points are assigned to the track gets smaller.
Initially the tracks are defined by the Central Jet Chambers only, i.e. the initial
temperature Tini should satisfy the condition

Tini ≈
(

σz,CJC

σCIZ/COZ

)2

(3.23)

8This simplification is only used for the explanation. The real implementation handles secondary
vertices correctly as well.

9The quoted formula shows the basic dependence of the weights on the distance Dk
ij and the

temperature T . The precise expression for W k
ij is significantly more complicated to meet the

boundary condition that the new weights coincide with the old ones for T = 0.
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where σz,CJC corresponds to the z-resolution of the Central Jet Chambers.

The weights depend on the distances of the z-points to the tracks and therefore on
the track parameters. This leads to a highly non-linear functional L. Therefore a two
step minimisation procedure is used for a fixed temperature: at first, given the track
parameters from the previous temperature, the weights W k

ij are calculated. Secondly,
knowing the weights, new track parameters aj and z0 are calculated by solving the
system of linear equations implied by minimising L. If the changes of W k

ij, aj and
z0 exceed certain maximal values the procedure is repeated. Otherwise one continues
with a smaller temperature.

For typical background conditions in total 20 iterations10 are needed for all considered
temperatures to perform the link of CJC tracks and z-chamber hits. By this procedure
the resolution of the z-coordinate of the vertex is improved by a factor of 10 from about
1 cm to about 0.1 cm [Gla98a].

Track Reconstruction in the BDC

To measure the polar angle of the scattered electron with the BDC SpaCal clusters
and BDC information have to be combined. Two algorithms to do so are discussed in
the following.

The first analyses making use of the BDC [Kat97, Mey97] have started from stan-
dalone SpaCal, vertex and BDC reconstructions. The former proceed as described
above, for the latter BDC hits are combined to track candidates based on a so-called
Kalman-Filter [Sch96b, Bil89]. It turns out that in a single event a large number of
BDC tracks is reconstructed close to the cluster of the scattered electron [Kat97]. Only
in about 40% of the events less than five BDC tracks are reconstructed within a cylin-
der of 3 cm, up to 100 tracks are possible. Two effects are responsible for this: for a
large fraction of events (60-70%) the scattered electron interacts with the dead mate-
rial situated between the interaction point and the BDC causing a shower of secondary
particles. Secondly, the BDC provides little redundancy to resolve drift direction am-
biguities of the hit positions since its eight layers cover a distance on only 6.8 cm in
z-direction. The large number of tracks in the vicinity of the SpaCal cluster makes the
selection of the corresponding BDC track difficult. In [Kat97] a generalised χ2 selection
criterion has been introduced. Among the five tracks with the minimal χ2 the one with
the least distance to the SpaCal cluster centre of gravity is selected.

In 1998 a new algorithm (BDCLEV11) has been developed to improve the resolution
of the polar angle [Gla98b]. This uses the line connecting the Central Tracker vertex
and the SpaCal cluster as an initial approximation for the corresponding track. The
azimuthal angle φSpa derived from the SpaCal cluster is used to select the octants of
the BDC of which hits are considered for the track reconstruction12. In addition φSpa

is employed to transform the radial information derived from the BDC drift time into
a hit position in the xy-plane. This is beneficial as the resolution of φSpa is better than
the resolution of the azimuthal angle derived from the stereo information of the BDC.

10Each iteration comprises one calculation of weights and one minimisation of L.
11BDC LEpton Validator
12Depending on the distance of the cluster to the octant border, one or two octants are selected in

each layer.
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Hit selection and track fit are performed in a global minimisation procedure similar
to the linking of CJC tracks and z-chamber hits. For the track fit a straight line in
the rz-plane is used combining the Central Tracker vertex, the centre of gravity of the
SpaCal cluster and all BDC hits (with a twofold drift direction ambiguity). Initially
the width ∆r of the corridor around the track from which hits are assigned to the
track is 5 cm driven by the spatial resolution of the SpaCal. It is gradually decreased
to approximately 5σr,BDC , with σr,BDC = 300 µm [Gla06] being the resolution of the
BDC for the measurement of the r-coordinate.

For a given SpaCal cluster BDC hits are assigned to a single track only such that
combinatorics is much reduced compared to the linking of CJC tracks and z-chamber
hits. If more than one electromagnetic SpaCal cluster exists the algorithm is run for
each cluster separately.

The conceptual difference between the old and new track reconstruction is that the
assignment of the BDC information to the SpaCal and Central Tracker information
is done on track level for the former method while on hit level for the latter. This
implies that the imprecise SpaCal information influences the track selection in case
many tracks are present for the old algorithm. For the new algorithm the SpaCal re-
construction provides the initial approximation while the resolution at the final stage is
defined by the BDC. This results in a significantly better performance of the new track
reconstruction: the resolution of the polar angle improves from σθ,BDC = 0.77 mrad to
σθ,BDC = 0.57 mrad with a simultaneous decrease of the number of outliers [Gla98b].

Track Reconstruction in the BST

To reconstruct the scattered electron with the help of the BST a special track finding
algorithm has been developed in [Ark00], thereafter called BST electron finder. It
provides apart from the polar angle also the z-coordinate of the interaction vertex.

The BST electron finder can be operated in two modes (see appendix A of [Ark00]):
the first one makes use of the Central tracker vertex. A corridor around the connecting
line between SpaCal cluster and Central Tracker vertex is used for an initial hit selec-
tion. The hits closest to the prediction in each plane are subjected to a straight line fit
in the rz-plane. The resulting parameters are used to define a more narrow corridor
for a second iteration of hit selection and track fit. The alternative operating mode is
completely independent of the Central Tracker vertex. The track finding proceeds via
successively attributing hits to track candidates based on the position of the SpaCal
cluster. The assignment starts from the BST plane closest to the SpaCal. If more than
one track candidate is found the one with the maximum number of assigned hits is
chosen. Finally, a straight line fit is performed as for the first operating mode.

For the first analysis making use of the BST to measure the DIS cross-section the
approach independent of the Central Tracker vertex has been chosen [Ark00]. In [Eck02]
and [Laš04b], however, the Central Tracker information is employed if existing. If no
Central Tracker vertex exists different hypotheses concerning the z-position are tested.

For both operation modes it turned out that the BST electron finder is rather sensi-
tive to hits caused by electronics noise or secondary particles. This is especially prob-
lematic for the shifted vertex period as the flatter electron track leads to larger show-
ering effects compared to standard running conditions of the HERA collider [Laš04a].
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The average number of BST hits for the shifted vertex run is approximately 80 while for
the minimum bias run in 199913 on average only 20 hits are recorded per event [Pet06].

For this reason an improved version of the BST electron finder has been devel-
oped [H1 ]: it starts from the azimuthal angle φSpa of the SpaCal cluster to select
three sectors of r-sensors in each BST plane to provide hit candidates for the track
fit. Afterwards a small eccentricity correction is applied for the hits to account for the
BST not being centred w.r.t. the beam axis. Subsequently the r-coordinate of each hit
is projected along the line connecting the hit and the SpaCal cluster to the BST plane
closest to the SpaCal and filled into a histogram. The maximum of this histogram is
assumed to indicate the group of hits belonging to the SpaCal cluster. Therefore the
straight line between the maximum of the histogram and the centre of gravity of the
cluster is used as an initial approximation for the track finding. Hit assignment and
track fit proceed in exactly the same way as in the case of BDCLEV. The initial width
∆r = 1.5 cm of the corridor is again defined by the SpaCal resolution and stepwise
decreased to ∆r = 5σr,BST where σr,BST = 50 µm denotes the resolution of the BST
for the measurement of the r-coordinate.

Electron Identification

From the discussion in section 3.2 it can be inferred that a correct identification of
the scattered electron is essential to reconstruct the event kinematics since without
this also the hadronic final state is not-well defined. As explained above the clusters
in the backward calorimeter constitute the starting point for the reconstruction of
the scattered electron. For inelasticities y & 0.1 also hadrons deposit energy in the
SpaCal as the hadron angle θh enters its acceptance14 (see figure 3.3). Since these
energy depositions can mimic the signature of the scattered electron (see section 3.4)
its identification is not unambiguous in this region of the kinematic phase space.

The situation improves if one restricts the search for the electron candidate to those
clusters having the properties of an electromagnetic cluster produced by a charged
particle. This involves several selection criteria (see table 4.10) including the link to
a BDC or BST track. Nevertheless a significant fraction of events remains with more
than one cluster passing all the selection criteria. Therefore an additional requirement
has to be found.

If the inelasticity satisfies y < 0.5 the polar angle θe of the scattered electron is
always larger than the polar angle θh of the current jet (see figure 3.3). The same holds
for the energies. Hence the electromagnetic SpaCal cluster with the largest energy
can be identified with the scattered electron. The situation is opposite for y > 0.5.
Nevertheless the maximum cluster energy remains a reliable criterion since backward
going hadronic jets are typically broad causing several clusters. Hence the cluster of
the scattered electron is likely to remain the one with the highest energy.

The present analysis considers the SpaCal cluster with the highest energy passing
all selection criteria to be the electron candidate.

For a cross-check the cluster with the largest transverse momentum is used. This
criterion is based on the transverse momentum conservation in the event (see equa-

13For this data taking period the average z-vertex position is close to z ≈ 0 cm.
14The polar angle acceptance of the SpaCal for the shifted vertex period is 160.5◦ < θe < 178.3◦.
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Figure 3.3: Lines of constant inelasticity y (solid), polar angle of the scattered electron
θe (dotted) and hadron angle θh (dashed) in the xQ2-plane.

tion 3.5). The transverse momentum of the scattered electron is balanced by the sum
of the transverse momenta of the hadronic final state particles. Hence the particle with
the largest transverse momentum is in most of the cases the scattered electron. The
resulting DIS cross-sections for the two identification strategies agree well within 0.5%,
differences being only visible at large inelasticities. This has been checked individually
for using the BST and the BDC to reconstruct the polar angle of the scattered electron.

A detailed investigation of the electron identification in the backward region of the
H1 detector can be found in [Gla98a].

Reconstruction of the Hadronic Final State

All particles apart from the electron candidate are attributed to the hadronic final state.
The most important detector component for its reconstruction is the LAr calorimeter.
The hadronic energy resolution σE/E = 50%/

√

E/GeV ⊕ 2% (see section 2.4) of the
LAr deteriorates with decreasing energy. In contrast, the momentum and thus en-
ergy resolution of the central tracking system improves with decreasing momentum:
σp/p = 0.01 GeV−1p [Abt97b]. Hence the reconstruction of low energetic particles can
be improved by combining the calorimeter information with Central Tracker tracks.

A special algorithm (FSCOMB) has been developed for this purpose [Bas95a, Adl97a]:
each track with a momentum p < 10 GeV fulfilling certain quality criteria is extrapo-
lated to the surface of the LAr. Subsequently one searches for energy depositions in a
cylinder with a radius of 20 cm (40 cm) around the axis defined by the track direction
in the electromagnetic (hadronic) section. If the summed energy within these cylinders
exceeds the track momentum, the calorimetric information is used for measurement.
Otherwise the track information is employed and the corresponding energy in the LAr
is masked to avoid double counting, i.e. it is not taken into account for the reconstruc-
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tion of the hadronic final state. If a track does not reach the calorimeter surface it is
also considered.

Apart from the LAr and the Central Tracker also the hadronic energy measured
in the SpaCal enters the reconstruction of the hadronic final state. It comprises all
energy depositions in the electromagnetic and hadronic section apart from the ones
assigned to the electron candidate. The SpaCal should contribute only at high y where
the hadronic final state occupies the backward region of the detector. However, a
detailed study in [Gla98a] has shown that its contribution is sizeable even at very
low values of the inelasticity. This effect is caused by secondary clusters induced by
the scattered electron which are wrongly identified as hadronic final state particles.
Secondary clusters can be invoked by the scattered electron due to bremsstrahlung or
showering in the material between interaction point and SpaCal. To correct for this
effect 10% of the energy of the electron candidate is subtracted from the total hadronic
energy measured in the SpaCal. If the resulting energy is negative the contribution of
the SpaCal is assumed to be equal to zero.

For the reconstruction of the event kinematics with the sigma method the difference
of the energy and longitudinal momentum Σ of the hadronic final state has to be
calculated. It has already been mentioned in section 3.2 that it is insensitive to losses
in the forward, but very sensitive to losses in the backward region of the H1 detector.
The same holds for additional energy depositions in the calorimeters not attributed to
the genuine hadronic final state, called ‘noise’ in the following. It leads to a systematic
bias of the event kinematics at low values of y where hadrons are produced in the
forward direction and little energy is deposited in the calorimeters.

In events recorded with a random trigger15 about 1000 of the 45000 cells of the LAr
calorimeter pass a +2σnoise noise threshold16 on average [Abt97b]. Adding up this en-
ergy for the whole calorimeter yields an average value of 48 GeV. Apart from pure elec-
tronics noise energy depositions due to beam-induced secondary particles contribute.
For ep events additional energy depositions can be caused by final state particles reach-
ing the calorimeter via secondary scattering, e.g. due to interactions with the beam
pipe wall.

Various measures are taken during data acquisition and reconstruction to remove
the noise. On top of this FSCOMB performs a topological noise suppression: LAr cells
with an energy below 0.4 GeV (0.8 GeV) and separated from other cells by more than
40 cm (20 cm) in the central (forward) region of the LAr calorimeter are classified as
noise and excluded from the reconstruction of the event kinematics. This procedure
does sometimes exclude isolated clusters from the genuine hadronic final state.

A detailed investigation of the reconstruction of the hadronic final state including
the influence of noise can be found in [Var06]. In section 3.6 the incorporation of the
noise into the simulation of the detector response is discussed.

15Among the selected events there should be nearly no ep interactions.
16The energy of a LAr cell corresponding to 1σnoise varies between 15 MeV and 30 MeV depending

on the calorimeter region [Abt97b].
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3.4 Background Processes

A number of reactions can imitate ep interactions in the Q2 regime of interest and thus
lead to a wrong determination of the DIS cross-section. Two classes of background
processes can be distinguished:

The term non-ep interactions is used to summarise background events induced by
non-colliding beam particles, cosmic muons or beam halo muons. Their contribution
can be suppressed by appropriate selection criteria up to a negligible amount.

The only significant remaining background source are so-called photoproduction events
in which the scattered electron escapes the main detector along the beam pipe and the
electron signal is mimicked by a particle of the hadronic final state.

Both classes of processes are discussed in the following.

Non-ep Background

Despite the good vacuum in the beam pipe, interactions of the beam particles with
the residual gas molecules or the beam pipe material create a large background to the
ep interactions. Most of them are already rejected during data taking by requirements
concerning the timing and energy depositions in the SpaCal imposed by the trigger
system (see section 4.3). A further reduction of the background rate is achieved by the
selection criteria of the final analysis, first of all by the cut on the z-position of the
interaction vertex (see section 4.6). The same holds for background events caused by
cosmic or beam halo muons.

The remaining non-ep background is estimated making use of special non-colliding,
i.e. unpaired particle bunches: proton (electron) pilot bunches have an empty electron
(proton) partner bunch. Thus they can interact with residual gas molecules or beam
line elements only. In the case of empty bunches electron and proton bunch carry almost
no current. During the time when these bunches cross in the H1 detector signals can
be only caused by random background processes such as cosmic or beam halo muons.

One determines the number of events passing all selection criteria (see section 4.6)
for p-pilot (Np−pilot), e-pilot (Ne−pilot) and empty bunches (Nempty) in a special study.
They are used to estimate the residual amount of background events Nnon−ep among
the number of events Ncoll passing all selection criteria for the colliding bunches, i.e.
among the total number of events for the cross-section determination. To account for
the different number of colliding (ncoll) and unpaired (np−pilot, ne−pilot, nempty) bunches
the contributions of the different types of unpaired bunches have to be normalised in
the following way:

Nnon−ep =
ncoll

np−pilot

Np−pilot +
ncoll

ne−pilot

Ne−pilot +
ncoll

nempty

Nempty (3.24)

The assumption behind this way of normalising is that all filled bunches carry almost
the same current. Knowing Nnon−ep the fraction fnon−ep of non-ep events in the analysis
sample used for the cross-section measurement can be calculated:

fnon−ep =
Nnon−ep

Ncoll
(3.25)
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Figure 3.4: Number of events for colliding and electron pilot bunches passing all se-
lection criteria of the final cross-section analysis as a function of a) zvtx

and b) E − pz. The distributions of the electron pilot bunches have been
renormalised to account for the different number of colliding and electron
pilot bunches according to equation 3.24.

Not a single event passes the event selection for the p-pilot and empty bunches
regardless whether the BST or the BDC is used for the polar angle reconstruction of
the scattered electron17. Only events from the e-pilot bunches significantly contribute.
This is expected since e-pilot bunches should indicate background events induced by
the electron beam. Particles originating from such events may reach the SpaCal at
the same time as particles from ep interactions. Hence they are not rejected by timing
requirements based on the SpaCal like p-pilot or empty bunch events.

Figure 3.4 shows the estimated contribution of non-ep background to the number of
events in the colliding bunches determined according to equation 3.2418 as a function of
the z-position of the interaction vertex zvtx and E − pz. The fraction fnon−ep amounts
to 0.81±0.09% and 0.81±0.07% for the BST and the BDC analysis, respectively. This
is already significant for the desired precision of the analysis.

Since the e-pilot bunches should indicate background events one would neither ex-
pect that the distribution of zvtx for e-pilot events shows a maximum at the nominal
position for ep interactions of approximately 70 cm nor that the E − pz distribution
peaks at 2E0

e = 55.2 GeV, a value expected from conservation of energy and longitu-
dinal momentum for DIS events (see equation 3.6). Hence there seems to be a large
amount of ep events among the contribution of e-pilot bunches.

This is possible if the proton partner bunches of the e-pilot bunches carry a non-
negligible current. This is indeed the case for a fraction of the shifted vertex data taking
period as can be seen in figure 3.5 a) which shows the proton beam current for colliding
and e-pilot bunches as a function of the luminosity run. The dashed lines indicate the

17For the remaining part of this section the statements hold for both backward tracking detectors.
For the figures shown the reconstruction of θe has been performed with the help of the BDC. The
corresponding distributions for the BST look similar.

18As the number of bunches for the different bunch types varies with time the time averaged values
over the shifted vertex period are used for ncoll, np−pilot, ne−pilot and nempty .
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Figure 3.5: a) Proton current Ip for colliding (open histogram) and e-pilot bunches
(hatched histogram) as a function of a continuous run number. The dashed
lines separate the different luminosity fills. b) Fraction of non-ep back-
ground events fnon−ep (see equation 3.25) as a function of the luminosity
fill. Fill 2597 has lasted for only one hour, none of its runs has passed
the run selection explained in section 4.1. The values of fnon−ep shown are
overestimated (see text).

different luminosity fills19. For the same luminosity fills in which the proton partner
bunches carry a non-negligible current the fraction fnon−ep is significantly higher than
for the rest of the data taking period (see figure 3.5 b)). Thus a fraction of the e-pilot
events cannot be attributed to electron beam induced background, i.e. the fractions
fnon−ep given above are overestimated.

The problem with the not empty proton partner bunches is known and can be ex-
plained in the following way [Pit06]: as can be seen from figure 2.1 electrons and
protons are accelerated in DESY and PETRA before they are injected into HERA.
DESY has 11 proton bunches while PETRA and HERA store protons in packets of
10 bunches. The superfluous bunch is supposed to be eliminated by a so-called kicker
magnet. This however does not work completely reliably such that proton buckets in
HERA are filled which are not supposed to be. Hence an electron bunch is already
classified as an e-pilot bunch if the current in the proton partner bunch does not exceed
6 µA.

To determine the correct fraction of non-ep events the following model is used [Krü06]:
Ncoll and Ne−pilot can be split into a fraction of events originating from ep interactions
(Nep,coll, Nep,e−pilot) and a fraction of events stemming from electron beam induced
background (Ne−bgr,coll, Ne−bgr,e−pilot). The contribution from ep interactions should
be proportional to the product of proton (Ip,coll, Ip,e−pilot) and electron current (Ie,coll,
Ie,e−pilot) carried by the corresponding bunch type while the number of beam induced
background events should rise linearly with the electron current only. One can therefore

19Luminosity runs and luminosity fills are well-defined intervals of the data taking period (see sec-
tion 4.1). In figure 3.5 a) a continuous run number is given which conserves the original sequence
of runs.
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specify the following equations:

Ncoll = Nep,coll + Ne−bgr,coll

= aIp,collIe,coll + bIe,coll (3.26)

Ne−pilot = Nep,e−pilot + Ne−bgr,e−pilot

= aIp,e−pilotIe,e−pilot + bIe,e−pilot (3.27)

This system of two linear equations with two unknown coefficients a and b can be easily
solved to determine Ne−bgr,coll. The fraction

fe−bgr =
Ne−bgr,coll

Ncoll
(3.28)

is the sought-after fraction of electron beam induced background events in the analysis
sample. Performing the necessary steps20 the resulting fe−bgr amounts to 0.78% ± 0.08%
(0.78% ± 0.07%) for the BST (BDC). The quoted errors denote the statistical uncer-
tainty only, no uncertainty on the currents has been considered. The fraction fe−bgr

seems to be again overestimated, i.e. the fraction of ep interactions contributing to
Ne−pilot seems to be underestimated.

Two effects can possibly cause this: at first single bunch currents below 1 µA are
not recorded in the accessible database. This is already a significant amount for the
proton partners of the e-pilot bunches. Secondly, the proton partner bunches of e-pilot
bunches may be more compact than proton colliding bunches as they contains less
protons and therefore the Coulomb repulsion within the bunches is reduced. For the
latter explanation to hold one expects the z-vertex distribution for the e-pilot bunches
to be narrower than for the colliding ones21. As a matter of fact this is the case (see
figure 3.6). The z-vertex distribution is sensitive to the longitudinal bunch size. If one
assumes that the transverse size of the proton partner bunches is also smaller there
should be more ep interactions for a given product of currents than for the colliding
bunches. Hence the coefficient a is not the same in equations 3.26 and 3.27 and fe−bgr

cannot be calculated as outlined above.
A correct quantitative treatment of the contribution of non-ep background events

based on bunch currents and sizes is beyond the scope of this thesis. The upper limit on
the fraction of electron beam induced background in the e-pilot events is estimated to be
10% comparing the shape of the E − pz distribution for e-pilot and colliding bunches.
Given the estimates for fnon−ep this implies that the amount of non-ep background
events in the final analysis sample is at the per mill level and therefore not considered
further.

According to [Pit06] the upper limit of 10% is conservative: special runs with elec-
trons in the machine only have been performed to study the background conditions
for the running phase II of the HERA collider. In almost none of the events a vertex
has been reconstructed, i.e. the events observed in the present study should be almost
exclusively caused by ep interactions.

20For the currents corresponding to the different bunch types time averaged values over the shifted
vertex period have been used.

21For details concerning the dependence of proton bunch size and width of the z-vertex distribution
see section 4.7
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Figure 3.6: z-vertex distribution for
colliding and electron pi-
lot bunches. The distri-
bution for the colliding
bunches has been renor-
malised to contain the
same number of events as
the distribution for the
electron pilot bunches.
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Photoproduction Background

Photoproduction (γp) events are ep interactions with a very small momentum transfer
Q2 ≈ 0, i.e. the exchanged photon is quasi-real. The polar angle of the scattered
electron is so large that it escapes detection in the SpaCal and leaves the main detector
through the beam pipe22. Nevertheless a photoproduction event can pass the selection
criteria of the analysis if it has a large inelasticity y and a particle of the hadronic
final state mimics the signature of a scattered electron in the backward detectors. The
contribution of this background source is significant as the inclusive cross-section for
ep interactions is proportional to 1/Q4 (see equation 1.7).

Two classes of hadronic final state particles constitute the dominant sources for
spurious electron candidates: neutral π mesons and charged hadrons. The former
decay almost exclusively into two photons. For the cluster energies considered in this
analysis (Ee > 7 GeV) the opening angle of the two decay photons is so small that
they are most likely reconstructed as a single electromagnetic cluster in the SpaCal.
Since photons are neutral particles one would expect no associated hits in the backward
tracking detectors. However, they convert with a large probability to e+e− pairs while
interacting with the detector material on their way from the interaction region to the
SpaCal. Such conversions can cause a BST and/or BDC track to be linked to the
SpaCal cluster. Furthermore charged hadrons can imitate the scattered electron as the
corresponding clusters can be classified as electromagnetic due to fluctuations in the
hadronic shower development or an overlap with a final state photon.

Due to the same mechanisms a final state hadron of a DIS signal event can mimic
the signature of the scattered electron such that the electron identification is not un-
ambiguous (see section 3.3).

Photoproduction events can be rejected to a large extent by applying selection cri-
teria concerning shower shape, track validation and E − pz (see section 4.6). The re-
maining contribution is statistically subtracted from the data based on a Monte Carlo
simulation (see sections 3.5 and 3.8).

22To define photoproduction events experimentally the lower acceptance limit of the SpaCal in Q2 is
used, i.e. for the shifted vertex period events with Q2 . 0.5 GeV2 are classified as photoproduction
events (see figure 3.2).
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3.5 Monte Carlo Models

For the measurement of the DIS cross-section the number of selected events has to
be corrected for the limited detector efficiencies and acceptances. Furthermore the
migration of events due to the finite resolution or photon radiation from the electron line
has to be considered. It is very difficult to determine the individual corrections based on
the recorded data alone since they are hard to disentangle. For example, the influence
of radiative events may not be distinguished from inefficiencies (see section 4.7) or
resolution effects. Hence a complicated unfolding procedure would have to be applied
to measure the cross-section.

To avoid this Monte Carlo techniques are employed to perform a simulation of the
ep interactions in the H1 detector. If detector effects and radiative ep scattering are
correctly implemented the unfolding technique can be replaced by a simple comparison
of the number of events in recorded data and simulation (see section 3.8). This involves
a subtraction of the photoproduction background again performed based on a Monte
Carlo simulation. The simulated event samples are employed further to quantify some
of the sources for systematic errors of the measurement.

The Monte Carlo calculations are divided into two parts: the simulation of the pure
physics process and the simulation of the detector response. The former is realised
by using Monte Carlo generators having specific underlying theoretical models. Two
generators are introduced in the following. The result of the event generation are the
four-momenta and identities of all final state particles. They are subjected to the
detector simulation which is the topic of section 3.6. The Monte Carlo events are
reconstructed in the same way as the recorded data.

The generation of events proceeds in the following way: before the actual event
generation the total cross-section σtot for the ep scattering is calculated via a numer-
ical integration over the kinematical variables. During the generation a point (x, Q2)
of the kinematic phase space is chosen randomly for each event with a probability
(dσ/dxdQ2)/σtot. First the elementary scattering process for the event is calculated.
In a second step additional partons, so-called parton cascades are created. Finally,
during the hadronisation the partons are transformed into observable hadrons.

DJANGO

DIS events are simulated with the generator DJANGO [Sch91] which provides an in-
terface to the programs HERACLES [Kwi92] and LEPTO [Ing91]. For the present
analysis the version DJANGOH 1.4 is used.

LEPTO simulates the hadronic final state for the bulk of the kinematic phase space.
This includes the calculation of QCD matrix elements to first order in αs as well as
the generation of parton cascades. For the latter the Colour Dipole Model [Gus86,
Gus88, And89] as implemented in ARIADNE [Lön92] is chosen. The hadronisa-
tion is performed by the JETSET package [Sjö94] making use of the Lund string
model [And83a, And83b].

With previous versions of DJANGO used by the H1 collaboration it was not possible
to generate events with invariant masses of the hadronic final state W below 5 GeV
due to problems with LEPTO and JETSET in this region of the kinematic phase
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space [Len06]. This has led to discrepancies between simulation and recorded data
at low transverse momenta of the hadronic final state pt,had for former analyses (see
section 4.6). To overcome this problem the SOPHIA model [Müc00] has been included
into the present version of DJANGO. It has been developed for astrophysical applica-
tions and provides an accurate description of photon-hadron interactions reproducing
a large set of available data. Depending on W SOPHIA simulates the production of
the major baryon resonances, direct pion production, multiparticle production based
on the Dual Parton Model [Cap94] with subsequent Lund string fragmentation as well
as the diffractive production of the light vector mesons ρ and ω. For W < 5 GeV
SOPHIA takes over the simulation of the hadronic final state instead of LEPTO. The
Lund string fragmentation is performed by JETSET.

The complete one-loop electroweak radiative corrections as well as radiative scatter-
ing to first order in α are taken into account by HERACLES. The influence of radiative
events on the cross-section measurement is discussed in detail in section 3.7.

The x and Q2 dependence of the generated cross-section can be chosen by select-
ing a set of proton structure functions available in the PDFLIB [PB00]. For the
present simulation the parton densities derived in a global QCD analysis by the MRST
group [Mar98] are used23, the longitudinal structure function FL is set to zero. During
the analysis the simulated events are reweighted using the ALLM97 parameterisa-
tion [Abr97] for F2 and a prediction based on the saturation model [GB99a] for the
longitudinal structure function24 (for details on the two models see section 1.6).

If the events were generated strictly according to the inclusive ep cross-section only
a rather limited amount of events would be available at large values of Q2 leading to
sizeable statistical fluctuations. Therefore only a fraction of the events is generated
below a certain value of Q2. In order to restore the original cross-section weight factors
are calculated which have to be applied during the analysis. This procedure is referred
to as Q2 weighting.

Ten million DJANGO events have been produced corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of approximately 3 pb−1 which is more than a factor of five larger than for
the data sample. Hence the systematic error of the cross-section resulting from the
limited Monte Carlo statistics is negligible.

PHOJET

The photoproduction background is simulated with the help of version 1.10 of the
generator PHOJET [Eng96]. It aims for a complete description of the total photopro-
duction cross-section25 based on the two-component Dual Parton Model [Cap94]. Soft
and hard hadronic processes are incorporated. The former are modelled using Regge
phenomenology while the latter are calculated in perturbative QCD using leading order
matrix elements. Like for DJANGO the hadronisation proceeds according to the Lund
String Model as realised in JETSET.

To exclude double-counting of events the kinematic phase space has to be divided

23The number of the corresponding set of proton structure functions in the PDFLIB is 75.
24The MRST parton densities cannot be used for the analysis as they should not be applied below

Q2

min = 1.25 GeV2 [PB00].
25A comprehensive review on photoproduction processes at HERA can be found in [Erd96].
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between DJANGO and PHOJET: for Q2 > 0.1 GeV2 DJANGO is used, for lower
virtualities PHOJET.

The normalisation of the DJANGO sample with respect to the data sample can be
simply performed based on the luminosities of the two samples. The luminosity for
DJANGO can be easily calculated from the number of events and the total inclusive
DIS cross-section taking the Q2 weights into account. For PHOJET the normalisation
is more difficult, section 4.9 is devoted to this issue. Like in the case of DJANGO a
Q2 weighting has been applied and the number of generated events amounts to ten
million.

3.6 Detector Simulation

Since the Monte Carlo samples shall be used to model various detector effects instead of
explicitely correcting the data for them it has to be ensured that they are well described
within the simulation. This includes detector acceptances, efficiencies and resolutions
as well as the influence of noise and dead material. To achieve an accurate description
all generated signal and background events pass a detailed detector simulation and
reconstruction comprising the following steps:

1. The passage of the particles through all detector components is simulated by the
H1SIM package based on GEANT3 [Bru87]. To save computing time the shower
development in the calorimeters is by default not simulated in detail. Instead a
fast but accurate shower parameterisation has been developed and implemented
into the program H1FAST [Gri90].

2. In the digitisation step which is also part of H1SIM the simulated subdetector
responses are converted into data of the same form as collected from the real
detector components. Basic efficiency and noise corrections are applied at this
stage.

3. The fully simulated events are subjected to the same reconstruction procedure
as the recorded data. The software package H1REC is responsible for this step.

The version 32800 of H1SIM used for the simulation benefits from the improved
description of the dead material in the backward region of the H1 detector achieved
in [Len99]. This is especially important for the present analysis as it heavily employs
subdetectors in the backward region.

The crossing angle of the final state particles with the detector material of the LAr is
different between shifted vertex period and standard running conditions. The shower
parameterisation has been derived for the latter. Therefore the level of detail for the
geometry description and the particle tracking in the LAr has been set to ‘fine’ instead
of ‘coarse’ (default) granularity26. This implies simulating the full shower development

26For the fine granularity the calorimeter stacks are implemented layer by layer whereas for the
coarse granularity a calorimeter stack is realised as a block of properly mixed homogeneous material
without any substructure.
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instead of employing the fast parameterisation. The change of the granularity is mo-
tivated by the observation of differences in the distribution of yΣ between data and
Monte Carlo for the shifted vertex period [Var06].

Detector simulation and reconstruction are the time consuming part during the pro-
duction of Monte Carlo samples, the time needed for the event generation is negligible
compared to this. The complete Monte Carlo production has been performed on a
computer farm at the University of Dortmund using approximately 50 nodes. Each
of the computers is equipped with two Intel Xeon processors having a clock rate be-
tween 2 GHz and 3 GHz. On average the simulation of one events takes about 5 s. As
already mentioned, 20 million Monte Carlo events are used for the cross-section anal-
ysis. Dedicated Monte Carlo samples with special settings used for systematic studies
concerning the reconstruction of the hadronic final state performed in [Var06] amount
to approximately the same number of events. On a single processor of the given type
the Monte Carlo production would have required more than five years.

Noise in the LAr Calorimeter

To quantify the importance of the different detector components (LAr, Central Tracker,
SpaCal) for the reconstruction of the hadronic final state, their relative contribution
to the inelasticity yh reconstructed with the hadron method (see section 3.2) has been
determined in [Var06]. The result can be seen in figure 3.7 as a function of yh. For the
calculation of yh the LAr noise identified by the FSCOMB algorithm (see section 3.3)
is not subtracted, but its contribution is indicated separately. As expected, the SpaCal
dominates at high yh, the Central Tracker contributes at intermediate yh and at low
yh only the LAr can reconstruct the hadronic final state particles. The identified noise
plays an important role for y . 0.03. Since discrepancies between data and Monte
Carlo simulation have been observed for yΣ < 10−2, the implementation of the noise in
the detector simulation has been investigated in detail. The results are presented in
the following.

If the event samples generated by DJANGO and PHOJET were passed to the de-
tector simulation without any additional measures only energy depositions originating
from ep interactions would be simulated in the LAr calorimeter. No signals due to noise
would be present. To include noise into the simulation events selected by random trig-
gers27 are collected in special runs with no online noise suppression. The total amount
of recorded events is referred to as a noise file. During the simulation the signals in
the LAr cells stored in the noise file are superimposed to the energy depositions caused
by the genuine hadronic final state. Noise files contain typically a few thousand events
and are recorded every few months. While for the simulation of long running periods
several noise files are available, for the shifted vertex period only a single noise file is
employed, referred to as default noise file in the following. It has been recorded one
day after the shifted vertex run. This implies that at the time the noise events have
been collected the average z-position of the interaction vertex has been already back
at its standard value of zvtx ≈ 0 cm.

Due to the different running conditions for analysis sample and noise file it is desirable
to check that the latter is indeed well-suited to model the noise situation in the LAr

27Among the selected events there should be nearly no ep interactions.
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Figure 3.7: Relative contribution of LAr, Central Tracker and SpaCal to yh as a func-
tion of yh. The symbols represent the data while the histograms refer to
the Monte Carlo simulation [Var06].

period run range number of events

before SVX run 278412 - 278575 28644
during SVX run 278707 - 278891 29578
after SVX run 279053 - 279338 25062

Table 3.1: Details about the samples of random events employed for the comparison
with the noise files (see table 3.2). The shifted vertex period covers the run
numbers 278687 - 278978.

during the shifted vertex run. This is realised in the following way: also during standard
data taking a small fraction of events is selected by random triggers28. They are used
in the following for comparisons with the default noise file. It has to be considered that
for the random events recorded during standard data taking an online noise suppression
is performed while for the noise file not.

Three samples of random events recorded before, during and after the shifted vertex
run are investigated. Apart from the default noise file two additional ones are analysed:
one collected roughly two months before the shifted vertex period and the other during
the running phase II of HERA without any beams in the machine. The latter should
allow to estimate the contribution of beam induced noise. Details about all samples of
random events and noise files can be found in tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The comparison is realised by subjecting all samples to the module ASCALE which
is the first one in the LAr reconstruction chain [Küs91]. It converts the calibrated
charges in the individual cells which are read out during data taking to energies at a
so-called ideal electromagnetic scale. These would correspond to energies of the incident
particles if they were all electrons or photons and no detector imperfections such as
dead material would be present. Cluster formation, correction for dead material and

28The random trigger rate is typically 0.2 Hz.
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name run number of events running conditions

alternative noise file 274095 3002 luminosity
default noise file 279046 3003 luminosity

noise file w/o beams 348720 15745 no beams, HERA II

Table 3.2: Details about the noise files used for the comparison with the samples of
random events (see table 3.1). The shifted vertex period covers the run
numbers 278687 - 278978.

calorimeter wheels f

CB 2.0
FB 2.5

IF, OF 3.0

Table 3.3: Multiplication factor f used for the cell-wise noise cut in ASCALE for the
different wheels of the LAr calorimeter. For their notation see figure 2.8.

the reconstruction of energies for hadrons (see section 2.4) are the task of the later
modules of the reconstruction software.

The energies registered in each calorimeter cell due to pure electronics noise form
a Gaussian distribution [Bor92]. Its mean value is called pedestal, the corresponding
standard deviation is referred to as σnoise. After subtraction of the pedestal which is
done online the distribution of the noise signals is symmetric around zero. Hence the
pure physics signal is increased or decreased depending on the sign of the registered
energy.

ASCALE performs a noise suppression on top of the online noise suppression: first
it applies a symmetric cut f · σnoise similar to the online noise suppression, i.e. only
LAr cells are taken into account during the further reconstruction for which the abso-
lute value of the deposited energy after subtraction of the pedestal exceeds f · σnoise.
This implies that also cells with negative energies pass the selection which is important
since they partly compensate the positive noise contribution to the measured signal.
The value of the multiplication factor f depends on the calorimeter wheel (see ta-
ble 3.3), σnoise is determined for each LAr cell individually during special calibration
runs. Depending on the calorimeter region the values of σnoise vary between 15 MeV
and 30 MeV [Abt97b]. This holds also for the year 2000 [Gay06].

In the course of the further reconstruction within ASCALE a topological noise cut
is applied in addition. Cells are only kept for the reconstruction if their signal or the
signal of one of their neighbouring cells exceeds +4σnoise or if their signal undershoots
−4σnoise. The cells below −4σnoise are kept in order to compensate for the noise
contribution to the seed cells above +4σnoise, but no neighbours are collected around
them since they are purely noise.

Since the cuts against noise applied by ASCALE are at least as restrictive as the
online noise suppression the noise files and samples of random events can be compared
after this reconstruction step though for the random event samples in contrast to the
noise files an online noise suppression is performed. For the comparison four quantities
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are chosen. At first two quantities to investigate the energy dispersion within the LAr
calorimeter for the different samples: the distribution of the energy Eem

i reconstructed
in the individual LAr cells and the reconstructed energy per interval of the polar angle θ
which is calculated with respect to z = 0 cm. To estimate the influence of the noise
on the reconstruction of the hadronic final state two additional kinematic variables are
constructed following equations 3.3 and 3.4:

pem
t,LAr =

√

(
∑

i

Eem
i sin θi cos φi)2 + (

∑

i

Eem
i sin θi sin φi)2 (3.29)

Σem
LAr =

∑

i

Eem
i (1 − cos θi) (3.30)

In both equations the summation is performed over all LAr cells. Correspondingly, θi

and φi represent the polar and azimuthal angle of the LAr cell i, respectively. The
former is calculated w.r.t. the average z-position of the vertex zvtx = 71.9 cm for the
shifted vertex period.

The noise files and the random event samples are compared among each other and
the default noise file for the simulation of the shifted vertex period is compared to the
corresponding random event sample. The results are presented in figures 3.8 and 3.9.

The following conclusions can be drawn: the distribution of the individual cell ener-
gies Eem

i shows almost no entries in the interval −50 MeV < Eem
i < 50 MeV. This gap

is expected given the typical values for σnoise and the values of f used by ASCALE
(see table 3.3).

The different noise files show differences for the distributions of the basic quantities
as well as the kinematic variables. The distribution of Eem

i is symmetric around zero for
the noise file without beams in the machine as one would expect from pure electronics
noise (see figure 3.8 a)). For the two noise files with beams there is a clear excess at
positive energies. In addition they show a significant rise of the reconstructed energies
towards small θ in contrast to the noise file without beams (see figure 3.8 b)). Hence one
can conclude that the majority of the noise is beam-induced. This can be also clearly
seen in figure 3.10 which shows an rz-view of the average reconstructed energy per event
in the LAr calorimeter for the default noise file and the noise file without beams. For
the default noise file the forward region is occupied by large positive energy depositions
while there are no such depositions in the case of the noise file without beams. The
differences for Σem

LAr and pem
t,LAr (see figure 3.9 a) and b)) are less significant than for the

basic quantities as both quantities are rather insensitive to losses or additional energy
depositions in the forward region as already explained in section 3.2.

As far as the different random event samples are concerned the sample recorded
before the shifted vertex period shows a difference in the kinematic distributions com-
pared to the other two (see figure 3.9 c) and d)).

The comparison of the default noise file with the random event sample recorded
during the shifted vertex run reveals that the default noise file is well-suited for the
simulation of LAr noise in the shifted vertex run.

A general outcome of this study is the realisation that the random events continously
recorded during standard data taking are not only useful to judge the suitability of a
noise file, but may be used instead of the dedicated noise files as an input for the
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Figure 3.8: Left column: distribution of the energy Eem
i reconstructed in the individual

cells of the LAr calorimeter. Right column: distribution of the energy in
the LAr as a function of the polar angle θ. Each distribution is shown for
various random event samples (see table 3.1) and noise files (see table 3.2).
Each row corresponds to one set of samples.
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Figure 3.9: Left column: distribution of Σem
LAr (see equation 3.30). Right column: distri-

bution of pem
t,LAr (see equation 3.29). Each distribution is shown for various

random event samples (see table 3.1) and noise files (see table 3.2). Each
row corresponds to one set of samples.
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Figure 3.10: Average energy per event reconstructed in the LAr calorimeter at the
ideal electromagnetic scale for the noise files a) 279046 and b) 348720 (see
table 3.2) depicted in the rz-plane.

simulation. Their great advantage is that they are permanently recorded and hence
allow to react on changing running conditions on short time scales. This option is
discussed within the H1 collaboration. Additional studies are necessary to quantify
the influence of the online noise suppression on physics analyses.

To estimate the influence of the LAr noise on the discrepancy between data and
Monte Carlo simulation in the yΣ-distribution for yΣ < 10−2 a number of dedicated
Monte Carlo samples has been produced: for one sample the alternative noise file has
been employed, for a second one a special noise file containing only half of the events
of the default noise file is considered29. Finally, one Monte Carlo simulation has been
performed without adding any LAr noise at all. Detailed investigations in [Var06] have
shown that none of the samples leads to a significant improvement or worsening of the
discrepancy. With the help of the simulation without noise it has been demonstrated

29As the noise files contain only three thousand events the same noise pattern is overlayed to the
physics signal quite often during the simulation. This may create large fluctuations. If they are
the reason for the discrepancy it should be enhanced when using the special noise file.
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Figure 3.11: a) Schematic of the beam tilt and the variables used for its parameterisa-
tion in the yz-plane. The points indicate primary vertices. b) Difference
of the polar angle of the scattered electron measured in the H1 coordinate
system (θH1

e ) and the one describing the ep interaction (θe) illustrated for
a cluster in the SpaCal.

x0 [cm] y0 [cm] δx [mrad] δy [mrad]

-0.27 0.20 0.2 1.0

Table 3.4: Average beam tilts and offsets for the shifted vertex period as defined in
equations 3.31 and 3.32.

that a large fraction of the noise identified by FSCOMB are in fact energy depositions
caused by isolated particles of the genuine hadronic final state.

Beam Tilt

Due to the changing beam conditions the H1 coordinate system is not ideally aligned
with respect to the beam axis. Correspondingly, the beams are inclined w.r.t. to
the z-axis, an effect called beam tilt. It is reflected in the distribution of the primary
vertices as schematically depicted in figure 3.11 a).

Because of the beam tilt the polar angles of all final state particles measured in the
H1 coordinate system are not identical to the polar angles describing the scattering
process, i.e. all reconstructed polar angles have to be corrected for the effect of the
beam tilt. This holds especially for the scattered electron as shown in figure 3.11 b).

To determine the beam tilt the primary vertices reconstructed by the Central Tracker
are subjected to straight line fits in the xz- and yz-plane, i.e. the average vertex position
(xvtx, yvtx) is parameterised in the following way:

xvtx(zvtx) = x0 + zvtx tan δx (3.31)

yvtx(zvtx) = y0 + zvtx tan δy (3.32)

The free parameters of the fit are the offsets x0 and y0 at zvtx = 0 cm as well as the
tilts δx and δy of the beam. Figure 3.11 a) illustrates them in the yz-plane, their values
for the shifted vertex period as obtained from the data are listed in table 3.4.

Since the beam tilt affects θe it influences the mapping of the detector acceptance to
the xQ2-plane (see figure 3.3). Thus the accurate implementation of the beam tilt in
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of primary vertices in the yz-plane after a) detector simu-
lation and b) reconstruction before correction (see text). The solid line
indicates yvtx(zvtx) as observed in the data (according to equation 3.32
and the values from table 3.4).

the detector simulation is essential for the method of the cross-section determination
to be valid. Like the simulation of the finite spread of the z-vertex distribution the
realisation of the beam tilt is the task of H1SIM. The beam offsets and tilts determined
from the data sample are used as input parameters for the simulation.

Figure 3.12 shows the distribution of the reconstructed primary vertices in the
yz-plane for the Monte Carlo sample after the detector simulation and after the com-
plete event reconstruction, respectively. Though only Central Tracker vertices are used
for the analysis Forward Tracker vertices are also contained in the distributions30.
The solid lines indicate the average vertex position yvtx observed for the data calcu-
lated from equation 3.32 based on the values listed in table 3.4. Two problems with
the Monte Carlo samples can be identified: firstly no beam tilt has been taken into
account for parts of the reconstructed vertices. Furthermore the simulated and recon-
structed vertex positions deviate systematically. However, a significant fraction of the
reconstructed vertices agrees with the findings in the data.

Though the observations seem to be contradictory they can be traced back to an
inconsistency concerning the treatment of the vertex offsets in H1SIM and H1REC:
the beam offset x0 and y0 given in table 3.4 refer to zvtx = 0 cm. They are directly
used as an input for the simulation. H1SIM however interprets them as if they would
correspond to the mean z-vertex position used for the simulation, i.e. zvtx ≈ 70 cm.
Finally, within H1REC they are treated as if they would correspond to zvtx = 0 cm
again. As a consequence the majority of the events seems to be reconstructed at
the correct position though all particles of the event have the wrong origin in the
simulation. The resulting shift of 1 mm in the y-direction is already significant for
the desired precision of the analysis. In contrast, the effect of the inconsistency in
x-direction is almost negligible as the tilt of the beam in the xz-plane is a factor of five

30If no primary vertex reconstructed by the Central Tracker is present for a given event a primary
vertex of the Forward Tracker is searched for.
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of primary vertices in the yz-plane after a) detector simu-
lation and b) reconstruction after correction (see text). The solid line
indicates yvtx(zvtx) as observed in the data (according to equation 3.32
and the values from table 3.4).

smaller than in the yz-plane. For standard running conditions of the HERA collider
the problem is almost not recognisable as the average z-position of the vertex is close
to 0 cm.

The vertices which do not show the effect of the tilted beams are all forward vertices.
As they are not used the problem is not relevant for the present analysis, but has
nevertheless been identified: at the time when the beam tilt has been included into the
simulation it has been forgotten to change the corresponding routine of the Forward
Tracker reconstruction accordingly.

The mentioned problems have been fixed in the following way: the beam offsets of
table 3.4 have been converted to the mean z-position of the simulation before using
them in the steering for H1SIM. The routines of H1REC have been changed accordingly.
Finally, the beam tilt has been implemented for the Forward Tracker. The result of
the changes can bee seen in figure 3.13 which shows that simulated and reconstructed
vertices are in agreement between themselves and with the data.

All simulations employed for the present analysis have been performed with a cor-
rected version of the software. All changes have been communicated to the authors of
H1SIM and H1REC and are available in the new versions of the packages.

3.7 Radiative Corrections

The structure functions F2 and FL are defined with respect to the Born cross-section
which describes the interaction of electron and proton in the single photon approxima-
tion to the lowest order in the electromagnetic coupling constant α (see section 1.2).
The measured cross-section however contains contributions from various radiative pro-
cesses. Apart from a change of the cross-section they can cause a wrong determination
of the event kinematics depending on the reconstruction method. Their influence can
be sizeable.
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Hence the pure Born cross-section needed for the extraction of the structure functions
has to be calculated from the measured cross-section by applying a correction factor:

d2σ

dxdQ2
=

1

1 + δRC(x, Q2)

d2σ

dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

meas

(3.33)

The variable δRC(x, Q2) quantifies the radiative corrections and can be estimated from
Monte Carlo simulations or analytical programs. Since radiative processes are included
in the DJANGO generator as already mentioned in the previous section no explicit
correction is needed for the present analysis. It is performed implicitly by comparing
data and Monte Carlo (see section 3.8). The remaining part of this chapter deals
with the relevant radiative processes, their influence on the measurement and their
implementation in DJANGO.

A detailed description of radiative corrections can be found in [Spi91]. Different
contributions are distinguished therein: leptonic corrections are described by diagrams
containing an additional photon attached to the lepton line, i.e. photon radiation from
the lepton line and photonic lepton vertex corrections. The corresponding processes
for the quark line are referred to as quarkonic corrections. In addition the interference
of the two as well as purely weak corrections have to be considered. For the Q2

values considered in this analysis the dominant contribution stems from the leptonic
corrections. Among these the most important ones are the experimental configurations
introduced in section 1.7, i.e. ISR, FSR and QEDC events31.

Neglecting detector effects all reconstruction methods introduced in section 3.2 should
give the same results for non-radiative events. For radiative events this statement does
not longer hold, depending on the method the kinematics is reconstructed wrongly.
This has been already shortly addressed for the case of ISR events.

While in ISR events the radiated photon escapes from the detector, final state radi-
ated photons typically end up in the same cluster as the scattered electron. For only
about 0.5% of the FSR events two cluster can be resolved [Mey97]. Hence FSR events
are experimentally almost indistinguishable from non-radiative events and do not affect
the reconstruction of the event kinematics.

In contrast to this the event reconstruction becomes incorrect for ISR and QEDC
events if the electron method is used32: the energy of either the incoming or the outgoing
electron is lowered due to the radiation. Hence the energy of the incoming electron at
the leptonic vertex is overestimated or the one of the outgoing underestimated when
using equations 3.1 and 3.2. Consequently, the reconstructed ye is larger than the true
inelasticity as calculated at the hadronic vertex. For QEDC events final state electron
and photon have a sizeable transverse momentum. Thus the polar angle of the final
state electron is smaller than the polar angle corresponding to the scattering process,
i.e. the true Q2 is smaller than Q2

e.
The sigma method reconstructs ISR events correctly as no information concerning

the incoming electron enters the calculation (see equations 3.10 and 3.11). For QEDC
events the reconstructed variables deviate from the true ones as the photon is not
explicitely identified but dealt with as a particle of the hadronic final state.

31Bethe-Heitler events do not enter the analysis sample as final state electron and photon disappear
through the beam pipe.

32Reference is made at this point to section 3.2 where it has been explained that ye depends pre-
dominantly on Ee and Q2

e on θe.
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Given the explanations above one expects that the radiative corrections for the elec-
tron method are significantly larger than for the sigma method. This has been shown
in various studies (see e.g. [Bas95b]).

DJANGO comprises all radiative processes mentioned above by interfacing HERA-
CLES apart from elastic QEDC events. Therefore they are excluded from the data
sample (see section 4.6). For the simulation at hand photon radiations from the quark
line have not been included as they are estimated to be small for low x.

HERACLES allows for a separate treatment of the Born term and several parts of
the QED corrections, i.e. in the present case ISR, FSR and QEDC processes. The
contribution of each subprocess is integrated first at the initialisation stage and then
events are generated according to the estimated fractions. During the analysis of the
minimum bias run of the year 1999 it has been observed that the subprocess fractions
for the generated events do not agree with the fractions reported at the initialisation
stage [Gla05a]. Deviations of up to 5% occur.

Checking the subprocess fractions for the present analysis revealed the same problem.
While doing so it has been realised that the problem is connected to the Q2 weighting.
This has been confirmed by producing and analysing a sample of generated events
without making use of the Q2 weighting. Indeed, the problem does not occur. Since
no Q2 dependence of the difference in the subprocess fractions has been found the
problem can be easily compensated: global weight factors are derived to be applied
during the analysis which allow the restore the original subprocess fractions from the
initialisation step. The problem has been communicated to the author of DJANGO.

To derive an uncertainty on the simulation of the radiative corrections it has been
checked using semi-analytical calculations implemented in the HECTOR [Arb96] pack-
age. An agreement better than 0.5% is observed in the kinematic phase space relevant
for this analysis [Gla05b].

3.8 Extraction of the Structure Function F2

The measurement of the double differential cross-section is performed in bins of x and
Q2 or y and Q2 depending on the region in the kinematic phase space (for details
see section 5.1). For the following explanations a bin in x and Q2 denoted by ¤ is
considered33.

The uncorrected bin-integrated cross-section σ̃¤ is obtained from the number of
events in the bin for the data sample N¤

Data that have passed the DIS selection criteria
(see section 4.6) and the integrated luminosity LData for the selected runs:

σ̃¤ =
N¤

Data

LData
(3.34)

To determine the bin integrated Born cross-section

σ¤Born =

∫

¤

d2σ

dxdQ2
dxdQ2 (3.35)

=
N¤

Data − N¤
γp − N¤

non−ep

ALData

1

cε

1

1 + δRC
(3.36)

33This is no restriction as each bin in y and Q2 can be mapped to the xQ2-plane.
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several corrections have to be applied:

• N¤
γp is the number of photoproduction background events accumulated in the

analysis bin which fulfil the DIS selection criteria. It is estimated using the
PHOJET Monte Carlo sample (see section 4.9).

• N¤
non−ep is the number of non-ep background events passing the DIS selection

criteria. According to section 3.4 their contribution is negligible.

• The detector acceptance A is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation. It is
defined as the ratio of the number of reconstructed to the number of generated
events in the analysis bin: A = N¤

MC/N¤
MC,gen.

• cε are corrections for efficiencies not included or not properly described in the
Monte Carlo simulation.

• δRC denotes the radiative corrections. They are obtained from Monte Carlo sim-
ulations or analytic programs and given by δRC = σ¤rad,MC/σ¤Born,MC − 1. Here

σ¤rad,MC and σ¤Born,MC refer to the full and Born bin-integrated cross-section, re-
spectively (see section 3.7).

To derive the differential cross-section at the chosen central values (xc,Q
2
c) of the bin

from σ¤Born the bin size and the cross-section behaviour inside the bin have to be taken
into account. The bin size correction transforms the integrated cross-section into a
bin averaged differential cross-section. The so-called bin centre correction converts the
latter to the desired cross-section at (xc,Q

2
c). Both corrections are contained in a single

factor cBC which is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation:

cBC =

d2σ
dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

MC

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

σ¤Born,MC

=

d2σ
dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

MC

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

∫

¤

d2σ
dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

MC

dxdQ2

(3.37)

The differential cross-section in the numerator is calculated with the help of equa-
tion 1.7 using the predictions for the structure functions to which the simulated events
are reweighted during the analysis (see below).

Hence the desired differential cross-section is given by:

d2σ

dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

=
N¤

Data − N¤
γp − N¤

non−ep

ALData

1

cε

cBC

1 + δRC
(3.38)

The cross-section determination can be simplified significantly if the Monte Carlo model
employed to simulate DIS events includes radiative corrections which is the case for
DJANGO (see sections 3.5 and 3.7). This can be seen in the following way: if radiative
corrections are incorporated in the simulation the relation

N¤

MC,gen = LMC σ¤rad,MC (3.39)

holds, LMC denoting the luminosity corresponding to the DJANGO sample. Con-
sidering this and inserting the definitions of A, δRC and cBC into equation 3.38 one
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obtains:

d2σ

dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

=
N¤

Data − N¤
γp − N¤

non−ep

N¤
MC

LMC

LData

1

cε

d2σ

dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

MC

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

(3.40)

To determine the differential cross-section following equation 3.40 is referred to as the
Monte Carlo method. A similar relation to equation 3.40 is valid for the reduced cross-
section. From the latter the structure function F2 can be extracted (see equation 1.8):

F2(x, Q2)
∣

∣

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

=
d2σr

dxdQ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

+
y2

Y +
FL(x, Q2)

∣

∣

x=xc,Q2=Q2
c

(3.41)

This implies employing external information on the longitudinal structure function FL.
For the present analysis a prediction based on the saturation model is used [GB99a].
It has been found to be in agreement with the results on FL extracted from the data of
the shifted vertex run and other data in the low Q2 regime [ÃLob03]. The inelasticity y
is calculated from xc and Q2

c via equation 1.4 using the nominal centre of mass energy√
s. This should not lead to a wrong estimation of the contribution from FL since at

high y and thus low x the fraction of ISR events should be negligible.
The use of the Monte Carlo method is only justified if all relevant aspects of the

experiment, like subdetector acceptances and efficiencies, are correctly described in the
Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore the next chapter is devoted to a large extent to a
thorough comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation. Remaining differences
are absorbed into the extra correction factor cε or considered as systematic errors of the
measurement. This is necessary for the vertex reconstruction with the Central Tracker
(see section 4.7) and the polar angle reconstruction with the BDC (see section 4.8).

To calculate the differential cross-section at (xc,Q
2
c) for the Monte Carlo requires an

assumption concerning F2 and FL. The chosen parameterisation has to be the same
as for the generation of the events. To first order the resulting cross-section should be
independent of the input parameterisations for F2 and FL. However, they influence the
result via smearing effects. Therefore the cross-section is determined in an iterative
procedure: for the first iteration arbitrary parameterisations for F2 and FL can be used.
The choice of a realistic behaviour is preferable but not necessary. If the prediction
for the cross-section is too different from the result obtained from equation 3.40 new
parameterisations are derived from model fits and the cross-section determination is
repeated. To avoid a repetition of the time consuming simulation for each iteration the
Monte Carlo events are reweighted to the parameterisation obtained from the previous
step.

With the ALLM97 parameterisation [Abr97] for F2 and the saturation model [GB99a]
for FL predictions for the proton structure functions are available which describe the
data reasonably well (see [ÃLob03] and section 5.5). Therefore the differential cross-
section can be determined in a single step.

3.9 Coverage of the Kinematic Phase Space

Two options exist to reconstruct the polar angle θe of the scattered electron as has been
discussed in section 3.3: Either to use the BDC in combination with the Central Tracker
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or the BST alone. This already allows for two independent cross-section determinations
for the shifted vertex period. Furthermore it has been shown in [Laš04b] that the
accessible kinematic phase space can be considerably extended towards larger values
of x at low Q2 by employing initial state radiation events in the analysis in addition
to the standard non-radiative events.

The present section is intended to explain how the different detector components and
event types can be utilised to allow for a maximum possible coverage of the kinematic
phase space in the low Q2 regime. Special emphasis is placed on the reconstruction of
the event kinematics for ISR events as the reconstruction methods can provide wrong
results for radiative events (see section 3.7). Since many people have been involved
in the analysis of the shifted vertex data the aim of the last part of this section is to
distinguish the contributions stemming from the thesis at hand and other people.

Figure 3.14 shows the accessible regions in the xQ2-plane defined by the selection
criteria explained in detail in section 4.6. At first only non-radiative events are con-
sidered: the cut Ee > 7 GeV on the energy of the electron candidate defines the lowest
accessible value of x for a given value of Q2. The minimum value of Q2 for a given x
is determined by the maximum polar angle θe allowed for the analysis. For the event
selection a cut is placed instead on the distance Re of the electron track to the beam
axis in the plane34 z = −160.5 cm. It has to be larger than than 10 cm and 9 cm for the
BST and BDC, respectively35. For the BST the acceptance at Re = 10 cm has already
decreased to approximately 50% [H1 ] while even at Re = 9 cm the BDC acceptance is
still close to 100% (see figure 4.27). Thus the BDC should provide a larger amount of
events at low Q2. In return the BDC analysis is restricted towards large x by the cut
yΣ > 0.03 ensuring the vertex reconstruction efficiency for the Central Tracker to be
larger than 50%.

Typical inclusive analyses concentrate on non-radiative events. Since ISR events can
lead to a wrong determination of the event kinematics they are excluded by placing a
cut on E − pz (see equation 3.6). This is effective since the photon escapes through
the beam pipe undetected such that E − pz is smaller than 2E0

e .

Due to the photon radiation an ISR event can be interpreted as a usual ep scattering
event at a lower electron beam energy E0

e resulting in a lower centre of mass energy
s = 4E0

eE
0
p . Hence according to equation 1.4 lower values of Q2 for a given x or larger

values of x for a given Q2 can be reached compared to non-radiative events. ISR events
allow to cover a region of the kinematic phase space at high x and very low Q2 which
is inaccessible for non-radiative events. It is schematically indicated in figure 3.14.

Previous analyses performed by the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations have explicitely
detected the radiated photon in the photon arm of the luminosity system [Ahm95,
Der96, ZEU03, İşs00]. Assuming a collinear radiation of the photon the incoming elec-
tron energy E0

e,ISR can be calculated in this case from the photon energy Eγ measured
in the photon detector:

E0
e,ISR = E0

e − Eγ (3.42)

34The value z = −160.5 cm corresponds to the average z-position of the clusters in the electromag-
netic section of the SpaCal.

35The lines of constant Re in figure 3.14 indicate the acceptance limit for the average z-vertex
position of the shifted vertex run zvtx. For larger values of zvtx even lower values of Q2 can be
accessed.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the coverage in the xQ2-plane reached by the BST and the
BDC, non-radiative and radiative events. Apart from the kinematic limit
y = 1 (thick solid) lines of constant electron energy Ee (dotted), distance
Re (thin solid) and y (dashed) for non-radiative events are shown. The
lowest values of Re accepted for the analysis are 10 cm and 9 cm for the
BST and BDC, respectively. The region of the phase space exclusively
accessed by ISR events is schematically highlighted.

Replacing E0
e by E0

e,ISR in equations 3.1 and 3.2 also the electron method yields correct
results for ISR events.

The disadvantage of explicitely detecting the radiated photon is the contribution of
coincidences of photoproduction/DIS and Bethe-Heitler events to the analysis. They
constitute the dominant background source. While the photoproduction or DIS event
causes an electron signature in the SpaCal the photon of the overlapping Bethe-Heitler
event deposits energy in the photon detector. This source of background events is
significant due to the large rate of Bethe-Heitler events.

For this reason it has been proposed in [Laš04b] to incorporate ISR events into the
shifted vertex analysis without explicitely detecting the radiated photon. Apart from
the absence of the mentioned background source this has the advantage of an increased
acceptance for ISR events. The sigma method correctly reconstructs the kinematic
variables y and Q2 (see equations 3.10 and 3.11). However, for the determination of
x via equation 1.4 one has to take into account that the centre of mass energy s is
lowered in ISR events. This is done by replacing s = 4E0

eE
0
p by a so-called reduced

centre of mass energy sr employing equation 3.6:

xΣ =
Q2

Σ

sr yΣ

, sr = 2(E − pz)E0
p (3.43)

The value of sr is close to s for non-radiative events while smaller for ISR events. Hence
the presence of an ISR event is inferred from energy and longitudinal momentum
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conservation. In contrast to [Laš04b] no separation between non-radiative and ISR
events is performed for the present analysis. Equation 3.43 is consistently applied
throughout the entire phase space allowing for an optimal coverage of the transition
region between the parts of the phase space which are dominated by non-radiative or
ISR events.

In case the electron method is used to reconstruct the kinematic variables a cut on
E − pz is applied to avoid a wrong reconstruction of the kinematics (see section 4.6).
This implies that for the region in the xQ2-plane with a significant contribution of ISR
events the sigma method is employed by definition.

A first preliminary measurement of the inclusive DIS cross-section for the shifted
vertex data concentrating on non-radiative events was already presented on conferences
in the year 2002 [Laš02a]. An independent cross-check was considered to be vital
for such a precision analysis. The preliminary results have been derived based on
the BST. It was decided that the cross-check is to be performed using the BST on
the one hand and the combination of BDC and Central Tracker on the other. The
latter should provide a higher level of independence w.r.t. the preliminary results.
Accordingly, two analyses have been started, referred to as BST analysis and BDC
analysis. Their results are the topic of two theses, [Var06] and the one at hand.
Apart from providing independent measurements the main focus of the analyses is the
identification and accurate quantification of the systematic errors affecting the cross-
section determination.

Also the first preliminary measurement of the inclusive DIS cross-section based on
ISR events in the shifted vertex data sample [Pet04] was presented on conferences in
the course of the work on the two new analyses. Hence the results are cross-checked
as well.

The two analyses have been performed in close collaboration, the work has been split
in the following way: the focus of [Var06] is the BST analysis. The calibrations of the
SpaCal and LAr calorimeters developed therein are applied for the present thesis which
concentrates on the BDC analysis. The BDC analysis also incorporates ISR events,
but covers only a small part of the kinematic phase space in principle being accessible
by ISR events due to the cut on yΣ (see figure 3.14). Therefore details on this topic
beyond the explanations within this chapter can only be found in [Var06]. All results
presented in the following refer to the BDC analysis if not explicitely stated differently.
The selection criteria for the BST analysis are also shortly explained as a comparison
between the two analyses will be presented in the last chapter of this thesis.

The final outcome of the two new analysis is the proton structure function F2. A first
preliminary extraction of the longitudinal structure function FL already exists [ÃLob03].
More details about the underlying analyses of the preliminary results can be found
in [Laš04b].

The data obtained from the shifted vertex run are complemented at larger values
of Q2 by the analysis of another data taking period dedicated to the low Q2 regime
in 1999, referred to as minimum bias run [Eck01, Laš04b]. The running conditions of
the HERA accelerator have been standard, but the same special trigger setup for the
online event selection has been used as for the shifted vertex run (see section 4.3). A
combination of the results of the shifted vertex and minimum bias run is anticipated
(see section 5.5).
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the determination of the deep inelastic scattering
cross-section relies on a comparison of the number of events for data and a signal
Monte Carlo sample in each analysis bin. For data the background contribution has to
be subtracted beforehand. It is estimated based on a dedicated Monte Carlo sample.
To keep the fraction of background events small an adequate set of selection criteria is
applied.

Employing the described method is only justified if the efficiencies for the event
selection and reconstruction as well as the uncertainties on the reconstruction are well
described by the Monte Carlo simulation. Investigating and ensuring this is the topic
of the present chapter.

At first problematic periods of the data taking as well as inefficiencies of the online
event selection are identified and excluded from the analysis. To allow for a precise
event reconstruction the relevant detector components are aligned and calibrated sub-
sequently. Afterwards the selection criteria used for the analyses are introduced and
it is checked whether their efficiency agrees between data and Monte Carlo. The re-
maining part of the chapter is devoted to corrections for the Monte Carlo samples in
order to ensure a good description of the data. For each step the uncertainty relevant
for the cross-section determination is discussed.

4.1 Run Selection

The operation cycle of the HERA accelerator divides the data acquisition of the H1
experiment into so-called luminosity fills. A luminosity fill starts as soon as collisions
between electrons and protons have been established and ends if one of the beams is
dumped or lost. To identify periods with nearly constant experimental conditions the
stream of recorded events is further split into luminosity runs. A typical luminosity run
lasts for one hour and contains 100000 events. For each run characteristic parameters
like beam offsets and tilts (see section 3.6) are recorded in the H1 database. The
integrated luminosity is stored in the same way.

Before carrying out a detailed selection of DIS events for the final cross-section
measurement a preselection of the data is performed on a run-by-run basis to ensure
stable detector and background conditions. It is based on the following quality criteria:

1. Trigger Phase. Two trigger phases can be distinguished in the data taking
period relevant for this analysis: at the beginning of the luminosity run the beam
currents are high and the beam parameters are still optimised by the HERA shift
crew. To account for the resulting large beam induced background the H1 trigger
system is operated in phase 1 which is characterised by large prescale factors (see
section 2.6) especially for the calorimeter triggers. At this time the tracking
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detectors have still not reached their nominal high voltage settings. Once these
are achieved trigger phase 2 is selected and a new run is started. The autoprescale
procedure (see section 2.6) is used regularly to calculate new prescale factors to
make optimal use of the available bandwidth of the data acquisition system. Only
runs in trigger phase 2 are considered in this analysis.

2. Run Quality. After the complete offline reconstruction the luminosity runs are
classified as good, medium or poor based on data quality checks. In runs to which
the quality flag poor has been assigned an important detector component (e.g.
CJC, luminosity system or one of the calorimeters) is not operating. Such runs
are excluded from the analysis.

3. High Voltage and Readout Status. The high voltage and readout status
of the different H1 detector components is continuously monitored during data
taking. If the high voltage of the detector components is below its nominal
value for a significant amount of time this could indicate detector instabilities,
usually due to a large rate of background events. Therefore runs are not taken
into account for which the fraction of time with all relevant detector components
being at nominal high voltage is less than 70%. The same is done for runs in
which one of the important readout branches has not been operating. The high
voltage and readout status is checked for the subdetectors SpaCal, BDC, BST,
LAr, CJC, CIP, COP, CIZ and the luminosity system. The readout status is
verified in addition for the Central Trigger and the calorimeter trigger system.
Within accepted runs events are rejected in which one of the relevant detector
components is not supplied with the nominal high voltage. The integrated run
luminosity is corrected accordingly.

4. Trigger Prescale. To keep the overall trigger rate at a reasonable level for
the data acquisition prescale factors can be applied to individual subtriggers
during data taking (see section 2.6). In the course of the analysis the prescale
factors of the relevant subtriggers are used as weights wi for the events of the
data sample in order to obtain the original number of events (for details see
section 4.3). The weights enter the statistical error of the measurement quadrat-
ically: σstat =

√

∑

i w
2
i . To reduce the statistical error of the measurement runs

in which one of the considered subtriggers has a prescale factor larger than 3 are
excluded from the analysis.

5. Stability. The stability studies presented in the next section have shown that
the event rate of the luminosity run 278804 is significantly lower than of all the
other runs. The shift crew comment to the consequent run indicates a loss of the
proton beam. It is likely that the beam conditions have been already unstable in
run 278804. Therefore it is not considered for the analysis.

4.2 Stability Studies

The stability of the measurement as a function of time is an important criteria for the
quality of the data used for the cross-section measurement. Therefore the number of
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Figure 4.1: Event yield per a) continuous run number and b) luminosity fill. The solid
lines indicate the average event yield determined by fitting a constant to
the data points. The dashed lines in a) separate the different luminosity
fills. Fill 2597 has lasted for only one hour, none of its runs has passed the
run selection of section 4.1. The luminosity entering the calculation of the
event yield depicted here is based on the wrong estimation of the satellite
correction, the corrected event yield is shown in figure 4.3 (for details see
text).

events per nb−1 of integrated luminosity (event yield) is investigated per luminosity
run and fill. The former allows to identify problems occurring on short time scales
while the latter provides a substantially larger statistical significance.

For the stability study the run selection discussed in the last section is already ap-
plied. The events under consideration have passed all selection criteria of the final
cross-section analysis (see section 4.6). In addition a special selection is performed
to equalise the detector acceptance for different runs: the mean and spread of the
z-coordinate of the interaction vertex changes from run to run (see figure 4.25). As
the detector acceptance depends on the vertex position this would result in a vary-
ing event yield. Therefore the polar angle of the electron candidate is restricted to
165.5◦ < θe < 175.5◦ ensuring a backward detector acceptance of 100% independent of
the vertex position (see section 4.7).

Figure 4.1 shows the obtained event yield as a function of a continuous run number1

and the luminosity fill number. For the last luminosity fill a significant deviation from
the mean event yield is observed. This deviation inspired a complete redetermination of
the luminosity for the shifted vertex run by the luminosity working group. It revealed
that the fraction of the luminosity attributed to the proton satellite bunches has been
wrongly determined beforehand as is explained in detail in the remaining part of this
section.

From figure 4.25 it can be seen that the spread of the z-position of the vertex for
the last luminosity fill is significantly larger than for the others. Figure 4.2 compares
the z-vertex distribution of the first and the last luminosity fill of the shifted vertex

1The original sequence of the runs is conserved.
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Figure 4.2: z-vertex distributions of
the first and last luminos-
ity fill of the shifted ver-
tex run normalised w.r.t.
each other based on the
number of events. The
vertical dashed lines indi-
cate the z-vertex interval
entering the final cross-
section analysis. The ver-
tical dashed lines indi-
cate an interval of 30 cm
around the nominal ver-
tex position.
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run. As expected both distributions have their main maximum at the nominal z-vertex
position of approximately 70 cm. A second maximum is seen at about 140 cm. The
last luminosity fill has a broader main maximum and more pronounced tails including
a larger second maximum.

The additional maximum is caused by the complicated longitudinal structure of the
HERA proton beam: 52 MHz and 208 MHz radiofrequency systems are installed in
the proton ring for the acceleration. The protons are transferred from the PETRA
pre-accelerator into the 52 MHz buckets and gradually compressed into the 208 MHz
buckets during the acceleration to decrease the longitudinal size of the bunches to
σb ≈ 20 cm [Mon00]. This corresponds to a length of the luminous region of σl ≈ 10 cm
since the longitudinal size of the electron bunches is a factor of 10 smaller and there-
fore negligible. As the potential wells created by the radiofrequency systems are
not sufficiently deep a small fraction of the proton current escapes from the main
bunches and forms so-called satellite bunches. The satellite bunches are separated by
∆t = ±τsat = ±19.2 ns and ∆t = ±τsat = ±4.8 ns from the main bunch for the 52 MHz
and 208 MHz system, respectively. Most relevant for the analysis are the satellites clos-
est to the main bunch in the 208 MHz buckets. They cause additional maxima of the
z-vertex distribution separated by ∆z = ∓cτsat/2 = ±72 cm from the main one. The
maximum separated by ∆z = +72 cm corresponding to the forward (or early) satellite
is most pronounced since it provides access to the lowest values of Q2 and thus the
largest event rates. It is well visible in figure 4.2.

As indicated by the vertical dashed lines only events having a z-vertex position
within 30 cm of the nominal one are accepted for the cross-section analysis (see sec-
tion 4.6). The luminosity system (see section 2.5) however cannot distinguish Bethe-
Heitler events originating from the main and satellite bunches and thus measures the
luminosity in the entire zvtx range. Therefore a procedure has been developed to
subtract the satellite fraction of the luminosity based on the information of other sub-
detectors [Lev95, Gog96].

As has been already mentioned the problematic last luminosity fill has a more clearly
developed contribution of the forward satellite to the z-vertex distribution compared
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Figure 4.3: Corrected event yield per a) continuous run number and b) luminosity fill.
The solid lines indicate the average event yield determined by fitting a
constant to the data points. The dashed lines in a) separate the different
luminosity fills.

to the first fill. Therefore it has been checked by the luminosity working group whether
the satellite correction has been determined correctly. To derive this correction data
from the proton pickup unit (PPU) located at z ≈ 3 m are used [Kar96, Wis98]. It
measures the voltage induced by the electrically charged protons in a conductor coil
allowing to extract the longitudinal beam profile. The correction is determined per
luminosity fill.

In order to reach a high luminosity HERA focuses the beams in transverse direction at
the interaction regions of H1 and ZEUS. This leads to a variation of the transverse beam
size with z that has to be considered when calculating the luminosity corresponding
to the main and satellite bunches from the longitudinal beam profile. The common
measure of the transverse beam size is the β-function which is available from the HERA
database. While revising the satellite correction it has been realised that the wrong
β-function has been applied for the existing correction [Lev06]: it has been assumed
that the β-function for the shifted vertex run is different from the one for standard
running conditions to enhance the interaction rate at 70 cm. Actually, the β-function
is the same and the shift of the interaction vertex has been reached by changing the
timing of the beams. In this way the satellite fraction of the luminosity has been
underestimated by approximately a factor of two.

The new determination of the satellite corrections leads to a decrease of the total
integrated luminosity by 4%, the measured cross-section thus increases by the same
amount. For the last fill the change is most significant since it has the largest satellite
bunches. Figure 4.3 shows the corrected event yield. The agreement of the yield of the
last fill with the average yield has improved. Of course the run-wise deviations within
this fill are still present as the satellite correction can only be determined as one global
factor per luminosity fill.

The uncertainty on the luminosity determination has been estimated to be 2.2% by
the luminosity working group [Lev06].
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subtrigger definition L2 validation

S0 SPCLe IET > 1 || SPCLe IET Cen 2 SPCL R10

S3 SPCLe IET > 2 || SPCLe IET Cen 3 -
S9 SPCLe IET > 0 -

Table 4.1: L1 subtriggers relevant for this analysis and their validation on L2. Addi-
tional veto conditions against beam background are omitted.

4.3 Online Event Selection

In the region of the kinematic phase space covered by this analysis the scattered electron
is detected in the backward region of the H1 detector. Therefore the online event
selection is based on energy depositions releasing the Inclusive Electron Trigger (IET)
of the SpaCal calorimeter (see section 2.6).

To benefit from the shifted vertex run as much as possible for the cross-section mea-
surement at low Q2 a special minimum bias trigger setup has been used: in comparison
to the standard trigger conditions most of the subtriggers dedicated to high Q2 and
exclusive final state analyses have been disabled. Hence a larger bandwidth of the data
acquisition system is available for the remaining subtriggers allowing them to run with
lower prescale factors and thus reducing the statistical error of the measurement as
much as possible. For the standard trigger setup the central LIET region of the Inclu-
sive Electron Trigger is usually not taken into account since it causes a large subtrigger
rate. However, in the case of the minimum bias setup one can allow to include it for
some of the subtriggers giving access to larger polar angles θ and thus lower values of
Q2 than for the standard subtrigger definition. The resulting increased trigger rate is
partly compensated by larger energy thresholds.

As described in section 2.6 the online event selection of the H1 experiment comprises
the trigger levels L1, L2 and L4. The definition of the L1 subtriggers relevant for
the analysis and their validation on L2 is covered in detail in the following with a
subsequent determination of their efficiency. After a discussion of the event selection
on L4 the section closes with an explanation how to retrieve the original number of
events in the data sample by using event weights to account for the prescale factors
applied during data taking.

Subtrigger Definition

The L1 subtriggers used for the analysis and their validation on L2 are listed in ta-
ble 4.1. Apart from so-called global options2 the used subtriggers are solely built from
trigger elements of the Inclusive Electron Trigger (see section 2.6). The trigger ele-
ments SPCLe IET > m (m = 0, 1, 2) and SPCLe IET Cen n (n = 1, 2, 3) require that the
energy deposition belonging to one cluster bit exceeds a certain threshold in the outer
LIET regions and the central LIET region, respectively (see table 4.2).

To keep the trigger rate at a reasonable level the L2TT trigger element SPCL R10 val-
idating subtrigger S0 excludes the innermost region of the SpaCal [Biz98]. To be more

2Global options are additional veto conditions to reject beam induced background.
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trigger element
central LIET region outer LIET regions

threshold

SPCLe IET Cen 1 SPCLe IET > 0 2 GeV
SPCLe IET Cen 2 SPCLe IET > 1 5 GeV
SPCLe IET Cen 3 SPCLe IET > 2 10 GeV

Table 4.2: Energy thresholds of the Inclusive Electron Trigger. For the standard trigger
setup the corresponding thresholds are 0.5 GeV, 2 GeV and 6 GeV, respec-
tively.

precise, the 9 cluster bits of the Inclusive Electron Trigger surrounding the beam pipe
do not contribute to the trigger decision leaving a square of 8.1 × 8.1 cm2 uncovered.
This exactly corresponds to the insert module of the SpaCal.

The subtrigger definition reveals the following trigger strategy for the shifted vertex
analysis: the bulk of the events are selected by subtrigger S0 as it has a lower energy
threshold than S3 and its L2 condition excludes only the innermost region of the
SpaCal. The latter is covered by subtrigger S3 enhancing the statistics for the lowest
Q2 values3.

The subtrigger S9 has been defined to access the high y region of the kinematic
phase space with the objective to measure FL. However, it turned out that one of
its global options based on the signals of the proportional chambers CIP and COP
and the Forward Proportional Chambers has a low efficiency, because it has not been
optimised for the shifted interaction vertex. Therefore subtrigger S9 is not employed
for the cross-section measurement, but it proves to be useful for the determination of
the trigger efficiency.

Trigger Efficiency

Inefficiencies of the Inclusive Electron Trigger are caused by individual SpaCal cells.
The majority of the cells has an efficiency close to 100%, whereas only a few cells
show problems. It is difficult to model the behaviour of the problematic cells in the
Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore the analysis is restricted to regions of the phase
space where the subtrigger efficiency is close 100%. To be more precise, the aim is to
determine the fiducial volume and the energy range in which the subtriggers are fully
efficient. This incorporates the identification of problematic SpaCal cells such that
they can be excluded from the subsequent analysis.

The efficency of a specific subtrigger is typically determined by considering each
trigger element separately. The standard procedure to do so is to use an event sample
selected by independent reference subtriggers, i.e. subtriggers which do not contain
any trigger element of the trigger subsystem under investigation [Urb05]. For the
IET trigger elements these are typically subtriggers based on the trigger subsystems
of tracking detectors or the LAr calorimeter. Due to the reduced number of active
subtriggers in the minimum bias setup however the number of events selected by the

3As the innermost SpaCal region excluded by subtrigger S0 is anyhow not covered by the BST
acceptance the BST analysis utilises S0 only.
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reference subtriggers is not sufficient to determine the trigger efficiency separately for
each SpaCal cell. Therefore the described method is used as a final cross-check whereas
the detailed studies are performed based on a different approach as outlined below.

Different parts of the Inclusive Electron Trigger electronics cover the central LIET
region and the outer LIET regions. Hence the groups of trigger elements SPCLe IET > m

and SPCLe IET Cen n are independent of each other. Therefore they can be used for
a mutual efficiency determination. This proceeds in the following way: one starts
from an ensemble of events which have been selected by subtriggers containing trigger
elements independent of the trigger element under investigation. From this sample
events are selected which have exactly one cluster in the SpaCal region covered by
the trigger element to be investigated. These events constitute the so-called reference
sample. The fraction of events which are accepted by the trigger element of interest is
the trigger efficiency. The requirement of exactly one cluster in the region attributed
to the trigger element to be investigated is necessary in order not to overestimate the
efficiency due to the presence of events in which a different SpaCal cluster has fired the
trigger element than has been selected in the reference sample.

To reject background events several selection criteria have been applied: the z-posi-
tion of the vertex as determined by the Central Tracker is to be reconstructed within an
interval of 30 cm around the nominal position zvtx = 71.9 cm: |zvtx − zvtx| < 30 cm. The
SpaCal cluster has to match the requirements rCl < 4 cm and fhad < 0.15, rCl being the
logarithmic cluster radius and fhad the fraction of the cluster energy deposited in the
hadronic section of the SpaCal. This ensures that the cluster is most likely induced by
the scattered electron4.

At first the efficiency of the trigger elements SPCLe IET Cen 2 and SPCLe IET Cen 3

is studied by using a sample of events that have been selected by the subtrigger S9 which
covers only the outer LIET regions. Subsequently the trigger element SPCLe IET > 0 is
checked based on a reference sample selected by the subtriggers S0 and S3 explicitely
requiring the trigger elements SPCLe IET Cen 2 and SPCLe IET Cen 3 to have fired,
respectively. To avoid a possible bias it is ensured that the SpaCal cluster with the
highest energy fulfils the requirements of the reference sample while a different cluster is
used to check the efficiency of the trigger elements to be investigated. Since the second
cluster is most likely caused by a hadron no cuts on rCl and fhad are placed. Its energy
is so small that it is not sufficient to study the trigger elements SPCLe IET > 1 and
SPCLe IET > 2. The study of SPCLe IET > 0 solely serves to identify cells with general
problems while the trigger element itself is not relevant for the subtriggers S0 and S35.
Having identified such cells it is sufficient to restrict the investigation of the trigger
elements SPCLe IET > 1 and SPCLe IET > 2 to their threshold behaviour. The latter
is analysed by again employing the subtrigger S9 to select the reference sample as its
trigger element SPCLe IET > 0 has a lower threshold than the ones to be investigated.

The SpaCal cells with the numbers 7, 8, 13, 14, 32 and 33 (see appendix B) have
been excluded from the Inclusive Electron Trigger already during data taking. They are
located close to the beam pipe and exhibit an abnormally high trigger rate presumably
induced by synchrotron radiation. In addition the cells 30, 62, 250, 253, 306 and 763
have been identified to show a low trigger efficiency. All listed cells are excluded from

4The selection criteria are explained in detail in section 4.6.
5Therefore it should be fine that no cuts concerning the electron identification are applied.
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Figure 4.4: Efficiency of the L1 trigger elements of the subtriggers S0 and S3 as a
function of the energy of the SpaCal cluster. A Fermi function according
to equation 4.1 is fitted to the data (solid line). The dashed line displays
the energy cut to be applied for the corresponding trigger element in the
final analysis. A deviation of 0.5% from an efficiency of 100% is indicated
by the horizontal band.

the analysis.
The resulting efficiencies of the L1 trigger elements contributing to the subtriggers

S0 and S3 are depicted in figure 4.4 as a function of the energy Ee of the SpaCal cluster.
A Fermi function is fitted to the data points given by

ε(Ee) =
εmax

e
Et−Ee

∆E + 1
(4.1)

Here εmax denotes the efficiency at the plateau, Et the threshold energy and ∆E the
width of the threshold. The threshold of each trigger element is at its designated
position as specified in table 4.2. The plateau of the efficiency is reached a few GeV
above the threshold as indicated by the dashed lines. The cuts for the final analysis
are placed at the corresponding energies.

Apart from the efficiency of the IET trigger elements the phase space covered by the
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Figure 4.5: Efficiency of the L2 condition SPCL R10 of the subtrigger S0 as a function
of Rbox = max(|xSpa|, |ySpa|). The cut to be applied for the final analysis is
represented by the dashed line. A deviation of 0.5% from an efficiency of
100% is indicated by the horizontal band.

subtrigger S0 is determined by the L2 condition SPCL R10. Its efficiency is analysed
using a sample of events selected by the subtrigger S9 asking for the trigger element
SPCLe IET Cen 2 to have fired in addition. The fraction of these events being accepted
by the L2 condition corresponds to the efficiency. It is depicted in figure 4.5 as a
function of the quantity Rbox = max(|xSpa|, |ySpa|) where xSpa and ySpa are the x- and
y-position of the SpaCal cluster, respectively. A cut Rbox > 10 cm ensures an efficiency
of almost 100% for the L2 condition of S0.

For a final cross-check the efficiencies of the subtriggers S0 and S3 are determined
based on independent reference subtriggers as mentioned at the beginning of this sec-
tion: the starting point is a sample of events accepted by subtriggers which do not
contain any IET trigger elements. From this sample events are selected which have a
SpaCal cluster. The fraction of these events for which the raw bit of the subtrigger to
be investigated is set corresponds to the trigger efficiency.

To reject background events the requirements introduced above for zvtx, rCl and fhad

have to be matched. In addition the time of flight information of the SpaCal has been
employed to reject events which have a SpaCal time tSpa not compatible with an ep
interaction. A cut tSpa > −20 ns is applied. To ensure that this requirement really
rejects background events and not signal events which are hampered by individual
SpaCal cells providing bad timing information the following cross-checks have been
performed: it has been checked that the events rejected by the timing cut are uniformly
distributed over the SpaCal surface within the limited statistics. In addition it has been
verified that the time measurement of the Central Jet Chambers indicates the presence
of a background interaction for these events6.

Figure 4.6 shows the resulting trigger efficiencies as a function of the cluster energy.

6For the efficiency studies presented above no cut has been placed on the timing. This is not
necessary, because the subtriggers used to select the reference sample contain IET trigger elements
which can only be released during a time interval compatible with an ep interaction, i.e. a timing
cut is implicitly present.
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Figure 4.6: Efficiency of the subtriggers a) S0 and b) S3 as a function of the energy of
the SpaCal cluster. A Fermi function according to equation 4.1 is fitted to
the data (solid line). The dashed line displays the energy cut to be applied
for the corresponding subtrigger in the final analysis. A deviation of 0.5%
from an efficiency of 100% is indicated by the horizontal band.

analysis energy range fiducial volume

BST Ee > 7 GeV Rbox > 10 cm

Ee > 14 GeV entire SpaCal
BDC

7 < Ee < 14 GeV Rbox > 10 cm

Table 4.3: Selection criteria for the BST and BDC analyses resulting from the trigger
efficiency study.

They show the same threshold behaviour as the corresponding trigger elements. For
the subtrigger S0 only events satisfying Rbox > 10 cm have been used in order not to
mix inefficiencies because of the threshold behaviour and the L2 condition SPCL R10.
Especially at large energies one can see that the statistics for this method is rather
limited.

From the trigger efficiency study different selection criteria arise for the BST and
BDC analyses: since the BST analysis relies solely on subtrigger S0 only electron can-
didates fulfilling the requirements Ee > 7 GeV and Rbox > 10 cm are used. The BDC
analysis accepts events selected by S3 in addition and therefore no cut on Rbox is nec-
essary for energies above 14 GeV. For the selection criteria summarised in table 4.3 the
subtrigger efficiency is 100% within an uncertainty of 0.5% (indicated by the horizontal
band in figures 4.4 - 4.6).

Event Selection on L4

For the selection of the low Q2 events on the fourth trigger level the L4 finder 18 is
responsible. It imposes different selection criteria on the subtriggers S0/S3 and S9 as
specified in table 4.4.
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ST L4 condition explanation

R SPAC ECRA < 4 cm rlin
Cl of cluster with max. ECl

S0 max. Q2
Cl of clusters with

S3
R SPAC Q2MAX > 0.2 GeV2

ECl > 4.0 GeV and rlin
Cl < 4 cm

R SPAC EMAXCLUSTER > 4 GeV max. ECl

R SPAC ECRAMIN < 5 cm min. rlin
Cl of clusters with ECl > 3.5 GeV

S9 R SPAC RCLUSTERMAX > 15 cm max. RCl of clusters with ECl > 2 GeV

R SPAC EMAXCLUSTER > 2 GeV max. ECl

Table 4.4: Selection criteria on L4. ECl denotes the cluster energy, rlin
Cl the linear

cluster radius, RCl the distance of the cluster to the origin of the SpaCal in
the rφ-plane and Q2

Cl the photon virtuality as calculated from the cluster
properties.

analysis fraction of L4 rejected events

BST 0.80% ± 0.18%
BDC 0.48% ± 0.18%

Table 4.5: Fraction of events rejected by the L4 filter farm for the BST and BDC
analyses.

To determine the efficiency of the L4 filter farm events are searched for which have
not been selected by the L4 finder 18, but fulfil all selection criteria of the final analyses.
Events not selected by finder 18 can pass the online event selection if they are selected
by one of the hard scales, a different finder or if they are among the fraction of rejected
events which are kept for cross-checks (see section 2.6). Indeed a few events of the
last type have been found for both analyses. A detailed investigation of the record of
the L4 decision for each of these events has revealed that they have been classified as
non-ep background events, because their vertex position as reconstructed on L4 is not
compatible with an ep scattering event originating from the interaction region around
70 cm. They pass the final analysis selection as the offline vertex reconstruction gives a
different result than the fast vertex reconstruction on the L4 filter farm. The fraction of
rejected events taking into account the downscale factor is listed in table 4.5 for the two
analyses. The downscaled events are excluded from the analysis and considered in the
uncertainty on the online event selection. Consequently the latter contains the fraction
of rejected events and the uncertainty on the subtrigger efficiency added in quadrature.
It amounts to 0.9% for the BST and 0.7% for the BDC analysis, respectively.

Event Weights

As prescaling has been employed to account for the changing interaction rate during
a luminosity fill weights have to be applied to the events of the data sample to obtain
the original number of events.

In the case of the BST analysis only events are accepted which have been selected
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by subtrigger S0, i.e. for which the actual bit of subtrigger S0 is set. Its run-dependent
prescale factor is used as a weight for each event.

The BDC analysis uses the subtrigger S3 in addition. Therefore a more complicated
strategy is necessary to avoid double counting: all events for which the actual bit of
the subtrigger with the lower prescale for the given run is set are accepted. In addition
events are kept if the actual bit of the subtrigger with the higher prescale is set, but
not the raw bit of the subtrigger with the lower prescale. All remaining events are
rejected. The prescale factor of the subtrigger responsible for the selection of an event
is applied as a weight for this event. In this way the phase space of the cross-section
measurement is divided into two non-overlapping regions with one subtrigger being
uniquely assigned to each of them. Priority is given to the subtrigger with the lower
prescale factor.

4.4 Alignment

A precise determination of the polar angle of the scattered electron is crucial for the
reconstruction of the event kinematics as well as the definition of the fiducial volume
covered by the analysis. This demands for an accurate knowledge of the position
of the backward detectors SpaCal, BST and BDC. Therefore the alignment of the
SpaCal and the BDC with respect to the H1 coordinate system is the topic of the
present section, the alignment of the BST is discussed in [Laš04b]. Offsets in all three
dimensions with respect to the nominal detector position are derived by comparing the
angle measurement of the backward detectors and the Central Tracker with different
methods. The resulting alignment constants for the SpaCal are cross-checked with
QED Compton events.

Alignment with respect to the Central Tracker

The track reconstruction in the Central Tracker relies on the Central Jet Chambers
CJC1 and CJC2 and the two z-chambers CIZ and COZ as mentioned in section 2.3.
They define the H1 coordinate system and are already aligned with respect to each
other in the data sample used for the analysis. Thus they are well suited to serve as a
reference for the alignment of the SpaCal and the BDC.

A dedicated event sample has been used for the alignment being defined by the
following selection criteria: only events are taken into account which have one electron
candidate and one associated track in the Central Tracker7. In addition the same
selection criteria are applied as for the trigger efficiency study in the previous section.
For a further suppression of background events only electron candidates are considered
with an energy Ee > 20 GeV. To ensure a precise angle measurement in the Central
Tracker cuts on the estimated error of the z-position of the vertex (σzvtx < 1 cm) and of
the polar angle of the track (σθCT

< 2 mrad) are placed. The former is more strict than
the cut of 8 cm to be used for the final analysis (see section 4.6), the latter ensures that

7To assign electron candidates and Central Tracker tracks the distance in the rφ-plane between
the position of the SpaCal cluster and the track extrapolated to the z-coordinate of the cluster
is determined. If this does not exceed 10 cm electron candidate and track are attributed to each
other.
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Figure 4.7: Difference of the reconstructed and generated polar angle for Central
Tracker, SpaCal and BDC. In the interval 2.887 < θ < 3.005 (indicated by
the vertical dashed lines) a second order polynomial (solid lines) is fitted
to the points for the Central Tracker and the SpaCal which is used as a
correction function for the alignment (for details see text). The horizontal
dashed line indicates the base line.

the track has been linked to at least one of the z-chambers. For alignment methods
which use the polar angle of the Central Tracker at least three of maximal eight linked
hits in the z-chambers are required.

The polar and azimuthal angle as reconstructed by the SpaCal and the BDC are
derived from the position of the cluster or track segment and the Central Tracker
vertex assuming that the trajectory of the electron is a straight line. This is a good
approximation for energies above 20 GeV. Nevertheless, the azimuthal angle is cor-
rected for the influence of the magnetic field while its effect on the polar angle can be
neglected [Mer05].

As a preparatory study for the alignment the reconstructed polar angles of Central
Tracker, SpaCal and BDC are compared to the generated angle of the scattered electron
for the Monte Carlo sample. This provides an important check as for the Monte
Carlo the detector components are perfectly aligned by definition. Figure 4.7 shows
the difference of the reconstructed and generated polar angle as a function of the
reconstructed angle.

The polar angles as reconstructed by the SpaCal are systematically too large. The
region of large discrepancies at low polar angles corresponds to the outer acceptance
edge of the SpaCal. Here energy leakage beyond the active detector volume leads to a
systematic shift of the cluster position towards the centre of the SpaCal. Furthermore
the SpaCal possesses no segmentation in the z-direction such that the z-coordinate of
the cluster is not measured, but calculated from a parameterisation (see section 3.3).
In the case of the Central Tracker the polar angles are smaller than the generated ones.
The situation improves for θCT < 2.88 rad, because the electron enters the acceptance
of the COZ. For larger values of θ the CJC track is only linked to hits of the CIZ. The
BDC reconstruction shows no significant deviation from the generated quantities.

During the alignment systematic deviations of the polar angle reconstruction cannot
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be distinguished from a misalignment of the detector components. Hence the polar
angle range used for the alignment is restricted to the interval 2.887 < θ < 3.005 for
which the differences between reconstructed and generated values are not too large.
Furthermore correction functions are derived for the Central Tracker and the SpaCal
by fitting a second order polynomial to the points in figure 4.7 for the specified interval.
Both, the restriction of the polar angle range and the correction function are only
applied for alignment methods which make use of the θ information.

The selected event sample together with the derived corrections is used in the fol-
lowing to determine the alignment constants ∆x, ∆y and ∆z for the SpaCal and the
BDC. The sign convention is the following: the alignment constants specify the shift of
the detector component in the corresponding direction with respect to its nominal po-
sition, i.e. they have to be added to the cluster or track segment coordinates resulting
from the reconstruction to calculate the position in the H1 coordinate system. Three
different methods are employed for their determination:

• One possibility to derive alignment constants in x- and y-direction is to measure
RSpa/BDC∆φSpa/BDC = RSpa/BDC(φSpa/BDC − φCT ) as a function of φCT where
RSpa/BDC denotes the distance of the cluster or track segment from the origin of
the SpaCal or BDC in the rφ-plane [Mer05]. A sinusoidal shape of this distribu-
tion indicates a shift of the corresponding detector in the rφ-plane. To quantify
this shift one calculates the mean of R∆φ in slices of φCT with the help of a
robust mean estimator [Yui90] and fits the following function to the resulting
data points:

R∆φ = P ∆φ
1 sin(φCT − P∆φ

2 ) + P∆φ
3 (4.2)

The alignment constants are finally obtained from the parameters P ∆φ
i of the fit

in the following way:

∆x = P∆φ
1 cos P ∆φ

2

∆y = P ∆φ
1 sin P∆φ

2

The described alignment method is only used for the SpaCal as the BDC electron
finder BDCLEV uses the R and z measurement of the BDC while φ stems from
the SpaCal, i.e. the values of φ for SpaCal and BDC are the same (for details
see section 3.3).

• An alternative approach to determine the alignment constants in x- and y-direc-
tion is to plot ∆RSpa/BDC = RSpa/BDC − RCT as a function of φCT . The distance
in the rφ-plane RCT of the Central Tracker track to the origin of the H1 coordinate
system is calculated at the z-position of the SpaCal cluster or the BDC track
segment. The resulting distribution is parameterised by the following function:

∆R = P ∆R
1 cos(φCT − P∆R

2 ) + P∆R
3 (4.3)

The alignment constants are calculated with the help of:

∆x = −P ∆R
1 cos P ∆R

2

∆y = −P ∆R
1 sin P∆R

2
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Figure 4.8: Distribution to derive alignment constants in x- and y-direction for the
SpaCal using the Central Tracker as a reference. The accuracy of the
Central Tracker information for this alignment method is mainly driven by
the hits in the CJCs. To extract the alignment constants a sinus function
according to equation 4.2 is fitted to the data (solid line).

The two methods used to extract ∆x and ∆y are complementary: the differ-
ence in the azimuthal angle ∆φ is mainly determined by the CJC as this has
a better φ-resolution, whereas ∆R is driven by the accurate z-measurement of
CIZ and COZ. Comparing the results of both methods constitutes an important
consistency check for the alignment.

• To obtain the z-position of SpaCal and BDC a method proposed in [Mer05] is
used: FSpa/BDC∆θSpa/BDC = FSpa/BDC(θSpa/BDC − θCT ) is measured as a func-
tion of φCT , FSpa/BDC being defined as:

F =
z2

R
· 1

(R
z

)2 − (R
z
)4 + (R

z
)6 − 1

The subscript Spa/BDC has been omitted for all variables, zSpa/BDC is the
z-coordinate of the SpaCal cluster or BDC track segment. A fit is performed
using the function:

F∆θ = P ∆θ
1 sin(φCT − P∆θ

2 ) + P∆θ
3 (4.4)

The negative of P ∆θ
3 is the sought-after alignment constant in z-direction.

The underlying distributions for the different methods are shown in figures 4.8 - 4.10,
table 4.6 summarises the alignment constants. The results are discussed at the end of
this section.

Alignment with QED Compton Events

QED Compton events have been introduced in section 1.7. They are characterised by an
electron and a photon in the final state which have sizeable transverse momenta and are
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Figure 4.9: Distributions to derive alignment constants in x- and y-direction for a) the
SpaCal and b) the BDC using the Central Tracker as a reference. The
accuracy of the Central Tracker information for this alignment method is
mainly driven by the hits in the z-chambers. To extract the alignment
constants a cosinus function according to equation 4.3 is fitted to the data
(solid lines).
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Figure 4.10: Distributions to derive alignment constants in z-direction for a) the SpaCal
and b) the BDC using the Central Tracker as a reference. To extract the
alignment constants a sinus function according to equation 4.4 is fitted to
the data (solid lines).
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SpaCal BDC
method

∆x [cm] ∆y [cm] ∆z [cm] ∆x [cm] ∆y [cm] ∆z [cm]

R∆φ -0.14 -0.53 - - - -
∆R -0.25 -0.26 - -0.06 -0.01 -
F∆θ - - 0.23 - - 0.65

QEDC -0.08 -0.34 - - - -

Table 4.6: Summary of the alignment constants for the SpaCal and the BDC derived
from different methods using the Central Tracker as a reference or QEDC
events.

back-to-back in the azimuthal plane. Thus they can be detected as two electromagnetic
clusters in the SpaCal with a difference in the azimuthal angle ∆φ = |φ1 − φ2| close to
180◦. A useful variable to select QEDC events is the acoplanarity A being defined as

A = |∆φ − 180◦|

To derive alignment constants with the help of QEDC events, as proposed in [Sta98],
one defines the actual position of the SpaCal in the H1 coordinate as the position for
which the summed acoplanarity of all QEDC events is minimal. Technically this is
done by performing a χ2 minimisation of the expression

χ2 =
∑

events

A2

σ2
A

with

σ2
A =

y2
1σ

2
x + x2

1σ
2
y

(x2
1 + y2

1)2
+

y2
2σ

2
x + x2

2σ
2
y

(x2
2 + y2

2)2

Here x1, y1 and x2, y2 are the coordinates of the electron and the photon cluster,
respectively, corrected for the effects of beam offset and tilt. The average spatial
resolution parameters σx and σy are set to 0.3 cm. For the alignment with QEDC
events the x- and y-coordinates are measured w.r.t. the origin of the SpaCal which
does not coincide with the origin of the H1 coordinate system in the xy-plane due to
the misalignment.

For the alignment elastic QEDC events are used as they are characterised by a
smaller acoplanarity than inelastic ones. The applied selection criteria follow a detailed
investigation in [Len01]:

• acoplanarity

A < 10◦

• energies E1 and E2 of the cluster with the highest and second highest energy in
the SpaCal

E1 > 10 GeV E2 > 4 GeV 20 GeV < E1 + E2 < 32 GeV
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• residual energy in the electromagnetic section of the SpaCal

Eres = Etot − E1 − E2 < 1 GeV

where Etot denotes the total energy in the electromagnetic SpaCal

• logarithmic cluster radius of the two SpaCal clusters

rCl,1 < 4.5 cm rCl,2 < 4.5 cm

• rejection of events with a Central Tracker vertex fulfilling

|zvtx − zvtx| > 30 cm

if the vertex accuracy σzvtx is better than 8 cm

The z-vertex cut ensures that events most likely being caused by beam induced
background are excluded from the analysis. Events having no reconstructed vertex are
accepted. This has no negative influence on the χ2 minimisation as no z-information
is needed.

Performing the minimisation for the selected QEDC sample leads to the alignment
constants given in table 4.6. To check the result one visualises the QEDC events in the
following way: the cluster positions of electron and photon in the SpaCal are connected
by a line in the rφ-plane for all events and the line density is plotted. The maximum
indicates the intersection point of the beam with the surface of the SpaCal. For a
perfectly aligned SpaCal its x- and y-coordinates should be (0, 0). Figure 4.11 shows
the line density before and after the alignment. Indeed the maximum of the line density
indicates a good alignment of the SpaCal.

In principle a similar study can be performed for the BDC as a track can be re-
constructed for QEDC photons with a probability of approximately 60% [Len01]. The
main reason for this are photon conversions into electron-positron pairs while passing
the material of the beam pipe or the chamber walls. However, such a study does not
make sense as the φ-information stems from the SpaCal anyhow.

Discussion and Combination of the Results

If one considers the alignment constants in table 4.6 obtained from the different meth-
ods the following conclusions can be drawn: the results for the alignment constants
∆x and ∆y for the SpaCal do not agree with each other, the disagreement being larger
for the y-direction. The errors resulting from the fits in the case of the comparison
to the Central Tracker and the χ2 minimisation for the QEDC events are negligible
compared to the differences between the approaches. Similar discrepancies have been
reported before and have been investigated in detail in [Mer05], unfortunately without
a decisive explanation. The difference of the two Central Tracker results may point to
a problem concerning the internal alignment of the Central Tracker. For the minimum
bias run in 1999 a difference of 2 mm for ∆y is observed between the R∆φ and the
∆R method [Gla06] which is in agreement with the present analysis. The alignment
with QEDC events provides a value of ∆y in between the two Central Tracker results
as well.

A number of cross-checks has been performed to test the alignment procedure:
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Figure 4.11: Density of lines connecting the electron and the photon cluster of QED
Compton events in the SpaCal a) before and b) after the alignment with
QED Compton events.

• The results of the different approaches for the Monte Carlo sample have been
checked. They are consistent with 0, only the F∆θ method yields ∆z = 0.1 cm
and the QEDC method ∆y = −0.1 cm for the SpaCal.

• A misalignment has been introduced for the Monte Carlo sample. All meth-
ods determine this with high precision apart from the χ2 minimisation for QED
Compton events which gives ∆y = −0.2 cm though a 0.4 cm shift has been ap-
plied. However, the density line plot indicates a shift of 0.4 cm.

• To test the stability of the methods the alignment constants have been applied
and the analysis has been repeated. All methods provide results consistent with
zero as expected, only the QEDC method claims ∆y = −0.1 cm.

The χ2 minimisation for the QEDC events seems not to find the global minimum.
Therefore the QEDC alignment is not considered further.
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detector ∆x [cm] ∆y [cm] ∆z [cm]

SpaCal −0.19 ± 0.06 −0.39 ± 0.14 0.23 ± 0.36
BDC - - 0.65 ± 0.15

Table 4.7: Alignment constants to be applied to the final analysis obtained by combin-
ing the different alignment methods (for details see text).
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the polar
angle reconstruction of
the Central Tracker and
the BDC after the align-
ment. The solid line
represents the fit of a
Gaussian to the distri-
bution.

The alignment constants to be applied to the final analysis are derived in the following
way: in the case of the SpaCal the average of the R∆φ and the ∆R method is taken for
∆x and ∆y, half of the difference is used as the error. The results of the ∆R method
for the BDC are compatible with 0. Thus no alignment in the rφ-plane is needed to
improve the θ measurement of the BDC. To obtain an error for ∆z the alignment is
repeated without applying correction functions for θ as reconstructed by the Central
Tracker and the SpaCal. Half of the difference to the nominal alignment is used as
the error. The alignment constants to be used for the final analysis are collected in
table 4.7.

The uncertainty on the polar angle reconstruction of the BDC is the figure of merit
to be derived from the alignment study for the final analysis. Therefore the polar
angles as reconstructed by the BDC and the Central Tracker are compared with the
alignment constants being applied. To have a sample of events as close as possible
to the one which is used for the final analysis the cut on the energy of the scattered
electron is relaxed to 7 GeV. Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of ∆θ = θBDC − θCT .
No residual systematic shift between the Central Tracker and the BDC is observed. The
tail towards larger values of ∆θ is caused by electrons showering in the dead material
behind the Central Tracker. This can be concluded from comparing the distribution
of ∆θ for events with small and large hit multiplicities in the BDC. A similar effect
has been observed in [Kel98] when comparing the polar angle measurement of the
BDC and the BST. The Monte Carlo sample shows an analogous behaviour. With the
error of the alignment constant ∆y for the SpaCal (see table 4.7) being the dominant
uncertainty on θ as reconstructed by the BDC the latter has been determined to be
σθ = 0.5 mrad.
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4.5 Calibration

Both the energy of the scattered electron and the hadronic final state affect the recon-
struction of the event kinematics. The former directly enters the formulas necessary
to calculate y and Q2 based on the electron method, the latter affects the quantity Σ
essential for the sigma method (see section 3.2). Therefore a precise calibration of both
energies is necessary. In the case of the electron energy this implies a calibration of the
electromagnetic section of the SpaCal. For a precise measurement of the energy of the
hadronic final state the hadronic section of the SpaCal as well as the electromagnetic
and hadronic part of the LAr calorimeter have to be accurately calibrated in addition.
This complex task has been fulfilled in [Var06], a short overview of which is given in
the chapter at hand8.

Scattered Electron

As explained in section 3.3 the energy of the scattered electron is reconstructed in
the electromagnetic section of the SpaCal. The largest challenge for the calibration of
the latter is the control of the fluctuations of its 1192 photomultipliers. This starts
already during data taking. A special LED system sending well-defined light pulses
to each photomultiplier monitors potential time-dependent instabilities such that they
can be corrected for [Jan96, Mey96]. Subsequently the inner cells of the SpaCal are pre-
calibrated with the help of the so-called kinematic peak method [Jan95]. It makes use
of the fact that the energy distribution of the scattered electron for low Q2 DIS events
shows a prominent maximum close to the electron beam energy. Since the method
requires large statistics, the outer part of the SpaCal (Re & 50 cm) has instead been
pre-calibrated with the help of muons originating from cosmic rays [Dir96] or proton
beam halo events [Arn95].

A precise calibration on analysis level is provided by a method originally proposed
in [Gla98a]. It uses the energy of the scattered electron reconstructed with the help of
the so-called double angle method as a reference. This reconstruction method expresses
the kinematic variables y and Q2 in terms of the polar angle θe of the scattered electron,
the hadron angle θh and the electron beam energy E0

e :

yDA =
tan(θh/2)

tan(θe/2) + tan(θh/2)
(4.5)

Q2
DA = 4(E0

e )2 cot(θe/2)

tan(θe/2) + tan(θh/2)
(4.6)

Based on these equations the energy of the scattered electron is calculated to

EDA = E0
e

1 − yDA

sin2(θe/2)
(4.7)

With the double angle energy EDA a reference energy for the calibration is available
which is to first order insensitive to the energy measurement in the SpaCal and LAr
calorimeters. The double angle method reveals a good resolution for medium values

8Unless stated differently all results presented in this chapter are taken from [Var06].
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of y (0.05 < y < 0.2) [Bas95b]. Therefore events are selected for the calibration which
fulfil the requirement 15◦ < θh < 80◦. The lower limit suppresses energy losses in the
forward region of the LAr calorimeter, the upper limit restricts y to maximum values
of approximately 0.15. Only events with a single electron candidate matching the cuts
20 GeV < Ee < 32 GeV and rCl < 4 cm are accepted, i.e. the calibration sample should
contain almost no photoproduction events. The polar angle of the scattered electron is
reconstructed with the BST or the BDC. If both backward trackers validate the SpaCal
cluster the BST information is preferred. The z-position of the interaction vertex is
restricted to an interval of 30 cm around the nominal position zvtx.

The energy of the cluster ESpa as reconstructed by the SpaCal is the sum of the
energies Ei in the individual cells belonging to it:

ESpa =
∑

i

Ei (4.8)

Based on this the so-called event pull δev is calculated

δev =
EDA

ESpa

(4.9)

which is investigated as a function of various variables to derive a sequence of correc-
tions to be applied for a precise energy measurement.

In a first step calibration constants are derived for each cell of the SpaCal calorimeter.
The event pull δev cannot be attributed to a single cell since SpaCal clusters typically
extend over several cells. Therefore the following procedure is used: for each SpaCal
cell a histogram is booked capable of storing a distribution of δev. In each event δev is
filled to the histograms of all cells belonging to the cluster with a weight Ei/ESpa. The
distribution of δev for each SpaCal cell should have a mean value of one for a perfectly
calibrated calorimeter. Hence the mean pull δi is determined for each SpaCal cell and
used as a correction factor. For this purpose the same robust mean estimator [Yui90]
is employed as for the alignment.

During the filling of the histograms the same event pull δev is attributed to each cell.
In order to separate the influence of the individual cells several iterations are necessary
applying in each iteration step the results from the previous ones. After eight iterations
the changes are below 0.1% and the final cell-wise calibration constants are derived.
They correct the energy measurement by 2 − 3%.

Three additional corrections are derived afterwards having a significantly smaller
influence on the energy measurement: to account for energy losses at the cell and
super-module borders of the SpaCal δev is investigated as a function of the cluster
position relative to the centre of the cell with the largest energy deposition (inbox
correction) and as a function of Rbox = max(|xSpa|, |ySpa|) (crack correction)9. Finally
losses in the dead material in front of the calorimeter are compensated by deriving a
correction as a function of Re (radial correction).

The same calibration procedure is carried out for data and Monte Carlo simulation.
It turned out that the resolution for the Monte Carlo sample is better than for the data
sample. Therefore the reconstructed energy of the Monte Carlo is smeared by 0.2%

9The variable Rbox has been introduced in section 4.3
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Figure 4.13: Energy distribution of the scattered electron as reconstructed by the
SpaCal a) before and b) after the calibration [Var06]. In the case of b)
the energy of the Monte Carlo is additionally smeared by 0.2%.

to ensure good agreement with the data. Figure 4.13 shows the energy distribution of
the scattered electron for the calibration sample a) before the calibration and b) after
applying all derived corrections and smearing the Monte Carlo. It can be seen that the
calibration improves the agreement between data and Monte Carlo significantly. The
uncertainty on the energy scale of the scattered electron is estimated by comparing δev

as a function of Re between data and Monte Carlo after applying all corrections. The
differences are well compatible with a systematic uncertainty of 0.2%.

The event sample used for the calibration with the double angle method is restricted
to large energies. To check the applicability of the calibration at low energies, i.e. the
linearity of the SpaCal response, the invariant mass of π0 mesons decaying into two
photons is studied10. Comparing the mass spectrum between data and Monte Carlo
shows that the energy response of the SpaCal in the Monte Carlo has to be reduced by
2.5% to achieve a good agreement. The uncertainty on this correction is determined to
1% by studying the dependence of the energy scale on the energy of the photon with
the higher and lower energy, respectively as well as on the distance of the two photon
clusters. These values are attributed to an energy of 2 GeV since this is the average
energy of the decay photons.

From figure 4.13 b) it can be seen that no additional correction to the energy scale
on top of the double angle calibration is necessary at larger energies. The uncertainty
on the energy scale of 0.2% already identified in the study of δev is attributed to an
energy of 27.6 GeV since the energy distribution should have its maximum close to the
electron beam energy as explained at the beginning of this section.

Hence the corrections for the energy scale of the scattered electron and the corre-

10In contrast to the standard cross-section analysis the required cluster energy for this study is so
small that for a considerable fraction of the events the opening angle between the two photons is
sufficiently large to detect them as two separate clusters in the SpaCal.
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electromagnetic section hadronic section reference

1.1 1.3 [Zho95]
1.5 1.5 [Mey97, Gla98a]
1.07 1.07 [Mey97]

Table 4.8: Corrections factors to the hadronic energy scale of the SpaCal calorimeter.

sponding uncertainties can be summarised as follows:

2.5% ± 1.0% at Ee = 2 GeV (4.10)

0.0% ± 0.2% at Ee = 27.6 GeV (4.11)

For correction and uncertainty a linear interpolation is used for intermediate energies.

Hadronic Final State

The calibration procedure to ensure a precise reconstruction of the hadronic final state
starts with an investigation of the hadronic energy scale of the SpaCal. This comprises
both the electromagnetic and the hadronic section of the SpaCal since hadron showers
occupy both of them. Several correction factors to the hadronic energy scale have been
derived prior to [Var06] and provide the starting point for the study to be presented
in the following. They are listed in table 4.8 separately for the electromagnetic and
hadronic section. The corresponding references are listed in addition, an overview can
be also found in [Ark00]. The product of the correction factors is applied for both data
and Monte Carlo to each cell which does not belong to the electron candidate.

A final correction is derived using the already calibrated energy of the scattered
electron as a reference. For this purpose events with ye > 0.5 are selected. In this region
of the phase space yh is almost exclusively determined by the hadrons reconstructed in
the SpaCal (see figure 3.7). Therefore a comparison of the ratio yh/ye reveals differences
of the hadronic energy scale between data and Monte Carlo. Since the amount of
photoproduction background events is large at high y only events with E − pz > 35 GeV
are accepted. This cut suppresses the photoproduction contribution as is explained in
the next section. Indeed a shift in the distribution of yh/ye between data and simulation
is observed. This is accounted for by applying a correction factor of 0.97 to the Monte
Carlo. This corresponds to a shift of 700 MeV. Half of the shift, i.e. 350 MeV is
assumed to be the uncertainty on the hadronic energy scale of the SpaCal.

The hadronic energy flow in the LAr is distributed over large areas and thus it is
impossible to select individual hadrons for the calibration. Therefore global quanti-
ties have to be employed. An elegant method to make use of transverse momentum
conservation (see equation 3.5) for the calibration is the Lagrangian method developed
in [Ark00]. The method utilises the compensation of the transverse momenta of the
scattered electron and the hadronic final state via the minimisation of the following
functional:

L =

N
∑

i=1

(

pi
t,e −

(

pi
t,CT + pi

t,Spa − pi
t,noise

)

−
M
∑

j=1

αjp
ji
t,LAr

)2

(4.12)
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source uncertainty

hadronic SpaCal 350 MeV
hadronic energy scale LAr and CT 10% at y = 10−3

2% at y = 10−2

LAr noise 10%

Table 4.9: Uncertainties on the reconstruction of the hadronic final state.

The outer summation is performed over all events, the index i is omitted for the fol-
lowing discussion. The transverse momentum pt,e of the scattered electron constitutes
the reference. All other transverse momenta are projected on the electron direction
such that the minimisation can be performed in one dimension. To the transverse
momentum of the hadronic final state pt,h several subdetectors contribute according to
the explanations at the end of section 3.3. These are the SpaCal (pt,Spa), the Central
Tracker (pt,CT ) and the LAr calorimeter. Since the latter is to be calibrated the cor-
responding transverse momentum is split to the level of the individual modules. The
variable pj

t,LAr denotes the transverse momentum of the module j and αj its calibra-
tion constant to be determined by the minimisation of L. The transverse momentum
pt,noise corresponding to the noise in the LAr calorimeter is subtracted. For the com-
bination of the LAr and Central Tracker information as well as the noise identification
the FSCOMB algorithm (see section 3.3) is employed.

The LAr calorimeter is build of eight wheels with eight octants each. One of the
wheels (BBE) has only one section, all others have two sections (see figure 2.8). Hence
M = 120 calibration constants αj have to be determined. The minimisation require-
ment

∂L
∂αj

= 0 (4.13)

defines a set of M linear equations to be solved using matrix techniques.

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of the distribution of the quantity pt,bal = pt,had/pt,e

between data and Monte Carlo for two intervals in yΣ. All calibration constants derived
in this section are applied. For medium values of yΣ the agreement is perfect and the
maximum of the distribution is located at one as expected. At low yΣ the distribution
is significantly shifted towards lower values of pt,bal since hadrons escape detection in
the forward region of the LAr calorimeter. In addition a discrepancy between data and
Monte Carlo occurs. This behaviour is reflected in the uncertainty on the hadronic
energy scale of the LAr calorimeter. It amounts to 10% at y = 10−3 and is linearly
interpolated in ln y to 2% at y = 10−2. For values above y = 10−2 it stays at 2%.
The same uncertainty is assumed for the Central Tracker. It has been derived by
varying the contribution of LAr and Central Tracker and investigating the agreement
between data and Monte Carlo in figure 3.7. In the same way the uncertainty on the
noise contribution in the LAr calorimeter has been determined to be 10%. Table 4.9
summarises all uncertainties attributed to the reconstruction of the hadronic final state.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of pt,bal = pt,had/pt,e for two intervals of yΣ after application
of all correction constants [Var06].

4.6 DIS Event Selection

The aim of the event selection is to provide a sample of events for the cross-section
determination which contains only a small fraction of background events while keeping
the number of selection criteria as small as possible. The latter requirement should
minimise the loss of signal events and the influence of Monte Carlo reconstruction
efficiencies.

Background contributions to the cross-section measurement arise from photoproduc-
tion events and interactions of the proton or electron beam particles with the residual
gas molecules or the beam pipe walls (see section 3.4). Most of the latter are already
rejected during the online event selection due to the requirements concerning the timing
and energy depositions in the SpaCal.

The selection criteria applied for the BST and BDC analyses (see table 4.10) are
well established as they have been used in various previous analyses. Therefore the
values of the cuts are not investigated in detail, but their selection and rejection power
is compared between data and Monte Carlo samples for signal and background events,
respectively. Here only the BDC analysis in covered, a similar study for the BST
analysis can be found in [Var06]. An agreement between data and simulation is essential
for the cross-section measurement as explained in the introduction to this chapter.

Explanation of the Selection Criteria

Restricting the z-coordinate of the interaction vertex to an interval of 30 cm around
the nominal vertex position zvtx = 71.9 cm (see section 4.7) rejects beam-induced back-
ground events. Contributions from the satellite bunches being separated by ±72 cm
from the main bunch are removed in addition. This is of importance as the satellite
bunches are not considered in the Monte Carlo simulations. The uncertainty on the
z-position is required to be smaller than 8 cm and thus the maximal allowed value is
significantly larger than the resolution of 1 cm quoted in section 3.3. This is appropri-
ate since according to [Gla06] a resolution of 1 cm can only be reached for events with
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selection criterion BST analysis BDC analysis

position |zvtx − zvtx| < 30 cm
vertex precision - σzvtx < 8 cm

type BST Central Tracker

energy Ee > 7 GeV
cluster radius rCl < 4 cm, rlin

Cl < 3.8 cm
properties hadronic fraction fhad < 0.15

veto cell energy Eveto < 1 GeV

number of linked hits Nhits ≥ 3 Nhits ≥ 4
track total number of hits N total

hits < 200 -
validation track - cluster match ∆R < 1.5 cm

type BST BDC

E − pz > 35 GeV (electron method only)
kinematics

pt,bal > 0.3 yΣ > 0.03

rejection of elastic QEDC events X X

acceptance Re > 10 cm Re > 9 cm
trigger Rbox > 10 cm (BDC: only for Ee < 14 GeV)

excl. cells: 7,8,13,14,30,32,33,62,250,253,306,763
fiducial cuts

hot spot Re > 11.5 cm for −6.5 cm < y < 7.5 cm
excl. cells: 4,5,6,11,12

energy spectrum excl. cell: 29

Table 4.10: Selection criteria for the BST and BDC analyses (for details see text). The position of the individual SpaCal cells is
shown in appendix B.
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a large number of tracks reconstructed in the Central Tracker. Hence a harsher cut
would reject a significant fraction of events at low y for which only a few particles per
event enter the acceptance of the Central Tracker.

From the clusters validated by the BDC or BST electron finder the one with the
largest energy fulfilling the selection criteria concerning the cluster properties and track
validation is chosen to be the electron candidate (see section 3.3).

Photoproduction events can be misinterpreted as signal events if a particle of the
hadronic final state mimics the scattered electron (see section 3.4). Significant contri-
butions stem from neutral π mesons and charged hadrons. The former predominantly
decay into two photons and thus induce electromagnetic showers in the SpaCal. More-
over, a large fraction of the decay photons converts into e+e− pairs while interacting
with the detector material and causes signals in the backward trackers. Also purely
hadronic showers can be classified as electromagnetic due to statistical fluctuations in
the shower development. In general, hadron induced clusters are less compact than
electron or photon induced ones.

Thus the contribution of charged hadrons can be reduced by selection criteria based
on the transverse and longitudinal shower shape. Detailed studies in [Gla98a] and
[Eck02] have shown that a cut on the logarithmic cluster radius rCl < 4 cm rejects
a significant fraction of the photoproduction events while accepting electron induced
clusters. The rejection comprises π0 mesons as for cluster energies considered in this
analysis the opening angle is too small for the two decay photons to be detected as
separate clusters in the SpaCal. Thus both photons are reconstructed as a single broad
cluster.

The SpaCal is designed such that electron induced showers with an energy up to
30 GeV are fully contained in the electromagnetic section. However, for hadrons the
electromagnetic section constitutes only one nuclear interaction length such that their
showers reach the hadronic section of the SpaCal. Therefore clusters are considered to
be hadron induced if the energy fraction fhad deposited in the hadronic section of the
SpaCal within a cylindrical volume of 15 cm radius behind the cluster identified in the
electromagnetic section exceeds 15% of the total cluster energy.

A further suppression of photoproduction events is achieved by placing a cut on
the track cluster matching ∆R which is the distance of the SpaCal cluster in the
rφ-plane to the track of the BST or BDC extrapolated to the z-position of the cluster.
Photons not converted before the BST or BDC cannot fulfil the selection criterion as
they do not produce a track. As photon conversions in the dead material behind the
Central Tracker do only lead to a signal in the BDC but not in the BST, the cut is
more efficient for the BST analysis in this respect. Charged hadrons may also fail to
match the requirement on ∆R since the fluctuations of the energy deposited by them
in the electromagnetic section of the SpaCal is large which may lead to a significantly
misreconstructed cluster position.

At least three (four) hits have to be linked to the track of the electron candidate for
the BST (BDC) analysis. This requirement ensures a good track resolution and sup-
presses accidental validations of SpaCal clusters due to noise hits. The cut N total

hits < 200
keeps the overall level of noise in the BST at a reasonable level.

The quantity E − pz = Σ + Ee(1 − cos θe) should be equal to 2E0
e = 55.2 GeV due to

energy and momentum conservation (see section 3.2). For photoproduction events it is
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likely to be smaller than 2E0
e as the electron is scattered below the SpaCal acceptance

and the SpaCal cluster is a misidentified hadron. However, also in initial state radiation
events E − pz has lower values as the photon escapes through the beam pipe undetected
decreasing E − pz by twice its energy. Therefore the cut E − pz > 35 GeV is applied
if the event kinematics is reconstructed with the help of the electron method but not
if the sigma method is used. This is due the fact that ISR events are reconstructed
correctly by the sigma method and allow for a significant extension of the accessible
kinematic phase space while they are reconstructed wrongly by the electron method
(see detailed discussion in the previous chapter).

In earlier analyses a significant discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo simulation
at low values of the ratio pt,bal = pt,had/pt,e of the transverse momenta of the hadronic
final state pt,had and the scattered electron pt,e has been observed [Laš04b, Ark00].
Low values of pt,bal characterise events in which particles of the hadronic final state are
scattered outside the acceptance limits of the H1 detector leading to energy losses and
thus low values of pt,had. In the low Q2 regime the losses become especially pronounced
at low values of y (large values of x) where the hadronic final state particles are partially
scattered below the forward modules of the LAr calorimeter. In this region of the phase
space the squared centre of mass energy W 2 of the photon-proton system becomes very
small indicating that the resonance region is reached. The latter has not been included
in previous versions of the DJANGO generator. Thus the fraction of events at low
values of pt,bal is significantly too small in the Monte Carlo sample. A cut pt,bal > 0.3
has been applied to exclude the problematic region of the kinematic phase space. For
the present analysis a new version of DJANGO has been used to overcome the problem,
it includes the SOPHIA model allowing to generate nuclear resonances (see section 3.5).
The agreement between data and Monte Carlo has indeed improved, but is still not
sufficient. Hence the cut has to be sustained [Var06].

However, for the BDC analysis there is no need for a rejection of events based on
pt,bal as the low y region is avoided by the yΣ cut. The latter guarantees a vertex
reconstruction efficiency above 50% as discussed in the forthcoming section. Another
missing contribution of the DJANGO generator are elastic QEDC events as already
mentioned in section 3.5. Therefore elastic QEDC events are rejected using similar cuts
as for the SpaCal alignment based on QEDC events described in the previous section.

Several analysis cuts result from the investigation of the online event selection in
section 4.3: for the BST analysis only events selected by subtrigger S0 are accepted,
the BDC analysis makes use of subtrigger S3 in addition. The energy threshold and
the L2 condition of S0 motivate the rejection of electron candidates with energies below
7 GeV and the exclusion of a square with a side length of 10 cm from the inner SpaCal.
In the case of the BDC analysis the latter is only excluded for energies below 14 GeV as
subtrigger S3 is used in addition. The cells indicated in table 4.10 are not considered
in the analysis either because they have been a priori excluded from the trigger or
reveal bad efficiencies11. The cut on the linear cluster radius rlin

Cl < 3.8 cm accounts for
the corresponding selection criterion on trigger level L4 (see table 4.4). The additional
rejection of events compared to the cut on the logarithmic cluster radius is negligible.

11The cells 30 and 62 exhibit a lower efficiency as their threshold is slightly higher than the nominal
one. As they contribute significantly to the statistics of the measurement they have been only
excluded for energies below the threshold.
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Only events are accepted for which the distance of the electron track to the beam
axis Re in the plane z = −160.5 cm is larger than 10 cm and 9 cm for the BST and
BDC analysis, respectively12 . In the case of the BST the acceptance gets lower than
50% for larger polar angles [H1 ]. For the BDC analysis the cut excludes the region
very close to the beam pipe which exhibits energy leakage effects and a deterioration of
the spatial resolution of BDC and SpaCal. A cut of 8.7 cm has been used in previous
analyses [Kat97, Mey97]. The contribution of events affected by leakage effects is
suppressed further by restricting the energy deposition Eveto in the veto cells of the
SpaCal to 1 GeV.

In section 4.3 it has been mentioned that the SpaCal cells 7, 8, 13, 14, 32 and 33 (see
appendix B) have been excluded from the Inclusive Electron Trigger since they cause
an abnormally high trigger rate. This is presumably caused by synchrotron radiation,
the corresponding region in the SpaCal is referred to as hot spot. In some of the
neighbouring cells a significant excess of the data over the Monte Carlo prediction has
been observed in the course of the analysis. Therefore the region Re > 11.5 cm and
−6.5 cm < y < 7.5 cm is not considered and the cells 4, 5, 6, 11 and 12 are excluded in
addition. Finally, cell 29 is excluded since it shows a suspicious energy distribution for
data. The BST analysis excludes some additional cells [Var06].

All selection criteria concerning the fiducial volume of the analysis are applied such
that Data and Monte Carlo samples are treated consistently concerning the kinematic
acceptance, i.e. it is assured that they are identical in the beam coordinate system.

Selection Efficiency

To verify that the different selection criteria affect data and simulated events in the
same way one defines the fraction εi of events accepted by a certain cut i:

εi =
Nall

Nall\i

The variable Nall (Nall\i) denotes the number of events accepted by all cuts including
(excluding) cut i. For the selection criteria aiming for a reduction of the photoproduc-
tion background one expects εi to rise with the electron energy: for large energies the
sample is almost background free and εi corresponds to the selection efficiency for sig-
nal events, whereas for lower energies more and more background events get rejected.
To obtain a pure signal selection efficiency one determines the following quantity:

εi
s =

NDIS
all

NDIS
all\i

(4.14)

Here NDIS
all (NDIS

all\i ) denotes the number of DIS events accepted by all cuts including

(excluding) cut i. To test the agreement of data and simulation one compares εi
s

between data and the DJANGO sample. For the DJANGO sample the number of
selected events for the particular cut scenario directly corresponds to NDIS

all and NDIS
all\i

as the DJANGO sample contains only signal events. In the case of the data sample the

12The value z = −160.5 cm corresponds to the average z-position of the clusters in the electromag-
netic section of the SpaCal.
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name definition

cluster radius rCl < 4 cm, rlin
Cl < 3.8 cm

hadronic energy fraction fhad < 0.15
veto cell energy Eveto < 1 GeV
BDC validation Nhits ≥ 4, ∆R < 1.5 cm

E − pz E − pz > 35 GeV
yΣ yΣ > 0.03

elastic QEDC rejection see QEDC alignment (section 4.4)

Table 4.11: Combinations of cuts for which the selection efficiency according to equa-
tion 4.14 is studied.

photoproduction background has to be subtracted beforehand, i.e. one determines the
quantities NDIS

all = Nall − Nγp
all and NDIS

all\i = Nall\i − Nγp
all\i. Nγp

all and Nγp
all\i are estimated

from the PHOJET sample.
The selection efficiency is determined for all combinations of cuts listed in table 4.11.

These are all selection criteria for the BDC analysis listed in table 4.10 apart from the
cuts concerning the z-vertex and the fiducial volume. The latter are excluded as the
simulation contains neither satellite bunches nor are the SpaCal cells excluded from
the trigger or the L4 cut implemented correctly. The z-vertex is the topic of a separate
study in the next section.

For the determination of the selection efficiency all necessary corrections to the Monte
Carlo simulation which are explained in the forthcoming sections are already applied.
The normalisation of the PHOJET sample is needed as well. Its determination is the
topic of the last section of this chapter.

The figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the selection efficiencies for data and Monte Carlo as a
function of the energy Ee and the distance Re, respectively. Compared to table 4.11 the
cut on the energy deposition in the veto cells is not considered as it has turned out that
this selection criterion rejects almost no events. Thus its efficiency is εi

s ≈ 1 resulting in
data and Monte Carlo agreeing perfectly by definition. The dominant systematic error
for the comparison between data and Monte Carlo arises from the uncertainty on the
PHOJET normalisation. The shaded band shows this error assuming an uncertainty
on the PHOJET normalisation of 15% (see section 4.9). The individual combinations
of cuts are discussed in the following.

For the selection criteria concerning the electron identification (cluster radius, hadro-
nic energy fraction, BDC validation) the efficiency drops for lower electron energies.
This is due to the fact that for low energies, i.e. large values of y, particles of the
hadronic final state reach the SpaCal such that the probability increases that a cluster
of the hadronic final state overlaps with the cluster of the scattered electron. The radial
dependent efficiency of the BDC validation shows a significant drop around Re ≈ 25 cm.
This is an effect resulting from the changing cell geometry of the BDC as explained in
section 4.8. For energies above 17.5 GeV the cut on E − pz = Σ + Ee(1 − cos θe) does
not reject any events as it is fulfilled by the energy of the scattered electron alone.
The efficiency of the cut against elastic QED Compton events exhibits a dip having
its minimum at Ee ≈ 15 GeV. This is in agreement with the energy distributions for
electron and photon clusters of QEDC events shown in [Len01] having their maxima
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Figure 4.15: Selection efficiency (see equation 4.14) as a function of the electron energy
Ee for the combinations of cuts listed in table 4.11 apart from the cut
concerning the veto cell energy. The shaded band indicates the uncertainty
on the PHOJET normalisation.
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Figure 4.17: Selection efficiency (see equation 4.14) for the cut yΣ > 0.03 as a function
of a) the electron energy Ee and b) the distance Re for events containing
at least two tracks in the Central Tracker. The shaded band indicates the
uncertainty on the PHOJET normalisation.

at half the initial electron energy.

A large discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo is observed for the radial depen-
dence of the efficiency of the yΣ cut from 30 cm onwards. In this region the polar angle
of the scattered electron becomes large enough to enter the acceptance of the Central
Jet Chamber CJC1 which has the following implications: for distances below 30 cm
the presence of a reconstructed vertex implies that the hadronic final state reaches the
acceptance of the Central Tracker and thus that yΣ is sufficiently large. In contrast, for
distances exceeding 30 cm a Central Tracker vertex can be reconstructed regardless of
the hadronic final state due to the track of the scattered electron. This transition may
not be well-described in the Monte Carlo simulation. To verify this explanation the
selection efficiency yΣ requirement has been determined again for events containing at
least two tracks in the Central Tracker, i.e. at least one track in addition to the track
corresponding to the scattered electron. Indeed the discrepancy becomes significantly
smaller for this restricted sample as displayed in figure 4.17. The discrepancy has al-
most no relevance for the present analysis as it significant only for distances Re larger
than 32 cm. The contribution of events from this region to the chosen analysis bins
is negligible even for the largest values of Q2 considered. Thus the discrepancy is not
considered further.

At low energies the significance of the comparison of the selection efficiency is lim-
ited by the uncertainty on the PHOJET contribution which has been statistically sub-
tracted. Therefore it would be desirable to perform a similar study with a sample of
events containing scattered electrons down to low energies with almost no background
contribution. This is achieved by selecting Initial State Radiation events with the ra-
diated photon being detected in the photon arm of the luminosity system, so-called
tagged ISR events. For the cross-section determination the detection of the radiated
photon is not required. This extends the accessible phase space significantly while at
the same time increasing the number of photoproduction background events. As the
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latter is to be avoided here a signal in the photon detector is explicitely required for
the selection of the event sample which proceeds as follows:

• energy of the electron candidate

Ee < 25 GeV

• inelasticity y as reconstructed by the hadron method

yh < 0.1

• energy deposition in the photon detector, i.e. energy of the radiated photon

Eγ > 1 GeV

• energy deposition in the electron tagger

EET = 0 GeV

• sum of electron and photon energy

22 GeV < Ee + Eγ < 32 GeV

The cut Ee < 25 GeV allows for the radiation of an ISR photon. By accepting
only events with yh < 0.1 one selects a region of the phase space where ISR events
are present (see section 3.9). The hadron method is used to measure the inelasticity
as it reconstructs the event kinematics correctly regardless of photon radiation from
the lepton line. As explained in section 3.9 Bethe-Heitler events overlapping with
DIS events or photoproduction events constitute the dominant background sources to
the tagged ISR events. A non-negligible fraction of these events can be identified by
detecting the scattered electron of the Bethe-Heitler or the photoproduction event in
the electron tagger of the luminosity system. Hence restricting the energy deposition
in the electron tagger allows to reduce the influence of this background source [İşs00].
Apart from resolution effects the sum of the energies of the scattered electron and
the radiated photon cannot be larger than the initial electron energy in the considered
region of the kinematic phase space. This motivates the upper limit of 32 GeV. Energies
Ee + Eγ < 22 GeV are not consistent with inelasticities yh < 0.1. In addition to these
selection criteria for tagged ISR events the standard selection cuts for the BDC analysis
are applied. Only the yΣ cut is relaxed to yΣ > 0.01 in order to increase the statistics
since the requirements imposed by the ISR selection and the vertex reconstruction
efficiency leave only a small interval of allowed inelasticities.

The comparison of the selection efficiencies for tagged ISR events between data and
Monte Carlo simulation (DJANGO) is shown in figures 4.18 and 4.19 for the cuts
concerning the electron identification and BDC validation. The statistical errors are
significantly larger than the ones obtained for the standard event selection statisti-
cally subtracting the photoproduction background (compare to figures 4.15 and 4.16).
Nevertheless, the striking difference is the energy dependence. The decrease of the
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efficiency towards lower energies is by far less developed if not absent for the tagged
ISR sample. This is due the fact that no events with large values of y are present
such that overlaps between the clusters of the scattered electron and a particle of the
hadronic final state are not possible.

At low energies the selection efficiency of the cluster radius cut for the data is system-
atically smaller than for the DJANGO sample. A similar observation has been made
using the same method to determine the selection efficiency for the minimum bias run
in 1999. A detailed investigation has revealed the following explanation [Gla05c]: the
DJANGO generator does not include radiative effects beyond leading order, i.e. for ISR
events no additional photons are radiated from the lepton line. Concerning the event
kinematics this should not lead to a discrepancy between data and simulation since
an additional ISR photon should not modify the event kinematics, because the sigma
method resums over multiple emissions. FSR radiation is also effectively resummed as
electron and FSR photon mostly end up in a single cluster. The contribution of QEDC
radiation is negligible. However, for FSR radiation one expects a larger cluster radius.
Since such events are not present in the DJANGO sample one expects that more events
are rejected by the cluster radius cut in data than in the simulation, i.e. the selection
efficiency should be smaller for the data sample which is exactly the observed trend.
In [Gla05c] the efficiency change due to photon radiation beyond leading order has
been estimated13 to be 1% which is in agreement with figure 4.18.

In general both comparisons of the cut efficiencies between data and Monte Carlo
simulation have shown good agreement apart from the yΣ cut which has been dis-
cussed in detail. The remaining differences are covered by an uncertainty. For its
determination the distance of the DJANGO prediction to the PHOJET uncertainty
band depicted in figures 4.15 and 4.16 is summed up quadratically for each combina-
tion of cuts. If the DJANGO prediction lies inside the band a distance of zero is taken.
The accumulated difference as a function of Ee and Re is well described by a global
uncertainty of 1.5%. In the case of Re this holds of course only for the region relevant
for the analysis. Accordingly, a global systematic error of 1.5% is taken into account
for the cross-section determination.

For the selection efficiencies derived by subtracting the photoproduction background
statistically the E − pz cut has been included. The study has been repeated excluding
it to obtain the selection efficiencies for the region of the phase space where the events
are reconstructed with the help of the sigma method. The agreement between data
and Monte Carlo is of the same quality.

4.7 Vertex Reconstruction

A detailed comparison of the vertex reconstruction in data and Monte Carlo simulation
is performed in the following: at first the fraction of ep events which should enter the
analysis, but are lost due to the vertex requirement is investigated by determining the
vertex efficiency. A difference between data and Monte Carlo simulation would be

13The estimation proceeds in the following way: the efficiency of the cluster radius cut is compared
between non-radiative and FSR events for the DJANGO sample. Determining the fraction of FSR
and non-radiative events in addition the expected change can be calculated.
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Figure 4.18: Selection efficiency as a function of the electron energy Ee as determined
in tagged ISR events for some of the cut combinations listed in table 4.11.

reflected directly in a wrong cross-section determination14. Secondly, the acceptance
of the detector components depends on the vertex position. Consequently, also the
region of the kinematic phase space corresponding to the fiducial volume of the analysis
depends on the vertex position. Hence the influence of the limited detector acceptance
and the fiducial cuts can be only modelled correctly in the Monte Carlo simulation if
the spatial distribution of the vertices is the same as for the data sample. To ensure
this the z-vertex distribution of the Monte Carlo simulation has to be reweighted to
agree with the one observed in the data.

Vertex Reconstruction Efficiency

To determine the efficiency of the vertex requirement one selects a reference sample of
events being classified as ep events which should enter the analysis whereby the vertex
is reconstructed independently of the Central Tracker. The fraction of events for which

14The selection efficiency cannot be determined, like for most of the other selection criteria, by just
relaxing the vertex requirement as has been explained in the previous section.
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Figure 4.19: Selection efficiency as a function of the distance Re as determined in tagged
ISR events for some of the cut combinations listed in table 4.11.

a Central Tracker vertex exists is the vertex efficiency:

εvtx =
NBST/CIP val. && ∆zBST/CIP <25 cm && ∆zCT <30 cm && σzCT

<8 cm

NBST/CIP val. && ∆zBST/CIP <25 cm

(4.15)

For the reference sample the vertex is determined with the help of the BST or the CIP
for which the vertex reconstruction solely relies on the scattered electron. The event
is accepted if the electron candidate is validated by the BST15 or the CIP and if the
z-vertex position fulfils the condition ∆z = |zvtx − zvtx cm| < 25 cm. BST and CIP are
used in parallel as the BDC analysis extends into a region of small polar angles of the
scattered electron which exceeds the acceptance of the BST. In this region the CIP is
able to reconstruct the event vertex. The BST vertex is preferred, only in case it does
not exist the CIP vertex is considered. To enter the reference sample the event has
to pass the selection criteria concerning cluster properties, QED Compton events and
fiducial cuts in addition (see table 4.10).

The Central Tracker vertex requirement comprises the z-coordinate to lie within
30 cm of the nominal position and the error of the z-coordinate not to exceed 8 cm (see
table 4.10). The allowed interval of the z-position for the BST and CIP is smaller than
the one for the Central Tracker to avoid accounting resolution effects as inefficiency.

15The validation by the BST implies meeting the track validation criteria as given in table 4.10.
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Figure 4.20: Lines of constant hadron angle θh (dashed), inelasticity y (solid) and dis-
tance Re (dotted) in the xQ2-plane. Hadron angles of 45◦ and 165◦ roughly
correspond to the lower and upper polar angle acceptance limit of the Cen-
tral Tracker.

The Central Tracker vertex reconstruction is predominantly based on tracks caused
by hadronic final state particles. Only at sufficiently small polar angles the scattered
electron enters the acceptance of the CJC. The lower limit of 25◦ for the polar angle
acceptance of the Central Tracker (see section 2.2) during standard running conditions
corresponds to roughly 45◦ for the shifted vertex period. Therefore one expects Central
Tracker vertices to exist for events with hadron angles larger than this value. Accord-
ingly, the vertex efficiency should rise steeply as a function of y starting at y ≈ 0.01 (see
figure 4.20). Hence the vertex efficiency is investigated as a function of y in intervals
of Q2.

The kinematic variables are determined with the help of the sigma method. If the
electron method was used, y would be reconstructed systematically too large for ISR
events (see section 3.7). Events at low y would be misinterpreted as events at high y,
such that artificial inefficiencies would emerge at large inelasticities.

Figure 4.21 shows the vertex reconstruction efficiency for data and Monte Carlo
simulation. The intervals in Q2

Σ have been chosen such that they contain almost the
same number of events. In the case of the Monte Carlo simulation the contributions
of the DJANGO and PHOJET sample have been added according to their luminosity
and normalisation16, respectively. Data and Monte Carlo simulation show the expected
steep rise of εvtx with yΣ. At yΣ = 0.03 the efficiency exceeds 50% for all Q2 bins. This is
the lower limit of yΣ for events to be accepted for the final analysis as already mentioned
in the previous section (see table 4.10). However, at large values of yΣ the efficiency
decreases again, the drop being more pronounced for the data sample. The difference

16The PHOJET normalisation is discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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between data and Monte Carlo gets smaller with increasing Q2
Σ. The efficiency drop

is unexpected since for typical DIS events the region between the current jet and the
proton remnant is filled with particles resulting from colour forces and gluon radiation,
i.e. even if the hadron angle exceeds the upper acceptance limit17 of the Central Tracker
of 165◦ a vertex should be present.

ISR events should not be the reason for the drop of εvtx at large values of y as
discussed above. The same holds for elasti QEDC events since they are excluded
from the analysis due to the corresponding cut. In principle they can cause artificial
inefficiencies in this regime: though being characterised by y ≈ 0, their reconstructed
yΣ can be large if the photon is treated as a particle of the hadronic final state. The
reason for this is that the photon is scattered into the backward region of the H1
detector causing a large Σ and consequently a large yΣ (see equation 3.10).

A typical event with a large inelasticity but no reconstructed Central Tracker Vertex
is depicted in figure 4.22. It has passed all selection criteria of the reference sample.
Apart from the scattered electron a hadronic cluster can be identified in the SpaCal. No
activity is observed in the central and forward part of the detector. Thus the event is
characterised by a gap in the polar angle distribution, or equivalently the pseudorapid-
ity η of the final state particles18. Such events can be interpreted as being diffractively
produced. Early measurements of H1 and ZEUS have shown that diffractive events
constitute about 10% of all DIS events [Der93b, Ahm94]. The rapidity gap causes the
event to have no reconstructed Central Tracker vertex while at the same time a large
yΣ due to the hadron in the SpaCal.

A difference in the event reconstruction efficiency between data and Monte Carlo
simulation at large values of y has been already reported in [Adl97b]. The reason for
this is the absence of events with large rapidity gaps in the DJANGO Monte Carlo
model. Dedicated simulation studies using generators for diffractive events have been
performed to derive corrections to the predictions of DJANGO. The most important
contribution to this corrections is the elastic production of low mass vector mesons (ρ,
ω, φ). The corrections for the analysis of the previous shifted vertex run in 1995 cover-
ing the Q2-range 0.35 GeV2 < Q2 < 3.5 GeV2 can be found in appendix B of [Kat97].
They reach up to 7% increasing with y and decreasing with Q2 and thus are in agree-
ment with the difference in the vertex efficiency between data and Monte Carlo observed
here. The decrease of the correction with Q2 is due to the fact that the cross-section
for the elastic ρ meson production falls off significantly more rapidly with Q2 than the
inclusive DIS cross-section.

To check that the fraction of events with large rapidity gaps is indeed too small in
the DJANGO sample one determines the distribution of the maximum pseudorapidity
ηmax being defined as

ηmax = max
i

(− ln tan
θi

2
) (4.16)

The variable ηmax is the pseudorapidity of the cluster in the LAr or SpaCal with
the largest pseudorapidity, not considering the scattered electron. For non-diffractive
events it is expected to lie near the forward acceptance limit ηmax ≈ 3 of the LAr

17For standard running conditions the upper acceptance limit is 155◦ (see section 2.3).
18The pseudorapidity is defined as η = − ln tan θ

2
, positive (negative) values of η correspond to small

(large) values of θ, i.e. the forward (backward) region of the detector.
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Figure 4.21: Vertex reconstruction efficiency according to equation 4.15 as a function
of yΣ in intervals of Q2

Σ. The dashed lines correspond to yΣ = 0.03.
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Figure 4.22: A typical event with yΣ > 0.5 which has no reconstructed Central Tracker
vertex. Run and event number are 278698 and 47605, respectively.
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Figure 4.23: Distribution of ηmax (see
equation 4.16) for events
with yΣ > 0.5.

calorimeter as the region between the current jet and the proton remnant is filled with
particles. In the case of diffractive events ηmax can be lower, for the elastic production of
vector mesons it reaches the acceptance region ηmax < −1.8 of the SpaCal. Figure 4.23
compares the ηmax distributions of data and Monte Carlo simulation for yΣ > 0.5, the
contribution of PHOJET is indicated separately. The majority of the events is caused
by non-diffractive processes. The fraction of diffractive events in the Monte Carlo
sample is in fact too small to describe the data, supporting the explanation of the
inefficiencies in the previous paragraphs.

To achieve a correct cross-section determination the Monte Carlo sample has to be
corrected for the differences in the vertex reconstruction efficiency. Therefore the ratio

cvtx =
εData
vtx

εMC
vtx

(4.17)

of the efficiencies of data and Monte Carlo sample is calculated as a function of yΣ in
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Figure 4.24: Ratio cvtx of the vertex reconstruction efficiency of data and Monte
Carlo (see equation 4.17) as a function of yΣ for events with
1.5 GeV2 < Q2

Σ < 2 GeV2. The solid line represents a second order polyno-
mial fitted to the data points for yΣ > 0.03, the dashed line the projection
of the 2-dimensional correction function cvtx(Q2

Σ, yΣ) (for details see text).

the same Q2
Σ intervals as for figure 4.21. Afterwards the obtained data points in each

interval are parameterised with a second order polynomial for the yΣ-range relevant for
the measurement (yΣ > 0.03). The resulting values for each of the three parameters are
in turn plotted as a function of the average Q2

Σ in the corresponding interval and also
fitted by a second order polynomial. Thus one ends up up with a continuous correction
function cvtx(Q2

Σ, yΣ) which has 9 parameters and is applied as an additional weight
to each Monte Carlo event. This is equivalent to the application of an appropriate
correction cε in equation 3.40. Using a function for the reweighting instead of the data
points for cvtx directly has the advantage to extrapolate into regions with low statistics
rather than to create statistical fluctuations.

Figure 4.24 depicts cvtx as a function of yΣ in the interval 1.5 GeV2 < Q2
Σ < 2 GeV2.

Apart from the data points the original fit to this interval is shown as well as the
projection of the 2-dimensional function cvtx(Q2

Σ, yΣ), i.e. cvtx(Q2
Σ, yΣ) for the average

Q2
Σ of the interval. Original fit and extrapolation agree to better than 1% apart from

the lowest values of yΣ where the errors are large. Of all Q2
Σ intervals the chosen one

shows the largest deviation.

To estimate the systematic error of the cross-section emerging from the uncertainty
on the vertex efficiency correction the latter is applied as a function of Ee. Again
intervals in Q2

Σ are used to take the Q2 dependence into account, but no fit is performed.
Instead, the data points for cvtx are used directly for the reweighting of the Monte
Carlo samples. When deriving these corrections the yΣ cut of the final analysis has
been applied. The resulting cross-section is compared to the one obtained for the
default correction procedure in each final analysis bin. The differences depend on Q2

and are considered as systematic errors for the cross-section determination as listed in
table 4.12.
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Q2 range systematic error

Q2 ≤ 0.35 GeV2 10%
0.5 GeV2 ≤ Q2 ≤ 0.85 GeV2 5%

Q2 ≥ 1.2 GeV2 2%

Table 4.12: Systematic error of the cross-section emerging from the uncertainty on the
vertex efficiency correction. The Q2 values given refer to the central values
of the analysis bins for which the cross-section is quoted.

Vertex Position

The spatial distribution of the vertices is studied using the standard selection criteria
for the BDC analysis (see table 4.10) apart from the requirements concerning the
vertex position and the BDC track validation. The track validation is omitted to
avoid a possible bias since the BDC electron finder uses the vertex position as an
input. Therefore the SpaCal is used to determine the position of the scattered electron.
Additional cuts are applied as explained in the following:

• For large z-coordinates of the event vertex lower values of Q2 can be accessed
than for smaller ones which may lead to a bias of the vertex distribution. The
latter can be diminished by restricting the polar angle of the electron candidate to
165.5◦ < θe < 175.5◦. For all events fulfilling ∆z = |zvtx − zvtx cm| < 40 cm this
cut ensures a SpaCal acceptance of 100% for the scattered electron19.

• The requirement Ee > 15 GeV excludes the part of the energy spectrum for which
the photoproduction background is large.

• It has been shown in section 4.6 that the Monte Carlo simulation has problems
to describe the vertex reconstruction at large polar angles where the scattered
electron defines the Central Tracker vertex. In order not to be influenced by this
effect only events are accepted which have at least two reconstructed tracks in
the Central Tracker.

The vertex efficiency correction which has been determined above are applied for this
study.

At first the time dependence of the mean m(zvtx) and the spread s(zvtx) of the
z-position of the event vertices for the data sample is investigated. For this pur-
pose the z-vertex distribution for each luminosity run is parameterised by a Gaussian.
Figure 4.25 displays the extracted fit parameters as a function of a continuous run
number20. The dashed lines separate the different luminosity fills. Mean and spread
vary by about 4 cm between the different runs and show a systematic development
within a luminosity fill. For the last luminosity fill a particularly large spread s(zvtx)
is observed.

19To be more precise, the restriction of the polar angle implies that all scattered electrons satisfy
15 cm < Re < 70 cm. The upper limit is motivated by the SpaCal acceptance limit, the lower one
covers all fiducial cuts.

20The original sequence of the runs is conserved.
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Figure 4.25: a) Mean m(zvtx) and b) spread s(zvtx) of the z-position of the Central
Tracker vertices as a function of a continuous run number. The dashed
lines separate the different luminosity fills.

The spread s(zvtx) is compatible with the longitudinal size of the luminous region
of approximately 10 cm (see section 4.2). It increases in the course of each fill as the
proton bunches get larger due to intrabeam scattering and noise of the radiofrequency
being responsible for the acceleration. A measurement of the evolution of the proton
bunch length with time during a typical HERA operation cycle is presented in [Mon00].

Despite the variations of mean position and spread the z-vertex distribution of the
entire data sample can be well parameterised by the sum of a Gaussian and a first order
polynomial (see figure 4.26 a)). The fit shows that the contribution of the polynomial is
almost negligible and provides a mean z-position zvtx = 71.9 cm of the Central Tracker
vertices.

For the cross-section determination it would be ideal to perform the Monte Carlo
simulation with the z-vertex distribution obtained from data. However, in practise this
is difficult to achieve. For example, the final run selection for the data sample is usually
fixed only after the Monte Carlo samples have already been produced. Therefore the
Monte Carlo events are reweighted to bring the distributions to agreement. For this
purpose the z-vertex distribution of the DJANGO sample is subjected to the same fit
as the data (see figure 4.26 a)). The weight wvtx to be applied to each Monte Carlo
event is given by:

wvtx(zvtx) = a0
Ndata(zvtx)

NMC(zvtx)
(4.18)

Here Ndata (NMC) denotes the number of events at a certain z-vertex position as given
by the fit to the data (Monte Carlo) distribution. Since cuts for a clean electron
identification are applied only the DJANGO sample can be used for the extraction
of the reweighting function. For the final analysis also the PHOJET sample has to
be considered. As this has been simulated with the same vertex parameters as the
DJANGO sample the same reweighting is applied. Introducing a suitable constant a0

ensures that the total number of events for the DJANGO sample is conserved under
the reweighting. For the PHOJET sample no special care is necessary in this respect,
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Figure 4.26: a) z-vertex distribution for data and DJANGO along with a parameter-
isation by the sum of a Gaussian and a first order polynomial indicated
by the solid and dashed line, respectively. The Monte Carlo prediction is
scaled by a factor of 0.8 for better visibility. b) Comparison of the z-vertex
distribution in data and Monte Carlo (DJANGO + PHOJET) with and
without applying the weight wvtx (see equation 4.18) to the Monte Carlo
events.

because the normalisation is performed with the z-vertex reweighting function already
applied.

Figure 4.26 b) shows a comparison of the z-vertex distribution of the Monte Carlo
simulation with and without reweighting to the distribution obtained for data for all
events passing the cuts of the final analysis. For both Monte Carlo distributions the
contributions of the DJANGO and PHOJET samples have been added according to
their luminosity and normalisation21, respectively. Since the agreement of the distribu-
tions in shape is the figure of merit for this comparison the Monte Carlo distributions
have been renormalised to contain the same number of events as the distribution for
the data sample. As expected, the agreement between data and Monte Carlo is almost
perfect if the reweighting function is applied. It is important that the difference to the
distribution without reweighting is small. Otherwise large weights would have to be
applied implying larger statistical errors for the Monte Carlo samples.

In the course of the investigations concerning the beam tilt implementation in the
Monte Carlo simulation (see section 3.6) it has been checked that the x- and y-positions
of the vertices for the data sample are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation.

4.8 BDC Efficiency

The matching of the SpaCal cluster with hits in the BDC has two important functions
for the analysis: on the one hand it improves the precision of the polar angle measure-
ment θe of the scattered electron. On the other hand it rejects photoproduction events:
Non-showering neutral particles have no associated track. Furthermore hadron induced

21The PHOJET normalisation is discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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showers exhibit larger fluctuations of the deposited energy than electron induced ones.
Therefore the cut on the track cluster matching ∆R < 1.5 cm should reduce the prob-
ability for a hadronic final state particle to be misidentified as the scattered electron
(see section 4.6).

Consequently, two aspects of the linking of SpaCal clusters and BDC tracks have
to be studied: the efficiency with which the BDC validates the scattered electron and
the rejection power for background events. The former is called BDC efficiency in the
following as it should directly reflect the operational state of the chamber.

To determine the BDC efficiency a sample of events is selected for which a misiden-
tification of the scattered electron is almost impossible: only electron candidates with
energies above 20 GeV are accepted. In addition the standard selection criteria (see
table 4.10) are applied omitting the BDC validation. This implies that the scattered
electron is reconstructed based on the SpaCal alone. The fraction of events for which
the BDC requirements Nhits ≥ 4 and ∆R < 1.5 cm are fulfilled corresponds to the BDC
efficiency εBDC . Vertex efficiency correction and z-vertex reweighting as derived in the
last section are applied for this study.

Figure 4.27 shows εBDC as a function of the distance Re of the electron cluster
to the beam axis in the SpaCal plane for data and Monte Carlo simulation. Only
the DJANGO sample is considered as there is no contribution from photoproduction
events for Ee > 20 GeV. Three essential differences between data and Monte Carlo are
observed which is discussed in the following: The efficiency of the data sample decreases
to 90% at Re ≈ 25 cm. This dip is not reproduced in the simulation. For small Re

the efficiency is significantly overestimated by the simulation, while for Re > 30 cm is
slightly underestimated.

An efficiency drop or/and a discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo simulation
in the region around Re ≈ 25 cm has been reported before [Sch96b, Kat97, Mey97]. In
summary two possible explanations have been discussed: An insufficient description of
the dead material in front of the BDC in the simulation or problems with the track
reconstruction in the region where the BDC cell size changes. For a comparison with
the present study it has to be taken into account that a different track reconstruction
algorithm has been used for the previous analyses and that the description of the
dead material in the backward region of the H1 detector has meanwhile significantly
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improved [Len99].
For the bulk of the events without a BDC validation in the problematic region there

are less than the required four hits associated to the electron candidate whereas the
requirement concerning ∆R is fulfilled. Therefore resolution effects due to interactions
of the scattered electron with dead material seem to be less likely the reason for the
inefficiency.

As mentioned in section 2.3 the radial cell size of the BDC changes from 1 cm in
the inner region to 3 cm in the outer region. The intermediate region in each sector is
covered by a transition cell of 2 cm size. Taking the chamber geometry into account it
can be derived from figure 2.5 that the transition cells of all sectors affect the interval
21 cm < RBDC < 27 cm. The variable RBDC denotes the distance from the origin of
the BDC in the xy-plane at z = −145 cm, i.e. at the mean z-position of the BDC. A
projection to the SpaCal in consideration of the possible z-positions of the vertex leads
to 23 cm < Re < 29 cm. This region is indicated by dashed lines in figure 4.27. A clear
coincidence with the efficiency drop is observed.

The transition cells are asymmetric, i.e. the wire is not centred w.r.t. to the cell in
the radial direction (see figure 2.5). Furthermore the electric drift field of the transition
cells is simultaneously influenced by the high voltage supplies of the inner and the outer
half-sectors. Hence the transition cells have a special field configuration. It has been
observed that the drift time spectra after the calibration are of worse quality than the
ones for the standard cells [Kat06]. If the reconstruction algorithm is not optimised to
account for these effects they may lead to inefficiencies which are difficult to model in
the Monte Carlo simulation.

The simulation predicts lower efficiencies for the outer half-sectors than for the inner
ones. A similar feature for the data has been observed in [Kat97]. Obviously the Monte
Carlo simulation has been optimised for the reconstruction algorithm used therein while
the BDC electron finder BDCLEV does not show such a behaviour.

It is evident that the Monte Carlo events have to be reweighted for the BDC efficiency
of the data sample to be described adequately. Similar to the vertex reconstruction
efficiency the correction

cBDC =
εData
BDC

εMC
BDC

(4.19)

is determined for this purpose. The design of the chamber in sectors suggests to
investigate also the azimuthal variation of the efficiency in addition to the radial one.
Thus the correction cBDC is determined as a function of Re in four different φ-sectors
as depicted in figure 4.28. For Re < 30 cm the corrections are derived in intervals
of 1 cm, in particular to model the strongly changing efficiency in the region of the
transition cell. Above 30 cm larger intervals are used not to be dominated by statistical
fluctuations.

All quadrants show the same general trend of the corrections, but there are significant
differences. The most striking one is quadrant II showing almost no correction at low
radii while revealing a particularly large correction in the region of the transition cell
compared to the other quadrants. As the efficiency εMC

BDC looks almost the same for
all quadrants the differences can be attributed to the data sample. Therefore it has
been checked whether a correlation to the operational conditions of the chamber can
be found. Figure 4.29 gives an overview of the detector status in the year 2000. The
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Figure 4.28: Ratio cBDC of the BDC efficiency of data and Monte Carlo (see equa-
tion 4.19) as a function of the distance Re in quadrants as indicated.

highlighted sectors have not been operated for various reasons [BDC00].

A clear correlation between the detector status and cBDC can be observed if one
assumes that the dead sectors are not considered during the Monte Carlo simulation:
in contrast to all others quadrant II is not affected by a single dead inner sector such
that it is expected to show the smallest correction at lower radii. The efficiency in the
region of the transition cell seems to be most affected by the status of the outer sectors.
Quadrant II is influenced by two dead outer sectors, quadrants I and III by one each
and quadrant IV by none. Accordingly, quadrant II shows the largest and quadrant
IV the smallest correction in the region of the transition cell.

Using cBDC in quadrants as an additional weight for the Monte Carlo events ensures
that the BDC efficiency is correctly modelled. This is equivalent to the application of
an appropriate correction cε in equation 3.40.

In a second step it has to be checked that the background rejection power of the
BDC selection criteria agrees sufficiently between data and Monte Carlo simulation for
the whole energy range of the final analysis. This has been done when determining
the efficiency of the selection criteria in section 4.6. The BDC efficiency correction
has been already applied for that study. Correspondingly, the uncertainty on the BDC
efficiency is already contained in the uncertainty of the selection efficiency determined
to 1.5%.
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Figure 4.29: Operational status of the BDC in the year 2000 [BDC00]. Sectors not
operated are highlighted.

4.9 PHOJET Normalisation

If the DIS event selection criteria are applied photoproduction events are the dominant
source of the remaining background. Though their virtuality Q2 is so small that the
scattered electron escapes detection in the backward beam pipe they enter the final
event sample as a particle of the hadronic final state can mimic the scattered electron
(see section 3.4).

To determine the DIS cross-section the photoproduction background is statistically
subtracted from the total number of events observed in the data sample using the
PHOJET Monte Carlo model (see section 3.8). For the quantity N¤

γp in equation 3.40
simply to be the number of PHOJET events passing the selection criteria in table 4.10
the PHOJET sample has to be normalised w.r.t. the data sample. The straightforward
approach for the normalisation would be to calculate the luminosity of the PHOJET
sample from the photoproduction cross-section and the number of PHOJET events and
to compare it to the luminosity of the data sample. It requires all event properties on
which cuts are placed to be perfectly described in the simulation which is not the case.
This can be seen from figure 4.15 which shows that the discrepancy between data and
Monte Carlo simulation for the selection efficiency is largest at low energies where the
PHOJET contribution is sizeable.

Therefore one performs the normalisation by selecting events of the data sample
which can be unambiguously identified as stemming from a photoproduction process
and comparing them to the corresponding events in the PHOJET sample. In order to
reduce the sensitivity of the normalisation on the selection criteria they are chosen to
be as close as possible to the ones for the final analysis. Two approaches to identify
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Figure 4.30: a) Electron tagger acceptance AET as a function of the inelasticity y. b)
Energy spectrum of the scattered electrons reconstructed in the electron
tagger. The PHOJET distribution has been renormalised to contain the
same number of events as the distribution for data.

photoproduction events are discussed: one employs the electron tagger of the luminosity
system, the other the charge of the electron candidate.

Tagged Photoproduction Events

As the scattered electron in photoproduction events leaves the main detector through
the backward beam pipe it can be identified with a certain probability in the electron
tagger of the luminosity system (see section 2.5). Events for which this is the case
are called tagged events in the following. On the way from the interaction region to
the electron tagger at z = −33.4 m the beam guiding magnets bend the trajectory
of the electrons. This leads to a strong dependence of the tagger acceptance AET

on the electron energy and thus the inelasticity y. The tagger acceptance has been
determined separately for the shifted vertex period with the help of Bethe-Heitler
events (see section 1.7) in which the scattered electron and the emitted photon are
detected in the electron tagger and the photon detector of the luminosity system,
respectively [And96]22. From the result shown in figure 4.30 a) it can be inferred that
the scattered electron can be identified only in a narrow inelasticity band 0.3 < y < 0.6
with a reasonable probability. This is the reason why a comparison to a Monte Carlo
model is necessary: a direct estimation of the photoproduction background from tagged
events in the data sample would involve large extrapolation errors due to the limited
tagger acceptance.

The following selection criteria have to be fulfilled for tagged events: to ensure a
reasonable acceptance the reconstructed energy in the electron tagger is required to lie
within an interval of 7 GeV < EET < 16.5 GeV. All DIS selection criteria as listed in
table 4.10 are imposed apart from the E − pz cut. The latter has to be omitted for a

22The citation [And96] refers to the old electron tagger of the luminosity system locates at z = −44 m.
However, the principle of the acceptance determination is still the same.
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suitable amount of events to remain in the sample of tagged events given the limited
acceptance. Instead cuts are placed on the quantity

(E − pz)tot = E − pz + 2EET + 2EPD (4.20)

taking apart from the particles in the main detector (E − pz) also the energy de-
positions in the electron tagger (EET ) and the photon detector (EPD) into account.
If no losses occur (E − pz)tot should be equal to 2E0

e = 55.2 GeV for photoproduc-
tion events due to energy and momentum conservation. Therefore only events with
(E − pz)tot > 45 GeV are accepted for this study.

Also coincidences of DIS and Bethe-Heitler events pass the selection criteria men-
tioned so far and would constitute a sizeable background contribution for the tagged
photoproduction sample due to the large rate of Bethe-Heitler interactions. As the
quantity (E − pz)tot for overlapping events can reach up to twice the nominal value
they can be efficiently rejected by applying the cut (E − pz)tot < 70 GeV (for details
see [Mey97]). Requiring a maximum energy deposition of 2 GeV in the photon detector
further suppresses these events.

To avoid energy leakage over the detector boundaries a cut is placed on the x-co-
ordinate of the electron impact point w.r.t. the centre of the electron tagger for the
data sample: |xET | < 6.5 cm. Furthermore one asks for the trigger element 115 to be
set which requires an energy deposition in the electron tagger within a certain range.
The same cuts have been applied during the determination of the tagger acceptance.

In the software package H1SIM responsible for the simulation of the H1 detector the
electron tagger is not included. This implies that the latter two selection criteria cannot
be applied to the PHOJET sample. To describe the tagger response the acceptance
function AET determined from data as depicted in figure 4.30 a) is used to reweight
the Monte Carlo events according to the generated inelasticity.

If one applies all mentioned selection criteria as well as the acceptance reweighting
one observes that for about 10% of the PHOJET events in the final analysis the scat-
tered electron can be identified in the electron tagger23. Figure 4.30 shows the energy
distribution of the scattered electron for data and simulation. The PHOJET distribu-
tion has been renormalised to contain the same number of events as the distribution
for data. Both distributions agree reasonably well.

Thus tagged events seem to be well-suited to normalise the number of PHOJET
events entering the cross-section determination w.r.t. the data sample. To be more
precise, the quantity N¤

γp in equation 3.40 is calculated for each analysis bin ¤ in x
and Q2 or y and Q2 according to24:

N¤

γp =
NData,tag

NPHOJET,tag
N¤

PHOJET (4.21)

The quantity N¤
PHOJET denotes the number of PHOJET events passing the DIS se-

lection criteria as given in table 4.10 for the analysis bin ¤, whereas NData,tag and
NPHOJET,tag correspond to total the number of tagged events in the data and PHO-
JET sample, respectively. As outlined above the latter have passed the same selection

23Vertex efficiency correction, z-vertex reweighting and BCD efficiency correction as derived in the
previous sections are applied for this study as well.

24Details concerning the definition of the analysis bins can be found in section 5.1.
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Figure 4.31: Distributions of a) the energy Ee and b) the distance Re for the hadrons
misidentified as scattered electrons in tagged events. The PHOJET dis-
tributions have been renormalised to contain the same number of events
as the distributions for data.

criteria as N¤
PHOJET apart from omitting the E − pz cut and applying additional cuts

to identify them as tagged. Therefore the normalisation should be almost insensitive
to differences in the distributions of variables on which cuts are placed (e.g. cluster
radius) between data and PHOJET.

Using N¤
γp to statistically subtract the photoproduction background in the described

way works correctly only if the PHOJET sample reproduces the kinematics of photo-
production events in data reasonably well. This can be checked with the help of tagged
events. Figure 4.31 shows the distributions of the energy Ee and the distance from the
beam axis Re of the hadronic final state particle being misidentified as the scattered
electron. While the simulation almost perfectly describes the energy distribution it
underestimates the number of photoproduction events at low Re and overestimates
it at large Re. The discrepancy is especially large at Re ≈ 12 cm. This behaviour is
reflected in the distributions of the virtuality Q2 and Bjorken x and would thus lead
to a wrong estimation of the photoproduction background.

Therefore the PHOJET normalisation is performed in each analysis bin separately,
i.e. the number of tagged events is counted for each bin and equation 4.21 is changed
to

N¤

γp =
N¤

Data,tag

N¤
PHOJET,tag

N¤

PHOJET (4.22)

In this way the local differences between PHOJET and data are corrected at the price
of an increased statistical error compared to the global normalisation. If an analysis
bin contains less than three tagged events for the data sample the global normalisation
factor is used instead. This imposes no consistency problems on the analysis as the
photoproduction background in these bins is anyhow negligible.

The bin-wise PHOJET normalisation is used only for the final cross-section measure-
ment. For the determination of the vertex efficiency correction and the cut efficiencies
the global one has been used for simplicity which should be sufficient.
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The global normalisation factor NData,tag/NPHOJET,tag for the BST analysis is ap-
proximately 8% larger than for the BDC analysis. One possible explanation for this
is the following: before being detected in the BDC particles have passed significantly
more dead material than in the case of the BST. If this additional material includ-
ing CIP, CIZ and CJC readout electronics and cables is not correctly modelled in the
Monte Carlo simulation the conversion rate of the decay photons from π0 mesons is
different between data and Monte Carlo sample. This difference which is absorbed
and thus corrected for in the normalisation factor affects the BDC but not the BST
analysis.

The distribution of Re for the BST analysis shows a better agreement between data
and simulation than the one in figure 4.31 for the BDC analysis [Var06]. This justifies
a global normalisation of the PHOJET sample. Nevertheless, for consistency reasons
the bin-wise normalisation is used for the comparison of the results of the BST and
BDC analyses.

Normalisation Uncertainty

For the standard BST analysis only the signals in the r-sensors are employed which
allow to measure the distance of the hits from the z-axis in the rφ-plane and finally the
polar angle θe of the scattered electron. One of the 16 BST φ-sectors is equipped with
u-sensors in addition (see section 2.3). By combining the information of both sensor
types it is possible to reconstruct the 3-dimensional coordinates of the hits. From these
momentum and charge of the corresponding tracks can be derived.

Knowing the charge of the BST tracks corresponding to the electron candidates al-
lows to determine the number of photoproduction background events: in the shifted
vertex period positrons have been accelerated in the HERA ring. Hence, tracks belong-
ing to a scattered electron should indicate a particle with a positive charge (right charge
tracks). Tracks indicating a particle with a negative charge (wrong charge tracks) point
to the presence of a background event. Moreover, assuming a charge symmetry of the
background events the number of events with a wrong charge track gives an estimate
of the remaining background in the correct charge sample. If a charge asymmetry is
present, this has to be taken into account.

Using this method it is in principle possible to extract the number of photoproduction
events N¤

γp for each analysis bin from the data sample alone. However, this would result

in a large statistical uncertainty on N¤
γp as u-sensors have been installed in only one

of the 16 φ-sectors of the BST and thus their acceptance is rather small. Instead the
charge measurement is used to cross-check the PHOJET normalisation for the BST
analysis determined with the help of tagged events and to estimate its uncertainty.

Such a cross-check has been performed first in [Eck02] for the minimum bias run in
1999. It has been repeated for the same data set in [H1 ]. The results of the latter are
summarised shortly in the following: all events nacc in the acceptance of the u-sensors
passing the nominal analysis cuts are classified as events with right charge (n+), wrong
charge (n−) or events without a linked track from the u-sensors (n0). The difference of
nacc and the number of signal events nsig is equal to the total amount of background
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events nγp in the u-sensor acceptance:

nγp = nacc − nsig = nacc −
n+ − Achn−

εu
(4.23)

In this equation Ach corresponds to the charge asymmetry and εu to the efficiency
to link a track defined by the u-sensors to the standard track of the BST electron
finder using the information of the r-sensors. The charge asymmetry is defined as
Ach = N+,γp/N−,γp, i.e. the fraction of the number of background events with a right
and wrong charge track. It has been determined to Ach = 0.90 ± 0.10 [H1 ]. The
different amount of events with positively and negatively charged tracks is caused by
the fact that the cross-section and released energy for antiproton interactions exceeds
that for proton interactions. Hence the antiproton annihilation leads to larger energy
depositions in the SpaCal than proton interactions resulting in an asymmetry if the
number of events above a certain threshold is counted [Adl01a].

In order to verify the PHOJET normalisation obtained from the tagged events the
quantity nγp as given by equation 4.23 is compared between the data and the PHOJET
sample applying the global normalisation factor NData,tag/NPHOJET,tag to the PHOJET
prediction. The resulting ratio amounts to R = 1.004 ± 0.145stat ± 0.05asym, where
the first error denotes the statistical uncertainty while the latter corresponds to the
uncertainty of the charge asymmetry. Hence the ratio indicates an almost perfect
agreement, but is afflicted with a large uncertainty of approximately 15% dominated the
statistical error of nγp. Therefore an uncertainty of 15% on the PHOJET normalisation
is assumed for the cross-section determination based on the BST. The same uncertainty
is used for the BDC analysis.
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After defining the analysis bins the present chapter shows that the corrections derived
in the last two chapters lead to a level of agreement between data and simulation in the
analysed region of the phase space that allows for a cross-section determination using
the Monte Carlo method (see section 3.8). Subsequently, all identified uncertainties on
the measurement are summarised and their influence on the cross-section is quantified.
The final outcome of the BDC analysis for the shifted vertex data is then presented:
the double differential inclusive DIS cross-section and the structure function F2. The
results are compared to the BST analysis [Var06], preliminary results [Laš02a, Pet04],
various published measurements and theoretical predictions.

5.1 Definition of the Analysis Bins

For the analysis at hand data and simulated events are binned in the same way as for
the H1 publication [Adl01a] to simplify comparisons. In parts of the phase space the
binning is also similar to that used for the measurement based on the shifted vertex
run from 1995 [Adl97b]. It is a combination of bins in x and Q2 and in y and Q2 (see
figure 5.1 or 5.2). In the bulk of the phase space bins with a rectangular shape in the
xQ2-plane are used. The basic grid has five bins per decade in x and eight bins per
decade in Q2. Several bins of the basic grid in x are combined to one final analysis
bin where necessary, according to the criteria given below. The contribution of the
longitudinal structure function FL to the cross-section is proportional to y2. Hence a
fine binning in y is preferable at high y to isolate bins with a higher sensitivity to FL.
At y = 0.6 the transition between the two binning schemes takes place. Bins with a
special shape are used in this region to avoid double counting and losses. The choice
of the bin size is determined by the following considerations:

• The bins should be small enough in order to permit a measurement of the double
differential cross-section at as many points as possible and large enough to accu-
mulate reasonable statistics. The statistical error in each bin should be smaller
than the systematic one.

• The bin size has to be adjusted to the resolution of the kinematic variables. A
grid that is too small can lead to large bin-to-bin migrations which can influence
the results of the measurement.

To control the migration effects two quantities are determined in each bin for the
DJANGO Monte Carlo sample, the stability S and the purity P . They are defined as
the ratio of the number of events generated and reconstructed1 in a bin to the total

1An event is considered as reconstructed if it passes all selection criteria listed in table 4.10.
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Figure 5.1: Stability S (according to equation 5.1) in per cent for each analysis bin in
the xQ2-plane for a) the electron and b) the sigma method. Apart from the
kinematic limit y = 1 (thick solid lines) the line corresponding to y = 0.1
(dotted lines) and the acceptance limit imposed by the cut Re > 9 cm
(dashed lines) are indicated for non-radiative events. For each reconstruc-
tion method the bins contributing to the cross-section measurement are
highlighted.
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Figure 5.2: Purity P (according to equation 5.2) in per cent for each analysis bin in
the xQ2-plane for a) the electron and b) the sigma method. Apart from the
kinematic limit y = 1 (thick solid lines) the line corresponding to y = 0.1
(dotted lines) and the acceptance limit imposed by the cut Re > 9 cm
(dashed lines) are indicated for non-radiative events. For each reconstruc-
tion method the bins contributing to the cross-section measurement are
highlighted.
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number of events generated (reconstructed) in that bin:

S =
N¤

MC,gen && rec

N¤
MC,gen

(5.1)

P =
N¤

MC,gen && rec

N¤
MC,rec

(5.2)

The stability specifies the probability that an event generated in a given bin is also
reconstructed in that bin, the purity the probability that an event reconstructed in
a given bin has been generated in the same one. Hence the stability expresses the
migration out of the given bin while the purity quantifies the migration of events from
adjacent bins into that bin. Both variables can only take values between 0 and 1 by
definition.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the stability and purity for the electron and sigma methods
in the xQ2 plane. As expected from the discussion of the resolution of the different
reconstruction methods in section 3.2 the electron method yields better results at large
values of y. Values of S and P above 50% are typically reached for y > 0.1. At lower
values of y the sigma method provides larger values of stability and purity since the
resolution of the electron method degrades as 1/y towards low y.

Only the sigma method covers the region of the phase space dominated by ISR
events, which are located at lower Q2 and larger x than the acceptance limit of the
BDC analysis for non-radiative events imposed by the requirement Re > 9 cm (dashed
lines). In the case of the electron method ISR events are strongly suppressed by the
cut E − pz > 35 GeV. However, some of the bins beyond the acceptance limit are also
covered by the electron method. This is due to the fact that the dashed line corresponds
to the acceptance limit for the average z-vertex position of the shifted vertex run of
zvtx = 71.9 cm. As z-positions of the interaction vertex of up to zvtx+30 cm are accepted
for the analysis, slightly lower values of Q2 can also be reached for non-radiative events.

Bins are only considered for the cross-section measurement if they have stability
and purity larger than 25%. For bins in which both reconstruction methods fulfil this
requirement the method yielding the maximum value of

Wi =
Si

Se + SΣ
+

Pi

Pe + PΣ
(5.3)

is used for the cross-section determination. Here i corresponds either to the electron
or the sigma method. The bins contributing to the cross-section measurement for each
reconstruction method are highlighted in figures 5.1 and 5.2. The transition from the
usage of the electron method to the sigma method takes place at y ≈ 0.1.

5.2 Comparison of Data and Monte Carlo Simulation

Figures 5.3 to 5.5 demonstrate the agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation
by showing control distributions for the basic quantities reconstructed in the analysis.
The sum of the predictions of DJANGO for the DIS signal and PHOJET for the
photoproduction background is compared to the data. The contribution of the former
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Figure 5.3: Control distributions of basic observables: a) - d) energy Ee, azimuthal an-
gle φe, polar angle θe and distance Re of the electron candidate, e) z-position
of the interaction vertex zvtx, f) ratio pt,bal of the transverse momenta of
the hadronic final state and the scattered electron. Only events from bins
contributing to the cross-section determination (see figures 5.1 and 5.2) are
considered.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of E−pz for events from bins contributing to the cross-section
determination covered by a) the electron method and b) the sigma method
(see figures 5.1 and 5.2).

is normalised to the data according to the luminosities of the DJANGO sample and
the data sample. The normalisation of PHOJET proceeds as described in section 4.9.
The control distributions for the basic observables are depicted in figures 5.3 and 5.4.
From these the kinematic variables used for the cross-section determination are derived
(see figure 5.5). The distributions in figure 5.3 contain contributions from all analysis
bins used for the cross-section determination (see figure 5.1 or 5.2). Figure 5.4 shows
the E − pz spectrum separately for bins covered a) by the electron method and b) by
the sigma method. The distributions of figure 5.5 comprise only analysis bins to which
events have been assigned by the same method that has been used to reconstruct the
displayed variable.

For the basic observables (see figure 5.3) data and Monte Carlo simulation in general
agree well. The distribution of the azimuthal angle φe reflects the complicated fiducial
volume of the analysis. Two bins at φe ≈ 60◦ and φe ≈ 270◦ show an excess and
deficit of data compared to the Monte Carlo prediction, respectively. Single SpaCal
cells being responsible for this could not be identified. The same holds for the excess
of data observed at Re ≈ 12 cm corresponding to θe ≈ 177.2◦. The latter does not
occur at the acceptance edge and is reflected in a rather wide-spread excess of the data
over the simulation in the distribution of Q2

e around 1.5 GeV2. Hence it is likely to be
caused by a slightly different behaviour of the structure functions from that assumed
in the simulation and not by a detector effect.

Figure 5.3 f) depicts the distribution of the ratio pt,bal of the transverse momenta of
the hadronic final state and the electron candidate. The maximum is located near one,
which one would expect from energy and momentum conservation. The large width is
due to the fact that the analysis focuses on events with low values of Q2. Hence the
transverse momenta are typically small and small fluctuations of the measured energies
can have large effects on the ratio. The good agreement between data and Monte Carlo
simulation indicates that the calibrations of the electromagnetic and hadronic energies
are consistent. This is particularly important for the use of the sigma method.
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Figure 5.5: Control distributions of the kinematic variables x, y and Q2. In the left
(right) column the variables have been reconstructed with the electron
(sigma) method and only events are considered from bins which contribute
to the cross-section determination and are covered by the electron (sigma)
method (see figures 5.1 and 5.2).
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The spectrum of E − pz for the analysis bins which use the sigma method extends
below the lower limit of 35 GeV required in the case of the electron method (see fig-
ure 5.4). The ISR events are concentrated in this region of the distribution. They
are accompanied by a large fraction of photoproduction events since the latter are also
characterised by values of E − pz well below the nominal value of 2E0

e = 55.2 GeV.
For all kinematic variables the Monte Carlo simulation nicely describes the data as

can be seen from figure 5.5. Only non-radiative events contribute to the distributions
of Q2

e, ye and xe while the spectra of Q2
Σ, yΣ and xΣ contain ISR events in addition

(see figures 5.1 and 5.2). This explains why two separate parts can be distinguished in
figures 5.5 b), d) and f). The ISR events are located at low Q2

Σ, high yΣ and low xΣ.

5.3 Systematic Uncertainties

All uncertainties associated with the various aspects of the measurement which have
been identified in the last two chapters are listed in table 5.1. For comparison the cor-
responding uncertainties of the BST analysis are specified in addition. The references
indicate where the uncertainties have been derived or where additional information
about them can be found. Each uncertainty is the source of a systematic error to be
quoted for the cross-section determination. The calculation of these errors is the topic
of the present section.

The systematic uncertainties are classified in three different categories as proposed
in [Adl01a]: correlated systematic errors, uncorrelated systematic errors and global
normalisation uncertainties (see table 5.1). Together with the statistical uncertainty
of the data sample they constitute the total error of the measurement.

Sources of systematic errors classified as correlated affect the cross-section measure-
ment in different analysis bins in a correlated way. The different sources are considered
to be uncorrelated among one another. The distinction of the different error types is
important for fits to the data and comparisons with other measurements. For some er-
rors the classification is straightforward: the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo
samples is a typical uncorrelated error, the energy scale of the scattered electron is a
typical source of a correlated error since the latter affects different bins in a similar way.
In contrast, it is rather arbitrary to treat the uncertainty on the radiative corrections
as a source of an uncorrelated systematic error.

To estimate the correlated systematic errors one proceeds in the following way: for
each of the sources the relevant quantities are varied by the uncertainty, separately in
positive and negative directions. The reduced cross-sections for the former (σ+

r ) and
latter case (σ−

r ) are redetermined and the relative systematic error δ resulting from the
source under consideration is calculated as

δ =
σ−

r − σ+
r

2 σ0
r

(5.4)

where σ0
r denotes the reduced cross-section at the central value. This implies that the

whole analysis chain is executed twice for each correlated error source.
The treatment of the uncorrelated and normalisation uncertainties is less complex:

the errors resulting from the limited DJANGO and PHOJET statistics are calculated
analytically. The quoted uncertainty for the radiative corrections already corresponds
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type source BST analysis BDC analysis reference

scattered electron energy scale 1% at Ee = 2 GeV section 4.5, [Var06]
0.2% at Ee = 27.6 GeV

scattered electron polar angle 0.2 mrad 0.5 mrad [H1 ], section 4.4
hadronic energy scale LAr and CT 10% at y = 10−3 section 4.5, [Var06]

correlated
2% at y = 10−2

LAr noise 10% section 4.5, [Var06]
hadronic energy scale SpaCal 350 MeV section 4.5, [Var06]

PHOJET normalisation 15% section 4.9, [H1 ]

DJANGO statistics
uncorrelated PHOJET statistics

radiative corrections 0.5% section 3.7, [Gla05b]

luminosity 2.2% [Lev06]
online event selection 0.9% 0.7% section 4.3

normalisation BST efficiency 2% - [H1 ]
selection efficiency - 1.5% section 4.6

vertex efficiency correction - see table 4.12 section 4.7

Table 5.1: Sources of systematic errors for the BST and BDC analyses.
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to the systematic error on the cross-section without further manipulation. The same
holds for all normalisation uncertainties.

The table in appendix A provides a detailed overview of the measurement errors in
each analysis bin. All quoted errors are relative errors. The correlated systematic un-
certainties are listed individually, adopting the sign convention of equation 5.4, and are
added in quadrature to calculate their cumulated contribution δcor. The quantity δunc

contains all uncorrelated systematic errors as well as the normalisation uncertainties.
Adding δcor, δunc and the statistical error of the data δstat in quadrature yields the total
error δtot.

The error on the cross-section determination is clearly dominated by the systematic
errors. Only for very few bins at low Q2 the statistical error exceeds the systematic one.
This is the reason why so much emphasis has been placed on an accurate determination
of the measurement uncertainties. Among the systematic errors the uncorrelated and
normalisation errors typically exceed the correlated ones.

For bins with central values of Q2 larger than 0.85 GeV2 the total errors vary in
general between 4% and 5%. Only in the bins at lowest x the errors are larger due to
the correlated error δγp resulting from the uncertainty on the PHOJET normalisation.
This is expected since small values of x correspond to large values of y and thus low
energies Ee, where the PHOJET contribution is large (see figure 5.3). The largest
correlated error in the bins at higher x is caused by the uncertainty on the polar angle
measurement. At lower values of Q2 < 0.85 GeV2 the total errors reach 20%, dominated
either by the statistical error or the uncertainty on the vertex efficiency correction.

The uncertainties of the measurement affect the cross-section obtained with the elec-
tron and the sigma method differently. In order to judge to which extent the uncertain-
ties are controlled the results of the two methods are compared before combining them.
Figure 5.6 shows the reduced cross-section σr for the electron and the sigma method as
a function of x for various values of Q2. It has been determined at the central values
in x and Q2 for each bin according to equation 3.40. The result is only displayed if
stability and purity exceed 25% for the respective method. Statistical and systematic
errors are indicated separately. The good agreement between the two methods shows
that the uncertainties of the measurement are well controlled.

5.4 Cross-section Determination

In order to derive the final cross-section to be quoted for the BDC analysis the values
obtained with the electron and the sigma method are combined based on stabilities and
purities as explained in section 5.1. The result is depicted in figure 5.7 as a function of
x in different bins of Q2 between 0.2 GeV2 and 3.5 GeV2. Statistical and total errors
are indicated separately. The values of the reduced cross-section are also listed in the
table of appendix A.

The experimental results are compared to a phenomenological prediction of σr based
on the ALLM97 parameterisation [Abr97] for F2 and the saturation model predic-
tion [GB99a] for FL. In addition the expectation for the reduced cross-section from
the ALLM97 parameterisation is displayed for the case that the longitudinal structure
function FL is zero.

As can be seen from the turn-over of the cross-section close to the kinematic limit
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the reduced cross-section σr as a function of x for vari-
ous values of Q2 measured with the electron (full points) and the sigma
(open points) method. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors,
the outer error bars indicate the statistical and systematic errors added in
quadrature.

(y = 1) at large values of Q2 the data provide sensitivity to the longitudinal structure
function FL. This effect is more pronounced in the data than is predicted by the
saturation model, i.e. there is an indication that the predicted FL is too small. Apart
from this measurement and prediction agree very well. For the bins with the lowest
Q2 values the measured cross-section is systematically larger than is predicted, but the
experimental errors are very large in these bins.

Figure 5.8 compares σr for the present analysis and the BST analysis [Var06]. The
PHOJET normalisation (see section 4.9) is treated differently from the case of [Var06].
For the comparison the bin-wise normalisation is consistently used for both analyses
while in [Var06] the global normalisation is applied. For both analyses statistical and
systematic errors are displayed separately.

The BST analysis extends to larger x in the whole Q2 range as expected due to the
cut yΣ > 0.03 for the BDC analysis, necessary to ensure a good vertex reconstruction
efficiency (see figure 3.14). In contrast, the BDC analysis provides some additional
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Figure 5.7: Measurement of the reduced cross-section σr as a function of x for various
values of Q2. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer
error bars indicate the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.
The data are compared with a phenomenological prediction for σr based
on the ALLM97 parameterisation [Abr97] for F2 and the saturation model
prediction [GB99a] for FL (solid line). The dashed line shows the ALLM97
parameterisation for F2 separately.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the reduced cross-section σr as a function of x for various
values of Q2 between the BDC (full symbols) and the BST (open symbols)
analysis. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer error
bars indicate the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.
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data points or data points with a higher precision in the transition region between the
non-radiative and radiative events at intermediate Q2. This follows from the larger
polar angle acceptance of the BDC allowing access to larger values of x at fixed Q2 for
non-radiative events compared to the BST (see figure 3.14). At low Q2 the transition
region between non-radiative events and radiative events is not entirely covered by the
cross-section measurement for either of the two analyses. The reason for this is the
finite resolution of E − pz which causes large bin-to-bin migrations and hence values
of stability and purity below the required 25% in this part of the kinematic phase
space [Var06].

To quantify the consistency of the two analyses is a very difficult task since the
statistical as well as the systematic errors are highly correlated. The correlation of the
former is due to the fact that the same data set is used and therefore the events passing
the DIS selection criteria in each analysis bin are to a large extent the same. Table 5.1
illustrates the correlation of the systematic errors. Only the uncertainties on θe and
the efficiencies are different. To account for these difficulties the comparison proceeds
in the following way. First the ratio r of the reduced cross-section of the BDC and
the BST analysis is calculated and its statistical error is determined with the help of a
special method explained in the following. Subsequently it is investigated whether the
statistically significant deviations of the ratio from one can be explained by systematic
errors not correlated between the two analyses.

To estimate the statistical error of r a special technique is employed which is appli-
cable for quantities derived from correlated samples [LM05]: the DJANGO sample is
split into 40 sub-samples with 25000 events each. For every sub-sample the ratio of
the number of events per analysis bin for the BDC and the BST analysis is calculated.
The relative standard deviation of the mean finally yields the expected statistical un-
certainty on r if it is properly scaled, taking the luminosities of the data and DJANGO
sample as well a the number of sub-samples into account. The validity of the method
is verified in the following way: the event sample of the BDC analysis is split in half
and the ratio of the cross-sections obtained from each half is calculated. As the two
ensembles are statistically totally uncorrelated the statistical error of the ratio can be
calculated from the statistical error of each sample. The estimation of the multiple
Monte Carlo sample approach reproduces the result almost perfectly.

Figure 5.9 shows the ratio r and its statistical uncertainty in the same bins as in
the case of the reduced cross-section in figure 5.8. For technical reasons the statistical
uncertainty on r could only be calculated properly for bins in which both analyses
use the same reconstruction method. Accordingly, the ratio is only displayed for these
bins. This requirement excludes only three of the approximately 50 bins available for
the comparison. For each bin in Q2 the χ2 per degree of freedom is indicated for
the hypothesis r = 1, i.e. a perfect agreement of the two analyses. The dashed lines
indicate a deviation of 5% from this hypothesis.

For bins with central values of Q2 below 1.2 GeV2 it is almost impossible to draw
any statistically significant conclusion about the agreement of the two analyses since
the statistical uncertainties on r are extremely large. For Q2 larger than 2 GeV2 the
agreement is reasonably good. For the three intermediate bins the quoted values of
χ2 clearly indicate a disagreement of the two analyses. However, one has to keep in
mind that so far only the statistical uncertainty on r estimated from the 40 DJANGO
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Figure 5.9: Ratio r of the reduced cross-section for the BDC and BST analysis. The
dashed lines indicate a deviation of 5% from r = 1. The given values of χ2

per degree of freedom (dof) quantify the level of agreement with r = 1. The
errors displayed and assumed for the calculation of χ2 are the statistical
errors of r only, determined with the help of a special method (for details
see text).
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sub-samples has been taken into account.
The following systematic errors, being uncorrelated between the BST and the BDC

analysis, contribute to the uncertainty on r: due to the reduced amount of dead ma-
terial affecting the track measurement with the BST compared to the BDC the BST
is more efficient in rejecting photoproduction events (see section 4.6), i.e. their con-
tribution to the ensemble of events passing all DIS selection criteria is significantly
smaller. This is reflected in the systematic error resulting from the uncertainty on the
PHOJET normalisation. In the three intermediate Q2 bins it is a factor of two larger
for the BDC than for the BST analysis (compare appendices A of [Var06] and the
present thesis). In addition the different uncertainties on θe lead to systematic errors
which are on average roughly a factor of five larger for the BDC than for the BST
analysis. For each of the two sources the difference of the systematic errors between
the two analyses is added quadratically to the statistical uncertainty on r and the χ2

is recalculated. This reduces the χ2 by 50%, 60% and 30% for the Q2 bins 1.2 GeV2,
1.5 GeV2 and 2 GeV2, respectively. This is a clear improvement, but not sufficient to
claim agreement between the two analyses in these bins.

A possible explanation why the discrepancy is largest in the three intermediate bins
may be that they are most highly affected by the lower acceptance limit of the BST
analysis for Re as illustrated in figure 5.10. The thin solid line shows the acceptance
limit Re = 10 cm for the BST analysis for the average z-position of the interaction ver-
tex zvtx. For larger (smaller) actual z-vertex positions it is located at lower (higher)
values of Q2. The dashed lines indicate the change in the acceptance limit in the
xQ2-plane for a z-vertex position varying by 11 cm in the positive and negative direc-
tions which approximately corresponds to the spread of the z-vertex distribution (see
figure 4.25). For the analysis, vertices deviating by up to 30 cm from zvtx are accepted.
In the region close to the cut the BST acceptance drops rather quickly with decreasing
Re, at Re = 10 cm it already reaches 50% [H1 ]. For the BDC analysis the situation
is different since the requirement Re > 9 cm prevents large migration effects, while the
acceptance at Re = 9 cm is still close to 100% (see figure 4.27). Since the lines of con-
stant Re saturate at large values of x a significant number of bins in x is affected by
the BST acceptance limit in the case of the intermediate bins. It is possible that the
assumed uncertainties for θe and the BST efficiency do not fully account for such effects
in this region of the kinematic phase space.

5.5 Extraction of the Structure Function F2

Having measured the reduced cross-section σr the structure function F2 can be deter-
mined by correcting σr for the contribution of FL according to equation 3.41. For this
purpose the prediction of the saturation model [GB99a] for FL is employed. As has
been discussed in the previous section the sensitivity of σr to FL at high y (low x)
is significant and the prediction of the saturation model yields too small values for
FL. Hence to reduce the dependence of the measurement on FL the F2 extraction is
limited to y < 0.6. This strategy has been followed already in [Adl01a]. Consequently,
in almost all Q2 bins no F2 extraction is performed for the bin with the lowest x for
which a measured reduced cross-section is available.

The result of the F2 determination is depicted in figure 5.11, the values are listed
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of the influence of the lower acceptance limit of the BST
analysis for Re on the bins used for the cross-section determination in
the xQ2-plane. Apart from the kinematic limit y = 1 (thick solid line)
lines representing the acceptance limit Re = 10 cm for z-vertex positions
zvtx = zvtx (thin solid line) and zvtx = zvtx ± 11 cm (dashed lines) are de-
picted. The bins with central values of Q2 of 1.2 GeV2, 1.5 GeV2 and
2 GeV2 are highlighted.

in the table of appendix A. The table also contains the values of FL predicted by the
saturation model and assumed for the extraction.

The data are compared to the phenomenological predictions of the ALLM97 parame-
terisation [Abr97] and the fractal fit [Laš02b]. As expected from figure 5.7 the ALLM97
parameterisation nicely describes the data. It undershoots the data only in the lowest
Q2 bins, where the experimental errors are large. The fractal fit underestimates the
measured F2 in all Q2 bins.

As one of the motivations for performing the analysis at hand is to provide an
independent cross-check of the preliminary results on F2 for the shifted vertex period
figure 5.12 compares the different analyses. It has already been explained in section 3.9
that the preliminary results have been obtained analysing non-radiative [Laš02a] and
ISR [Pet04] events separately while no separation has been performed for the present
analysis. Since the BST has been employed for the H1 preliminary results the corre-
sponding data reach larger values of x. The present analysis extends the accessible
phase space towards lower Q2 values2. In the common region of the phase space, the
smaller values of F2 for the H1 preliminary analyses compared to the present one con-
stitute the main difference. This arises due to the fact that for the preliminary results
the wrong satellite corrections have been used for the luminosity determination (see
section 4.2). This causes the luminosity to be too large by 4% and thus the measured

2The same holds for the BST analysis presented in [Var06].
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Figure 5.11: Measurement of the proton structure function F2, plotted as a function
of x in bins of Q2. The inner error bars represent the statistical errors,
the outer error bars indicate the statistical and systematic errors added in
quadrature. The data are compared to two phenomenological predictions:
the ALLM97 parameterisation [Abr97] and the fractal fit [Laš02b].
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the structure function F2 for the present analysis with the
preliminary analyses of non-radiative (squares, [Laš02a]) and ISR (trian-
gles, [Pet04]) events using the BST for the same data taking period. The
inner error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer error bars indi-
cate the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.

F2 to be too small by the same amount. Apart from this the new analysis of the shifted
vertex data benefits from various refinements achieved in [Var06] and the present the-
sis. Among them are the new calibration [Var06] (section 4.5), the new alignment
(section 4.4), the correction of the implementation of the beam tilt in the Monte Carlo
simulation (section 3.6) and the adjustment of the subprocess fractions in DJANGO
(section 3.5).

Finally the structure function F2 of the present analysis is compared to various
published HERA measurements relevant in the phase space covered. These include two
analyses performed by the H1 collaboration based on data recorded during the previous
shifted vertex run in 1995 [Adl97b] and during the years 1996 and 1997 [Adl01a] with
standard running conditions of the HERA collider. In addition a measurement of the
ZEUS collaboration using data from the year 1997 is shown. It employs a combination
of an electromagnetic calorimeter (Beam Pipe Calorimeter, BPC) and a silicon tracker
(Beam Pipe Tracker, BPT) mounted close to the beam pipe in the backward region of
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the structure function F2 for the present analysis with
various published HERA measurements (closed squares [Adl97b], closed
triangles [Adl01a], open triangles [Bre00]). The inner error bars represent
the statistical errors, the outer error bars indicate the statistical and sys-
tematic errors added in quadrature. The data of [Bre00] are shifted to the
Q2 values of the present analysis using the ALLM97 parameterisation.

the ZEUS experiment, designed to reconstruct the scattered electron at very large large
polar angles and thus to access very low values of Q2. For all published measurements
the proton energy of the HERA collider was E0

p = 820 GeV. The ZEUS collaboration
has used a different binning in Q2 compared to H1. Hence for each Q2 bin of the
present analysis having a central value Q2

H1 the bin of the ZEUS measurement closest
in Q2 is searched for and the corresponding values of F2 are shifted to Q2

H1. For this
purpose the Q2 dependence of the ALLM97 parameterisation at the central x values
of the ZEUS bins is used.

The values of F2 for the present analysis are slightly larger than for the H1 analysis
of the years 1996 and 1997 and slightly smaller than those obtained from the previous
shifted vertex run (see figure 5.13). In the lowest Q2 bins they clearly overshoot the
findings in the ZEUS analysis, however with large errors.

The total error of the analysis at hand is typically 30 − 50% smaller than for the
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analysis of the previous shifted vertex run. The statistical error is reduced by almost a
factor of two as expected due to the roughly fourfold increase in luminosity. The most
prominent improvement among the systematic errors is the reduction of the uncertainty
on the PHOJET normalisation from 30% to 15%.

To make optimal use of the available precision data for the reduced cross-section σr

and the structure function F2 obtained in this thesis the following steps are in prepa-
ration: the results are going to be combined with those derived for the BST analy-
sis [Var06]. In addition they are complemented by the data on σr and F2 obtained from
the minimum bias run in 1999 covering the Q2 range 0.5 GeV2 < Q2 < 12 GeV2 [Eck01,
Laš04b]. Also this analysis has undergone a major revision in the meantime. Based
on the resulting large data set one aims for an extraction of the longitudinal structure
function FL as well as the exponent λ characterising the rise of F2 towards low x.
Finally new fits to the fractal and saturation model are foreseen. A comprehensive
publication of all results is anticipated for which a draft already exists [H1 ].



Summary

During a special data taking period of the HERA collider in the year 2000, called
shifted vertex run, the interaction region of electrons and protons has been shifted
into the direction of the incoming proton. This allows to study the proton structure
at virtualities of the exchanged photon Q2 ≈ 1 GeV2 where the transition takes place
from a region of the phase space where perturbative calculations based on Quantum
Chromodynamics, the theory of the strong interaction, can be performed to a domain
where only phenomenological models are able to describe the data.

The topic of the present thesis is a measurement of the inclusive DIS cross-section
based on the data recorded with the H1 detector during the shifted vertex run. This
requires an accurate reconstruction of the scattered electron. Its polar angle is deter-
mined with the help of the Backward Drift Chamber (BDC) and the interaction vertex
reconstructed by the Central Tracker, its energy is measured in the backward calorime-
ter SpaCal. Hence the alignment of BDC and SpaCal w.r.t. the Central Tracker has
been studied in detail. The calibration of the SpaCal has been performed in [Var06].

The cross-section determination relies on a comparison of the number of observed
events between the data and a Monte Carlo simulation of the scattering process and the
detector response. After imperfections in the implementation of the simulation have
been identified and overcome a detailed comparison of the detector response between
data and Monte Carlo has been carried out. The remaining differences are taken into
account by correction factors to the Monte Carlo sample.

The dominant background contribution to this analysis are photoproduction events
(Q2 ≈ 0 GeV2) in which a particle of the hadronic final state mimics the scattered
electron. Their contribution is subtracted statistically from the data, again based on
a Monte Carlo model. All other background sources are found to be negligible.

With x being the fraction of the proton’s momentum carried by the struck quark the
data allow to measure the cross-section in the kinematic range 0.2 < Q2 < 3.5 GeV2

and 3 · 10−5 < x < 8 · 10−4. Based on this the structure function F2, parameterising the
quark composition of the proton, can be extracted. For all investigations carried out in
this analysis uncertainties have been derived and the resulting systematic errors on F2

have been determined. The total errors vary between 4% and 5% for Q2 > 0.85 GeV2,
only at the smallest values of x they are larger due to the uncertainty on the contri-
bution of the photoproduction events. At lower virtualities, Q2 < 0.85 GeV2, the total
errors reach 20%, dominated either by the statistical error or the uncertainty on the
reconstruction efficiency for the interaction vertex. The errors are typically 30 − 50%
smaller than for the analysis of a previous shifted vertex run performed in 1995. Fur-
thermore the results are in agreement with a second analysis using the same data but
employing the Backward Silicon Tracker for the reconstruction of the polar angle of
the scattered electron [Var06]. A combined publication of both analyses is anticipated.





A Table of Results

The table in this appendix summarises the results of the analysis presented in the
thesis at hand, i.e. the reduced cross-section and the structure function F2 together
with all uncertainties in each analysis bin. The columns of the table contain (from left
to right):

• the kinematic variables Q2, x and y at the bin centres,

• the measured reduced cross-section σr, the prediction for the longitudinal struc-
ture function FL of the saturation model [GB99a] used for the extraction of F2,
the structure function F2 itself,

• the total uncertainty of the measurement δtot and its components, i.e. the sta-
tistical error δstat, the cumulated uncorrelated systematic and normalisation un-
certainties δunc and the cumulated correlated systematic uncertainties δcor (for
details see table 5.1),

• the individual components of the total correlated systematic error arising from
the uncertainty on the energy scale (δEe) and polar angle (δθe) of the scattered
electron, on the hadronic energy scale of LAr calorimeter and Central Tracker
(δLAr), on the noise in the LAr (δnoise), on the hadronic energy scale of the SpaCal
calorimeter (δSpa) and on the PHOJET normalisation (δγp) and finally

• the reconstruction method (e: electron method, Σ: sigma method) employed for
the measurement in the actual bin.

All quoted errors are relative uncertainties in per cent. To reduce the sensitivity of F2

on the model assumption for FL the measurement of the former is limited to y < 0.6
(for details see section 5.5).
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Q2 δtot δstat δunc δcor δEe
δθe

δLAr δnoise δSpa δγp

[GeV2]
x y σr FL F2

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
method

0.20 0.0000398 0.049 0.241 0.019 0.241 20.59 14.09 12.32 8.59 -0.33 -1.59 5.11 -0.21 -0.59 -6.68 Σ

0.25 0.0000398 0.062 0.292 0.025 0.292 17.47 9.81 11.57 8.66 -0.16 -2.21 2.40 -1.30 -2.62 -7.46 Σ
0.25 0.0002510 0.010 0.244 0.021 0.244 22.86 15.93 12.39 10.74 4.99 -4.00 -5.13 2.86 -5.84 -2.42 Σ

0.35 0.0000051 0.673 0.432 - - 19.19 14.12 12.40 3.88 -1.84 0.75 0.82 -0.13 0.75 -3.15 e
0.35 0.0000320 0.108 0.350 0.037 0.350 22.29 9.88 11.42 16.39 -0.91 0.14 -1.39 0.65 -6.81 -14.80 Σ
0.35 0.0001300 0.027 0.304 0.033 0.304 17.79 9.76 11.13 9.87 -0.39 -2.14 -6.18 1.70 -6.17 -3.66 Σ

0.50 0.0000073 0.673 0.498 - - 10.09 5.25 6.16 6.02 -1.00 1.90 2.09 -0.18 2.11 -4.78 e
0.50 0.0000158 0.312 0.477 0.056 0.480 22.39 19.60 10.23 3.53 -2.16 -2.73 0.10 0.03 0.54 -0.21 e
0.50 0.0001000 0.049 0.348 0.050 0.348 12.71 8.60 6.73 6.51 -3.11 1.37 -0.09 0.32 -1.95 -5.19 Σ

0.65 0.0000095 0.673 0.561 - - 8.48 3.19 5.88 5.21 -0.19 -1.26 2.30 -0.19 1.41 -4.27 e
0.65 0.0000158 0.405 0.481 0.073 0.490 7.00 3.10 5.87 2.22 -0.74 -1.80 0.41 -0.08 0.26 -0.93 e
0.65 0.0000398 0.161 0.633 0.068 0.634 23.95 19.87 11.77 6.34 -5.84 2.46 -0.04 0.04 -0.12 0.00 e
0.65 0.0001000 0.064 0.420 0.063 0.420 11.92 5.59 6.27 8.46 -1.35 -2.38 -1.47 0.56 -7.16 -3.20 Σ
0.65 0.0002510 0.025 0.363 0.057 0.363 11.58 7.99 6.61 5.15 -1.75 -2.62 -0.71 2.29 -2.97 -1.43 Σ

0.85 0.0000124 0.673 0.657 - - 7.25 2.22 5.81 3.73 -0.86 -1.29 1.23 -0.22 1.11 -2.95 e
0.85 0.0000200 0.418 0.641 0.092 0.652 6.61 1.95 5.79 2.51 -1.04 -2.22 0.19 -0.10 0.23 -0.44 e
0.85 0.0000398 0.210 0.574 0.086 0.576 6.60 2.04 5.80 2.39 -0.96 -2.19 -0.02 -0.07 0.00 -0.05 e
0.85 0.0001000 0.084 0.507 0.079 0.507 8.06 5.05 6.19 1.11 -0.45 -0.44 0.16 -0.78 0.45 0.00 e
0.85 0.0002510 0.033 0.280 0.071 0.280 22.48 19.40 9.30 6.51 4.49 -4.14 1.45 -1.71 0.00 0.00 e

1.20 0.0000176 0.673 0.735 - - 7.53 2.73 3.61 6.01 -1.30 -0.80 2.02 -0.31 1.69 -5.18 e
1.20 0.0000200 0.591 0.768 0.123 0.805 4.66 2.06 3.55 2.20 -0.59 -1.62 0.98 -0.12 0.41 -0.87 e
1.20 0.0000320 0.369 0.720 0.118 0.731 4.36 1.66 3.51 2.00 -0.21 -1.69 0.84 -0.09 0.09 -0.59 e
1.20 0.0000631 0.187 0.672 0.110 0.674 4.63 1.38 3.49 2.70 -1.09 -2.46 0.08 -0.21 0.16 -0.02 e
1.20 0.0001580 0.075 0.510 0.098 0.510 4.90 2.07 3.55 2.67 0.75 -2.01 0.68 -1.40 0.25 0.00 e
1.20 0.0003980 0.030 0.448 0.088 0.448 6.18 2.63 3.61 4.27 -1.25 -2.76 -1.93 1.68 -1.56 -0.20 Σ

1.50 0.0000220 0.673 0.817 - - 7.59 2.59 3.59 6.17 -0.36 -1.69 2.80 -0.30 1.78 -4.89 e
1.50 0.0000320 0.462 0.791 0.140 0.814 5.03 1.71 3.50 3.18 -1.74 -2.10 -0.07 -0.14 0.49 -1.56 e
1.50 0.0000500 0.295 0.795 0.133 0.803 4.40 1.47 3.49 2.23 -0.90 -2.03 0.03 -0.08 -0.04 -0.13 e
1.50 0.0000800 0.185 0.747 0.126 0.750 4.51 1.58 3.50 2.36 -0.78 -2.22 0.03 -0.17 0.11 -0.02 e

continued on next page
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Q2 δtot δstat δunc δcor δEe
δθe

δLAr δnoise δSpa δγp

[GeV2]
x y σr FL F2

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
method

1.50 0.0001300 0.114 0.668 0.118 0.669 4.80 1.78 3.52 2.74 -0.86 -2.53 0.18 -0.53 0.21 -0.01 e
1.50 0.0002000 0.074 0.639 0.111 0.639 5.15 2.12 3.56 3.06 0.30 -2.57 0.78 -1.43 0.13 0.00 e
1.50 0.0003200 0.046 0.569 0.104 0.570 5.13 1.91 3.53 3.19 -0.49 -2.43 -1.18 0.19 -1.61 -0.14 Σ

2.00 0.0000293 0.673 0.894 - - 6.50 2.16 3.54 5.00 -0.52 -0.64 2.33 -0.30 1.52 -4.07 e
2.00 0.0000500 0.394 0.865 0.164 0.883 4.30 1.62 3.49 1.92 -0.94 -1.44 0.34 -0.09 0.11 -0.78 e
2.00 0.0000800 0.246 0.814 0.154 0.820 4.30 1.51 3.49 2.02 -1.00 -1.75 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 -0.07 e
2.00 0.0001300 0.151 0.777 0.143 0.779 4.41 1.52 3.49 2.23 -0.90 -2.03 0.07 -0.19 0.12 -0.01 e
2.00 0.0002000 0.098 0.697 0.134 0.698 4.50 1.66 3.50 2.29 -0.33 -2.11 0.31 -0.74 0.13 0.00 e
2.00 0.0003200 0.062 0.617 0.125 0.617 4.81 1.68 3.50 2.85 0.09 -2.18 -1.08 -0.30 -1.45 -0.14 Σ
2.00 0.0005000 0.039 0.573 0.117 0.573 4.80 1.89 3.51 2.68 -0.08 -2.03 -1.45 0.53 -0.81 -0.07 Σ

2.50 0.0000366 0.673 0.885 - - 9.10 3.51 3.69 7.54 -0.80 -1.67 3.11 -0.33 2.19 -6.23 e
2.50 0.0000500 0.492 0.940 0.190 0.977 4.66 2.20 3.54 2.08 -1.24 -0.76 0.58 -0.14 0.58 -1.24 e
2.50 0.0000800 0.308 0.904 0.177 0.916 4.31 1.66 3.50 1.88 -0.36 -1.82 0.05 -0.05 0.01 -0.30 e
2.50 0.0001300 0.189 0.837 0.164 0.841 4.34 1.61 3.49 2.01 -0.95 -1.77 0.02 -0.08 0.04 -0.03 e
2.50 0.0002000 0.123 0.799 0.153 0.800 4.37 1.63 3.50 2.04 -0.98 -1.76 0.11 -0.33 0.09 -0.01 e
2.50 0.0003200 0.077 0.713 0.141 0.713 4.67 1.85 3.51 2.45 0.31 -2.00 0.58 -1.25 0.09 0.00 e
2.50 0.0005000 0.049 0.621 0.130 0.621 4.63 1.83 3.51 2.40 0.36 -1.89 -0.96 -0.35 -1.01 -0.07 Σ
2.50 0.0008000 0.031 0.576 0.121 0.576 5.14 2.29 3.55 2.92 -0.24 -2.28 -1.52 0.67 -0.72 -0.05 Σ

3.50 0.0000512 0.673 0.962 - - 7.45 3.29 3.68 5.59 -0.14 -1.31 2.62 -0.40 1.84 -4.36 e
3.50 0.0000800 0.431 1.009 0.215 1.039 4.49 2.05 3.52 1.88 -0.95 -1.20 0.45 -0.12 0.34 -0.93 e
3.50 0.0001300 0.265 0.948 0.198 0.957 4.30 1.82 3.51 1.68 -0.77 -1.49 0.05 -0.08 0.01 -0.13 e
3.50 0.0002000 0.172 0.894 0.183 0.897 4.26 1.79 3.51 1.63 -1.04 -1.24 0.02 -0.14 0.04 -0.02 e
3.50 0.0003200 0.108 0.783 0.168 0.784 4.52 1.90 3.51 2.11 -0.54 -1.96 0.24 -0.53 0.05 -0.01 e
3.50 0.0005000 0.069 0.778 0.154 0.779 5.46 2.23 3.55 3.50 1.99 -2.12 0.92 -1.71 0.04 -0.01 e
3.50 0.0008000 0.043 0.676 0.140 0.676 4.66 2.10 3.53 2.20 0.55 -1.74 -1.03 -0.04 -0.66 -0.04 Σ
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756 755 754 753 752 751 750 749 748 747 746 745 744 743 742 741 740 739 738 737 736 735 734 733 732 731 730 729

862 757 650 649 648 647 646 645 644 643 642 641 640 639 638 637 636 635 634 633 632 631 630 629 628 627 626 625 728 835

863 758 651 552 551 550 549 548 547 546 545 544 543 542 541 540 539 538 537 536 535 534 533 532 531 530 529 624 727 834

954 864 759 652 553 462 461 460 459 458 457 456 455 454 453 452 451 450 449 448 447 446 445 444 443 442 441 528 623 726 833 931

1036 955 865 760 653 554 463 380 379 378 377 376 375 374 373 372 371 370 369 368 367 366 365 364 363 362 361 440 527 622 725 832 930 1015

1110 1037 956 866 761 654 555 464 381 306 305 304 303 302 301 300 299 298 297 296 295 294 293 292 291 290 289 360 439 526 621 724 831 929 1014 1091

1111 1038 957 867 762 655 556 465 382 307 240 239 238 237 236 235 234 233 232 231 230 229 228 227 226 225 288 359 438 525 620 723 830 928 1013 1090

1112 1039 958 868 763 656 557 466 383 308 241 182 181 180 179 178 177 176 175 174 173 172 171 170 169 224 287 358 437 524 619 722 829 927 1012 1089

1164 1113 1040 959 869 764 657 558 467 384 309 242 183 132 131 130 129 128 127 126 125 124 123 122 121 168 223 286 357 436 523 618 721 828 926 1011 1088 1151

1165 1114 1041 960 870 765 658 559 468 385 310 243 184 133 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 120 167 222 285 356 435 522 617 720 827 925 1010 1087 1150

1166 1115 1042 961 871 766 659 560 469 386 311 244 185 134 91 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 80 119 166 221 284 355 434 521 616 719 826 924 1009 1086 1149

1167 1116 1043 962 872 767 660 561 470 387 312 245 186 135 92 57 30 29 28 27 26 25 48 79 118 165 220 283 354 433 520 615 718 825 923 1008 1085 1148

1188 1168 1117 1044 963 873 768 661 562 471 388 313 246 187 136 93 58 31 12 11 10 9 24 47 78 117 164 219 282 353 432 519 614 717 824 922 1007 1084 1147 1183

1189 1169 1118 1045 964 874 769 662 563 472 389 314 247 188 137 94 59 32 13 2 1 8 23 46 77 116 163 218 281 352 431 518 613 716 823 921 1006 1083 1146 1182

1190 1170 1119 1046 965 875 770 663 564 473 390 315 248 189 138 95 60 33 14 3 0 7 22 45 76 115 162 217 280 351 430 517 612 715 822 920 1005 1082 1145 1181

1191 1171 1120 1047 966 876 771 664 565 474 391 316 249 190 139 96 61 34 15 4 5 6 21 44 75 114 161 216 279 350 429 516 611 714 821 919 1004 1081 1144 1180

1172 1121 1048 967 877 772 665 566 475 392 317 250 191 140 97 62 35 16 17 18 19 20 43 74 113 160 215 278 349 428 515 610 713 820 918 1003 1080 1143

1173 1122 1049 968 878 773 666 567 476 393 318 251 192 141 98 63 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 73 112 159 214 277 348 427 514 609 712 819 917 1002 1079 1142

1174 1123 1050 969 879 774 667 568 477 394 319 252 193 142 99 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 111 158 213 276 347 426 513 608 711 818 916 1001 1078 1141

1175 1124 1051 970 880 775 668 569 478 395 320 253 194 143 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 157 212 275 346 425 512 607 710 817 915 1000 1077 1140

1125 1052 971 881 776 669 570 479 396 321 254 195 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 211 274 345 424 511 606 709 816 914 999 1076

1126 1053 972 882 777 670 571 480 397 322 255 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 273 344 423 510 605 708 815 913 998 1075

1127 1054 973 883 778 671 572 481 398 323 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 343 422 509 604 707 814 912 997 1074

1055 974 884 779 672 573 482 399 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 421 508 603 706 813 911 996

975 885 780 673 574 483 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 507 602 705 812 910

886 781 674 575 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 601 704 811

887 782 675 576 577 578 579 580 581 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 600 703 810

783 676 677 678 679 680 681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 701 702

784 785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800 801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809

888 889 890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909

976 977 978 979 980 981 982 983 984 985 986 987 988 989 990 991 992 993 994 995
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Figure B.1: Cell numbering scheme of the SpaCal calorimeter to be compared to the
actual mechanical construction depicted in figure 2.7. The cell numbers
zero to three correspond to the veto cells.
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